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170-128-3-7

�lle:i-1-

A bill to

be

entitled

An act relating to medical malpractice,

2

reenacting and amending s. 768.41, Florida

'
s
'
3

@

Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to internal

7

sl■ilar facilities, remof;.,G'·-lhe\{�quirement
,,�·-ir'S'
that such facilt�\\���lop and implement a

10

ss. 768.42 and 768.43, Florida Statutes, 1976

by
FLOR/D g_-\V ARtH/VES
.
chapter COO and other similar facilities, shall, as a part of
DE PAR �rf.ri' OF STATE
l
R. A. F"4' BUILQ,i<G
21 its administrative functions, establish an internal risk
Tallahass e, FL 32399-0
250
31 management program which shall include the following

r,; -,,.

program to p2�de compensation to persons who

•

'

have sustained·compensable injuries, repealing

Supplement, relating to the impl&mentatlon of

11

® [? V

reproduced

Series

risk management programs of hospt���J� other

.5
. � '77'1
_Carton�,

1.6
1.7

program and the use of medical incident

N

WHEREAS, chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating to

1.13

co-ittees, providing an effective date.

IS

17 ■edlcal malpractice, medical liability insurance, and related
1
g ■atters has been held to be constitutionally deficient, and
WHEREAS, the Legislature wishes to reenact provisions

It

2111 contained ln said chapter, NOW, .THEREFORE,

221 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,
D
24

Section 1.

25

768.Cl

Section 768.Cl, Florida Statutes, 1976

251 Supplement, ·ls reenacted and amended to reads

'D

(1)

Internal risk management program.--

Every hospital licensed pursuant to ch. 395,

13

'·
r

.• .._... ......,.,

ty,. .,...... ,... ,,.•••, ••.•• ·••: ••,•• 1nd•r•1,,, .,••••itlHa.
�

2.13

2.lC

The development of appropriate measures to

(cl

The analyais of patient grievances which relate to 12.15/3

(d)

The development and implementation of an incident

2.15

2.15/1

2.15/2

2.15/3

14 reporting system based upon the affirmative duty of all health 2.15/5
1
1
IS care providers and all agents and employees of the health care 2.15/6

"I

·facility to report injuriea and adverse incidents to the

2.15/7

191 •es!9nee-te-prev!ee-ee■penea,!en-,e-eerta!ft-'!19feens-vhe-ere

2.15/9

hospital risk manager, and

1.16

20 I llelee11!neci-,e-have-evsu!nee-e-ee■penealth-inivry7-pvn11en,-,e I 2 .15/10

»

1.15

1.15
lsenc

•I

21

te➔--9he-eevelep■ent-ene-i■ple■enletien-ef-e-pre9ra•

,he-prev!a!ene-ef-•T-i68T4a,-,he-pre9ra■e-•e••••e•-1ty-,h!e

22 e111teee,!en-ehall-1te-ee••eneee-in-heep!,ele-11pen-,he-effeetive
23 •••e-et-,h!e-eel7-ltt1t-ehell-net-1te-•e••¼•e•-in-ethee-heal,h
24 e ase-fae,1,,,ee-1111,il-ene-ye••-•••••-lhe-effee,ive-•••e-•f

1.18

25 ,h-h-11eh

1.19

2.0/2

26

�

2.0/3

including, but not limited to, nursing homes licensed under

CODIM

2.0/lC

(b)

minimize the risk of injuries and adverse incidents to

121 p atient care and the quality of medical services,

�

29

■aintenance organization certificated under part II of chapter 2.0/6
; 1

incidents causing injury to patients,

2.0/12

11

lO

31

The investigation and analysis of the frequency

2.0/11

l.lC

ambulatory surgical center as defined in paragraph (dl, health 2.0/5
641, or other facility providing in-house patient care,

(a)

61 and causes of general categories and specific types of adverse

11

1.11

21

27

components a

10 p atients through the cooperative efforts of all personnel,

1.9

1J

5

'I

1.8

1.10

,.

.

3-2'1-77

such compensation programs through an insurance

12

170-128-3-7

As used in this section, •ambulatory surgical center• means a
facility the primary purpose of which is to provide elective

surgical care, and in which the patient ia adaltted to and

2.15/8

2.15/12

2.15/13
2.15/lC

2.15/15

2.15/16
2.15/17

30 discharged fro■ said facility within the aame working day, and 12.15/18

2.0/7

311 �hich ia not part of the hospital.

2.0/9

2

f"".,\

aowever, a facility

CODIHG, ••••• ,• ..._a. ......,., .,.,•••• '-'•'.'·• ,.....

,,t1., ·••; -"· ,nu11fnn --�4itiMlo

2.15/20

I

170-128-3-7

170-128-3-7

ezisting for the primary purpose of performing terminations of ,2,15/21
21 pregnancy, or an office maintained by a physician or dentist
, for the practice of medicine, shall not be construed to be an
,
, ambulatory surgical center,

s

(2)

The risk management program shall be the

2,15/22
3.0/3

, responsibility of the governing board of the health care

3,0/4

1

J.0/5

facility, When practical, two or more health care facilities

a ■ay coabine their risk management activities,

'

Regardless of

the method ■elected t'O carry out the program, one or more

10

individual■ shall be designated •risk manager• for the

11

purposes of this part,

3,0/7
3,0/8

1

3

Reenacts and amends s. 768,41, F.S., which requires that
hospitals and certain other health care facilities
establish internal risk management programs, as a part of
their administrative functions, to1
1, Investigate and analrze frequency and causes of
incidents causing injury to pat ents1
2. Develop measures to minimize risk of such
incidents,
J. Analyze patient grievances: and
4. Develop and implement an incident reporting system,

'
s
6

•
9

10

3,0/9

11

J,0/12

13

17

u and severity of medical malpractice and patient injury claim■

3 ,0/13

1,

Such additional approachea may include eztending

3,0/15

16

17

risk management programs to health care providers' offices and

3,0/16

11

the assuming of provider liability by a health care facility

IS

16

19

20
21

other innovative approaches intended to reduce the frequency

shall be encouraged and their implementation and operation
facilitated,

for acts or omissions occurring within the facility.
Section 2,

Sections 768,42 and 768.43, Florida

Statute■, 1976 Supplement, created by section■ 3 and 4 of

22

chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed.

:u

768.41, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, shall not effect

2J

25

»

Section 3.

tbe operation of ■ection 3 of chapter 76-168, Laws of Florida,

vbicb 1• to take effect July 1, 1982.

11
:II

The reenactment by this act of section

lav.

section 4.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

3,0/14

3.0/20

20

).0/22

3.0/23
3.0/24

j3.0/25

Repeals provisions which implement such compensation
programs through the establishment of medical incident
committees to hear and consider incident reports and to
decide issues relevant thereto, including findings of
negligence and determinations that compensation ahall be
paid to injured patient, and the amount of auch
compensation.

17

3,0/17

3,0/21

Removes provisions from said section requiring the
development and implementation of a program to compensate
certain persons injured in such incidents,

15

11

3,0/18

llhbs

ROUSE SUMMARY

3,0/11

IJ

l:hbs

2

In addition to the programs mandated by this act,

12

(3)

J.0/6

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

19

21

22

23

24

25
26

'l1

21

2'

2'

JI

31

30

30

3
COOING

r

�• I•_. d.o-,1, .,,. .,. ••lotlN• f,.• o■l•tl•t low; ••••• 1D!l••lfn•4•,. •••;11 ....

4

CODING, W•••• I•_. d.o-,1, .,,. ••• lolotl•• ,,.. -■l•ll•t low; -"• ,n4alfnd,

--..,4itl•••
I

3,2
J.2/1
3.2/2
),2/6
3.2/7
3.2/8
J,2/8

3.2/12
3.2/13

l,10
3,11
3.12
l,13

PcB-lf�
A bill to be entit ef\
" �\
An act relating to medic
aetiee
�
Q
liability and proeeed,-... •r reenacting s.

2

.. -��,)\'I

3

'
s

'
•
'

('ej�

�Dli<\b
R. A. GR�'t0
i .,t32.J99-y 25
,aibh3ssec, -

-'e•'e
·Ii c..J

4

12

s. 768.50, Florida Statutes, 1976' Supplement,

1.6/1

sources, reenacting and amending s. 768.45,

1.6/2

medical negligence of a health care provider

1.6/3

and standards of recovery therefor, reenacting

13

3.'L

1.6

Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to

and amending s. 768.48, Florida Statutes, 1976

1.6/4

1,

Supplement, which provides that verdicts in

1.6/5

1'

in specified eata9ories1 reenacting and

1.6/6

eases of medical malpractice shall be itemized

H

amending s. 768.51, Florida Statute ■, 1976

17

7j

'2-,0
C,;/
''rn -=-+---"
;!i·

0

768.44(1) (a) ,rtb:c�'da Statutes, 1976
f'. v•
o_-�
Supplemen�\1
elating to the filing of claims

relating to indemnification from collateral

11

170-lllA-3-7

,cp�odUC!:d by
H1iES
STATc.rA"RC
··
c..:,,·';·s
FLOR\DL'A ''
-�)_ C.
-,
;-''
I
,-,En
' ,-\r\T .,,, .,
._,

against praetitlonersr reenacting and amending

10

lr .

1I.-��n
(D . (]}
u .
c/ \'----'

170-lllA-l-7

t"--'

,f 17

2

'I
3

Be

It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Floridar
Section 1.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

768.44, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted to

5 read,

•

l:ene
1.23

1.24

768.44

Medical liability mediation panelsr membershipr 12.2

(1) (a)

Any person or his representative claiming

hearings.--

2.2/1

9 damages by reason of injury, death, or monetary loss on

2.2/2

11 physician, podiatrist, hospital, or health maintenance

2.2/3

10 account of alleged malpractice by any medical or osteopathic
12 organization against whom he believes there is a reasonable·
13 basis for a claim shall submit such claim to an appropriate

1, medical liability mediation panel before that claim may be
15 filed in any court of this state.
16

Section 2.

768.50

Section 768.50, Florida Statutes, 1976

17 Supplement, is reenacted and amended to read,

2.2/5

2.2/6

2.2/7

2.2/9

2.2110

11

Supplement, relating to alternative methods of

1.6/7

11

20

care provider,, reenacting s. 768.49, Florida

1.6/8

20 wrongful death, whether in tort or in contract, arising out of 3.3/2

19

payment with respect to claim• againat health

21

Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to

22

procedures with reapeet to recoveries for

:u

excessive or inadequate7 providing an effective

damagea in eases where the award ia clearly

23
2S

"

1.6/9

1.6/10'

WHEREAS, chapter 76-260, Lava of Florida, relating to

1.6/13

21 aedieal malpractice, medical liability insurance, and related

1.19

30

1.20

2f ■atters has been held to be constitutionally deficient, and

WHEREAS, the Legislature wiahes to reen.aet provisions

fl contained in said chapter, NOW, THEREFOR£,
COOIMG: •••• le

.-.

.....i......,.. .,,. ••• ..

1
letlNo f,.. ..1,11-, lew; w•..• Jll!ll!!!uL•,. •••111....

(1)

Collateral sources of indeanlty.--

In any �ction for damages for personal injury or

21 the rendition of professional services by a health care

3.3

J.3/1

22 provider es-�ef!ne�-!ft-8y-�68T5�i9tT in which liability is

3.3/4

2' awarded to compensate the claimant for losses sustained, the

3.3/7

23 adaitted or is deterained by the trier of fact and damages are 3.3/5
25 court shall reduce the amount of aueh award by the total of

date.

'11

19

26 all amount• paid, or. to be paid, to the claimant from all

27 collateral sources which are available to hia1 however, there
28 shall be no reduction for collateral source• for which a

1.20

2f

aubrogation right exists.

1.20/1

31

receive evidence from the claiaant and other appropriate

Upon a finding of liability and an

30 awarding of daaagea·by the trier of fact, the court shall

3.3/8

3.3/9

3.3/10

3.3/11
3.l/12

2

CODING, Wenl1 la -1 "'-" ty,- .,. ..letl•• f,.. Hlotl•t l•w; _,.• Jll!ll!!!uL•,e •'•ltiM1.

---.

170-UlA-3-7

170-lllA-3-7

persons concerning the total amounts of collateral sources

l.3/13

osteopaths licensed_under_chapter_459t_podiatrists_llcensed

2 under chapter 4611 dentists licensed under chapter 466 1

4.7/3

2 vhich have been paid, or vill be paid, for the benefit of the

3.3/15

, also take testimony of any amount which has been paid,

3.3/16

3 chiropractors licensed under chapter 4601 naturopa��llc�nsed (4.7/4
under chapter 4621 nurses licensed under chapter 4641 nursing 4.7/5

6 members of his immediate family to secure his right to any

3.3/18

6 registered under chapter 4831 physicians' asslsta�!s certified 14.7/6

I his injury, and shall offset any restriction in the award by

3.3/19

I assistants_licensed_under_chapter 486t_health maintenance

3.3/20

10 ambulatory surgical centers_as_defined_in_para�raph_(clt blood

3 claimant or are otherwise available to him. The court shall

•

'

5 homes licensed under chapter_400Lclinical_laboratories

s contributed, or forfeited by, or on behalf of, the claimant or 3.3/17
7 collateral source benefit which he ls receiving as a result of
9 such amounts.
(2)

10

J.!l.

11

For purposes of this section�?

•collateral sources• means any payments made, or

3.3/24

4.7/12

lslos

16 public programs providing medical expenses, disability

3.27

II

3.28

20 benefits or income disability coverage, and any other similar

3.29

21 i nsurance benefits except life insurance benefits available to 3.30
1
22 the claimant, whether purchased by him or provided by others. 4,3
!.:. iet Any contract or agreement of any group,

2l

251

ltlus

2'1 organization, partnership, or corporation to provide, pay for, 14,4 ·
or reimburse the costs of hospital, medical, dental, or other

4.5

4. idt Any contractual or voluntary wage continuation

4.6
1
4.7

»

health care services.

a

plan provided by employers or any other system intended to

11

29 provide wages during a period of disability.

'°I
J1

(b)

•Health care orovider• means hospitals licensed

unde!�chapter 3951 physicians licensed under chapter 4581

·-

3

CODING, We,lo ••-- ..._.., .,.,. ••• leletl•• f,.. Hlotl•t low; we,4•.l!!IUill.ul•,. e44ill••••

4.7/9

13 corporations, joint ventures, or other associations for

3.26

� i�t Any health, sickness, or income disability
19 inaurancer automobile accident insurance that provides health

4.7/8

4.7/10

15 federal, state, or local income dlsablllty act, or any other
17 payments, or other similar benefits.

9 organizations certificated under oart II of chapter 6411

14.7/7

11 banks, olasma centers, industrial clinics, and renal dialysis

3.3/23

L, iat The Onited States Social Security Act, any ·

under_chapter_45Bt_ph�sical_therae!!..!:s and physical therapist

3.3/22

12 to be made, to the claimant, or on his behalf, by or pursuant
1
n to,

14

1

4.7/1

4. 7/2

12 facilities, or professional associations, partnerships,

1' erofessional_activity_bl_health care oroviders.

'

IS

(cl

"Ambulatory surgical center• means a facility the

16 primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care
17 or_diainostic_or medical_care or treatment and in which the

11 patient ls admitted to and discharged from
19

s!l�-!�!l.!lli

within the same working day, and 1thich is not part 2.L.!
However, a facility existing for the primary

20 hospital.

21 purpose of performing terminations of pregnancy or !2-2!f!£!

22 maintained by a physician or'dentlst for the practice of

23 medicine shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical

24 �!!:�
25
(3)

In the event that the fees for legal services

4.7/11

4.7/13

4.7/14

4.7/15

4.7/16

4. 7/18

4.7/19
4.7/20

4.8

26 provided to the claimant are based on a percentage of the
4.9
,
11 amount of money awarded to the claimant, such percentage shall 4.10

291

21 be based on the net amount of the award as reduced by the

amounts of collateral sources and as increased by insurance

30 premiums paid.

�

4

CODING, We,4o lo ...,..i, ..._.., .,.,. .,. 4•1etl•• f,.. ••htl•t lew; -"• .l!ll.Utli.ut•,. e44itl•••

4.11

170-lllA-3-7

,170-lllA-3-7

(4)

Unless otherwise expressly provided by law, no

2 insurer or any other party providing collateral source

l benefits as defined in subsection (21 shall be entitled to

4.12

4.13

, recover the amounts of any such benefits from the defendant or 14.14

5 a ny other person or entity, and no right of subrogation or
4.16
1
' asaig11111ent of rights of recovery shall exist. All policies of

•1

ins urance providing benefits described in this section shall

4.17

be construed in accordance with this section after the
0
t effective date of thia act.

4.18

111 Supple■ent, la reenacted and amended to reads

4.20

10

Section 3.

768.45
12
1
n etc.--

Section 768.45, Florida Statutes, 1976

Medical negligence, standards of recovery,

4.19

I 5.0/3

In any action for recovery of damages based on ·the 5.0/4
,
15 death or personal infury of any person, in which it la alleged 5.0/5
1,

,

(lJ

1' that such death or injury resulted from the negligence of a

17 health care provider, as defined in

!:.-1�!���1�Ll2L

BT

18 ;,aYSii9•• the claimant aball have the burden of proving by

5.0/6

l1los

5,0/7

19 the greater weight of evidence that the alleged actions of the 15.0/8
\

20 health care provider represented a breach of the accepted

· 21

22

standard of care for that health care provider.

The accepted

standard of care for a given health care provider shall be

23 that level of care, skill, and treatment which is ·recognized

24 by a reasonably prudent similar health care provider as being

2S acceptable under similar conditions and circumstance■•

»

(2)(a)

5,0/9

5.0/17

31 provider" is one vho1

5.19

COOIMC, WM4• i. -i. ..._,., ,.,,. ••• ••••••-• f,.. ••l1tl•t lew; ••••• J!ll!tllut••• •••itlo•••

Is trained and experienced in the same discipline

5.22

J.

Practices in the same or similar medical community. (5.22

�, or school of practicer and
5
6

'I

( bl

If the health care provider whose negligence is

claimed to have created the cause of action is certified by

5.0/16

5.22/2

5.22/3

I( the appropriate American board as a specialist, is trained and 5.22/C
experienced in a medical specialty, or holds himself out as a

10 specialist, a "similar health care provider• is one who:

11

1.

Ia trained and experienced in the same specialty,

13

.2.

Ia certified by the appropriate American board in

12( and

U( the same specialty.

IS

(c) The purpose of this subsection is to establish a

16 relative standard of care for various categories and

17 classifications of health care providers. Any health care
18 provider may testify as an expert in any action if hea

5.22/5
5.28

5.28/1
5.30

6.0/1

6.0/2

19

1.

Ia a "almllar health care provider• pursuant to

6.0/5

21

2.

Is not a similar health care provider pursuant to

6.0/7

20 paragraph (a) or (b)1 or,

2'

2t not trained and experianced in a medical specialty, or does

5

2.

21 this atate,

5.0/13

5.0/11

5.0/15

not bold himself out as a specialist, a •similar health care

s.20

22 paragraph (a) or (bl but fe,t-��t-i�utt, to the satisfaction

71 claimed to have created the cause of action is not certified

30

Ia licensed by the appropriate regulatory agency of

5.0110

If the health care provider whose negligence is 15.0/14

21 by the appropriate American board as being a specialist, is

1.

23 of the court,

possesses sufficient training, experience, and

knowledge to provide such expert testimony as to the

25 acceptable standard of care in a given cause.
26

(l) (a)

If the injury is claimed to have resulted fro■

'D the negligent affirmative medical intervention of the health

6.0/9

6.0/11

6.0/12

,.o;u

6.0/lC

6.0/15

care provider, the claimant must, in order to prove a breach
29 of an accepted standard of care, show that the injury vas not

6.0/17

31

6.0/18

21

30 within the necessary or reasonably foreseeable results of the
aurgical, medicinal, or diagnostic procedure constituting the

'

-
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medical intervention, if the intervention from which the

2 injury is alleged to have resulted was carried out in

l accordance with an acceptable standard of care by a reasonably
4 p rudent similar health care provider.

'I

lb)

s

6.0/19

6.0/20
6.0/21

The provisions of this subsection shall apply only 16.0/22

vhen"the medical intervention was undertaken with the informed ,6.0/23
7 consent of the patient in compliance with the provisions of••
II 768.46.

'

(4)

The existence of a medical injury shall not create 16.0/24

10 any inference .2!. f••t presumption of negligence against a

11

health care provider, and the claimant must maintain the

12 b urden of proving that an injury was proximately caused by a

13 breach of the accepted standard of care by the health care

14 p rovider.

6.0/24

6.0/25

6.0/27

6.0/28

However, the discovery of the presence of a foreign 16.0/30

ISi body, such as a sponge, clamp, forceps, surgical needle, or

6.0/31

161 other paraphernalia commonly used in surgical, examination, or 16.0/32

17 diagnostic procedures shall be prima facie evidence of
1
11 negligence on the part of the health care provider.
19

Section 4.

21

768.48

Section 768.48, Florida Statute■, 1976

»I Supplement, la reenacted and amended to reads
22

·(lJ

Iteaized verdict.--

In any action by a patient against a health care

6.0/33

6.0/35

6.0/36
7.0/2

7.0/4

2l provider, aa defined in a. 768.5012) (bl, in a tort or contract 7.0/5
:U claim for aalpractlce ln which the trier of tact determines

2S that liability exists on the part of the defendant, the trier
3' of fact shall, as a part of the verdict, itemize the amounts

7.0/6

7.0/8

7.0/10

71 t o be awarded to the claimant into the following categories of 7.0/11
211 da■agest

301
2t

Ca)

Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for

7.0/13

reaaonable expense■ which have been incurred, or which will be 7.0/15

21 i ncurred, for neceaaary ■edical, surgical, x-ray, -dental, 2r
CODIIIG1 Ww4o

7
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7.0/16

tort rehabilitative services, including prosthetic devices,

21 necessary ambulance, hospital, and nursing services, drugs,

31 and therapy,
lbJ

Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for

5 lost wages or loss of earning capacity and other economic
6 1 losses and for the inconvenience of the claimant, which have

•

been incurred or will be incurred, and
(c)

Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for

9 pain and suffering, loss of companionship, embarrassment, and

10 other items of general damages which have been incurred or

7.0/18
7.0/20

7.0/22
7.0/23
7.0/24

7.0/26

7.0/27

II will be incurred in the future.

7.0/28

141 incurred prior to the verdict and amounts intended to

7.0/31

12

(2)

Each category of damages shall be further itemized 7.0/29

131 into ·amounts intended to compensate for losses which have been 7.0/30

151 compensate for losses to be incurred in the future. Future

16 damages itemized under paragraphs (1) (a) and (11 (bl shall be
17 computed before and after reduction to present value.

Future

11 damages itemized under paragraph (1) (cl shall not be reduced
19 to present value.
20

22 provide compensation.
Sections.

section 768.51, Florida Statutes, 1976

2'1 Supplement, ls reenacted and amended to read1

25

768.51

261 awards.-7/

(1)

7.0/33

8.0/1

8.0/2

In itemizing amount■ intended to compensa�• 8.0/3

for future losses, the trier of fact ■hall set forth the

21 period of years over which such amounts are intended to

23

7.0/32

Alternative methods of payment of damage

In any action by a patient against a health care

8.0/5

8.0/6
8.1

8.2
9.2

9.3

9.3/1

21

provider, as defined in a. 768.50(2) lb), in a tort or contract 9.3/3

31

future losae■ exceeds $200,000, payment of amounts intended to 9.3/7

29 claim for malpractice in which the trier of fact determines

30 that the amount necessary to compensate the claimant for
8
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compensate the claimant for losses to be incurred in the

21 future shall be made by one of the following means,

•1
3

damages

(a)

The defendant may make a lump sum payment for all

so assessed, with future economic losses and expenses

s reduced to present value, or

'

(bl

The court may, at the request of either party,

7 enter a judgment ordering the damages for future losses to be

9.3/9

9.3/10
9.14

9.15

9.16

9.17

9.18

a paid in vhole or in part by periodic payments rather than by a 9.20
9 lump su■ payment.

10

11

1.

In entering a judgment ordering the payment of

9.21

future damages by periodic payments, the court shall make a

9.23

13 vhic� vill compensate the judgment creditor for such future

9.26

12 specific finding as to the dollar amount of periodic payments

9.24

u damages. The total of such periodic payments shall be equal

9.28

1' p resent value. The period of time over which such periodic

9.30

15 to the amount of all future damages before any reduction to

9.29

17 payments shall be made shall be the period of years determined

10.l

19 court ■ay order that the amount■ of the payments be equal or

10.4

11 by the trier of fact in arriving at its itemized verdict. The 10.3
211 vary in uount depending upon the probable need of the

21 c laimant.

10,5

The judgment shall provide that all economic losses 10.6

22 and expenses incurred during any given period be paid by the

10.8

24

10.11

2:1 defendant even though they exceed the specified payment.

Bovever, there ahall be no requirement to pay more than the

25 original lump sum judgment before any reduction to present
::16 value, and if any periodic payments exceed the amount
71

specified by the judgment, successive payments shall be

21 reduced accordingly until the entire judgment is paid.
29
JD

JI

2.

10.12
10.13
10,15

10.16

As a condition to authorizing periodic payments of

10.17

post security adequate to assure full payment of such damages

10.19

future damages, the court shall require the judgment debtor to 10.18

'
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awarded by the judgment.

If the judgment debtor is unable to

10.20

2 post the required security, the court shall order that all

10.21

A sum, and periodic payments shall not be authorized in such a

10.25

3 damages, both past and future, be paid to claimant in a lump

51

10.23

10.27
case. Upon termination of periodic payments of future
1
6 damages, the court shall order the return of such security, or 10,28

71 so much as remains, to the judgment debtor •

•

3,

10.29
In the event that the court finds that the judgment 11.1

9 debtor h�• exhibited a continuing pattern of failing to make
10 the required periodic payments, the court shall find the
11 judgment debtor in contempt and, in addition to the required
12

periodic payments, shall order the judgment debtor to pay the

13 claimant all damages caused by the failure to make such

14 periodic payments, including court costs and attorney's fees,

11.2

11.3
11.4

11.5

11.6

11.7

ISi If insolvency of the judgment debtor is proven to the court to 111.8

16 be probable, the court may order that the balance of payments
1
17 due be placed in trust for the benefit of the claimant.
11

19

4. The judgment ordering the paY11ent of future damage■ (11.11/1

by periodic payments shall specify the recipient or recipien�•

20 of the payments, the dollar amounts of the payments, the
21

22

11.10

11.11

interval between payments, a�d the number of payments or the
period of ·time over which payments shall be made. Such

11.11/l
1
11.11/4

23 payments shall only be aubject to modification as specified in (11.11/6
2c this section.

2S

5.

If the claimant has been awarded damages to be

11.11/8
1
26 discharged by'periodic payments and the claimant dies prior to 11.11/9
V

21

the termination of the period of years during vhich such

payments are to be made, the liability of the defendant for

29 amounts set forth in paragraphs 768.48(11 (a) and (cl shall

30 cease and the estate of the claimant shall have no claim for

31

such amounts.

In such event, the remaining balance of all

10
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11.11/14
11.11/15
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amounts to be paid pursuant to paragraph 768,48(1) (b) shall be 11.11/16

21 paid Into the

estate of the claimant in a lump ■um.

11,11/17:

is clearly excessive or inadequate, it shall order a

2 remittitur or additur as the case may be.

If the party

11,30

3 adversely affected by such remittitur or additur does not

s amounts awarded for past and future damages. The attorney's

12.2

s issue of damages only.

7 proportion, and the periodic payments shall be reduced by the

12.,

t The attorney's.fee ■ay be paid in a lump sum upon entry of

12.7

J

6. Claimant's attorney's fee, if payable from the

, judgment, shall be based upon the total judgment, adding all
, fee shall be paid from past and future damages in the same

a amount of attorney'• fees paid from future damages payable.
10 judgment or, at the attorney's option, periodically in

II conjunction with the claimant' a payment.

If paid

12 periodically, the attorney's fee shall be paid as long as

ll payments are made to the claimant, with the remaining balance
1, due paid in a lump sum, if the claimant dies prior to all
IS payments having been made,

16

(2)

Nothing in this section shall preclude any other

19

Section 6.

21

768.49

, agree, the court shall order a new trial in the cause on the

6

(21

In determining whether an award is clearly

excessive or inadequate in light of the facts and

II circumstances presented to the trier of fact and in

12,6

12.9

12,10

12.11

12.12

13.2/15
13.19

13,20

13.21
13.23

13.24

9 determining the amount, if any, that such award exceeds a

13.26

11 shall consider the following criteria:

13.30

13 preju�ice, passion, or corruption on the part of the trier of
1
1' f act,

14.J

10 reasonable range of damages (or is inadequate), the court

12,8

13.2/14

12

(a)

Whether the amount awarded ls indicative of

IS

(b)

Whether it clearly appears that the trier of fact

13.29
13.30

14.5

161 ignored the evidence in reaching a verdict or misconceived the 114.6

12.12/2

14,8

17 method of payment of awards, if such method la consented to by 12,12/J
1
II the parties.

17 merits of the case relating to the amounts of damages
1
11 recoverable,

2111 supplement, la .reenacted to reads

201 of damages into account or arrived at the amount of damages by 114,10

22

(1)

Section 768.49, Florida Stetutea, 1976

Re■ittitur and additur.--

19

12.13

12.13/1

(c)

Whether the trier of fact took improper elements

211 speculation and conjecturer

13.2

22

In any action for the recovery of damages based on 13.2/2

231

(d)

Whether the amount awarded bears a reasonable

relation to the amount of damages proved and the injury

23 personal injury or wrongful death arising out of medical

13,2/3

2S o f fact deter ■inea that liability exists on the part of the

13.2/6

2S

13,2/8

'II manner by reasonable persons.

2' malpractice, whether in tort or in contract, wherein the trier

»

2, aufferedr and

13,2/5

261

defendant and a verdict is rendered which awards money damages 13,2/7

%1 to the plaintiff, it shall be the responsibility of the'court,

21 upon proper motion, to review the amount of such award to

21

13.2/10

29 deter■ine if such amount is clearly excessive or inadequate in 13.2/11
30 light of the facts and circumstances which were presented to
lt t he trier of fact.
COOING, Weo4,
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If the court finds that the amount awarded 13,2/13 •
11
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·""·

(e)

Whether the amount awarded is supported by the

evidence and is such that it could be adduced in a logical
(3)

14,9

14.ll

14.13

14.14
14.15

14.16
14.17

It is the intent of the Legislature to vest the

14.18

30 review the amounts of damages awarded by a trier of fact in

14.20

29

trial courts of this state with the discretionary authority to

31

light of a standard of excessiveness or inadequacy.

The

12
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14.22
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Legislature recognizes that the reasonable actions of a jury

2 are a fundamental precept of American jurisprudence and that

3 such actions should be disturbed or modified with caution and

'

•

7

11

12

14,27

14.22

this"section provides an additional element of soundness and

14.30

logic to our judicial system and is in the best interests of
the citizens of Florida,

9

w

14,26

discretion, However, it is further recognized that a review

5 by the courts in accordance with the standards set forth in

'

14,24

law.

section 7. Thia act shall take effect upon becoming a

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

14,29

15,0/2
115.0/4

lahbs

llhba

13

HOUSE SUMMARY

1,

Reenacts each portion of chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida,
which1

16

1, Provides that podiatrists be among those
practitioners against whom claims of alleged malpractice
are to be submitted to a medical liability mediation
panel.

15,3
15.4

l, Provides that the claimant must show that the actions
or a health care provider were a breach of the accepted
standard of care for the particular health care provider.

15.7
15.8

5. Provides for alternate methods by which a defendent
may make payment of amounts intended to compensate the
claimant for future losses which exceed $200,000.

15,11
15.12

15
17

11
19
20

21
71

23

2,

2S

26
11
21

2, Provides for the reduction of amounts awarded in
medical malpractice cases when the claimant is also to be
paid from collateral sources of indemnification,

4. Provides that medical malpractice verdicts be
itemized with respect to amounts awarded for medical
services, lost wages, pain and suffering, and future
losses,

6. Provides for adjuatment by the court of medical
malpractice verdict awards which are clearly excessive or
inadequate.

29
30

31
13
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15,2

15.5
15,6

15.9
15.10

15.13
15,14

r
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fc./)-J!.,;i_,
2

3

'
5
'
•
'
1

10

11

12

13
u

IS
16

reproduced

("\'<"

and the insurance risk apportion�'PlanJ
reenacting s. 768.54, Florid �utes, 1976
�
Suppleaent, relating to limiation of liability

1.6/1

and the patient's compensation fund, reenacting

1.6/2

Supplement, relating to self insurance by

1.6/3

s. 768.52(1), Florida Statutes, 1976

health care providers, with respect to medical

malpractice liability, providing an effective

1.6/4

date.

WHEREAS, chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating to

201 contained in aaid chapter, NOW, THEREFORE,
n

221 le It enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,
�
Section 1.

Subsection• (4), (5), (61, (8), and (9) of

25 aection 76i.53, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are
1
� reenacted to read1
'11

TI

FLO R' 4 .�TATE A�CI-IIV_ES
. A ,t�t�T OF; ST �.1 E
DLP
R. Lfe1W aul�D:W3
An act relating to medical malpractice
0:::50
ii ha see FL 32399A
insurance, reenacting s. 768.53(4), (5), (6),.,...�
,a "
1
z_o
Series ___. Carton ';
: z.CJ-11
(8), and (9), Florida Statutes, 1976
v
g
�
S�pplement, relating to health care ���ers
1.6
'i
A bill to be entitled

17 ■edical malpractice, medical liability insurance, and related
1
11 ■atters ha• been held to be constitutionally deficient, and
19
WHEREAS, the Legislature wishes to reenact provision•

:u

ty

768.53

lnaurance riak apportionment plan aa to health

211 care provider■.-29
(4) The temporary joint underwriting plan shall

301 f unction for a period not exceeding l years from the date of
311 ita adoption by the Department of Insurance, and if still in
CODIMC ""'4• I• .-a.
i

1
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1·
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existence at the end of such )-year period, it shall

2 automatically terminate. The plan shall provide coverage for

2.3/5

5 facilities, coverage f�r bodily injury or property damage to
6 the perso or property of any patient arising out of the
�
7 insured's activities, in standard policy forms for all health

2.3/8

' medical care or services and, in the case of health care

I care providers as defined in subsection (9). The plan shall
91 include, but not be limited to:

10

(al

Rules for· the classification of risks and rates

11 which reflect past and prospective loss and expense experience
A rating plan which reasonably recognizes the

2.3/15

16

(c)

Provisions as to rates fort

2.)/16

2. The estates of deceased insureds.

2.3/18

(d) Protection in an amount to be determined by the

2.3/20

UI prior claims experience of insureds.

1.14

.3.

Part-time professionals.

2.2

2.3
2.)

2.3/1

12.3/2

2.3/13

(bl

19

1.18

2.3/12

14

Insureds who are retired or semiretired.

1.17

2.l/10

2.3/14

1.

l1enc

2.3/7

12 in different areas of practice and in different geographical

» areai.

17

1.15

2.3/4

3 claims arising out of the rendering of, or failure to render,

1.13
1.14

2.)/3

11

20

21 Insurance Commissioner.

2.3/16

For _those hospitals licensed under

22 c hapter 395 whose policies have been canceled since April 1,

2.3/18

2.3/21

2.3/22

23 1975,. that have not been able otherwise to secure coverage in

2.3/23

251 at the limits available in the plan from the above date.

2.3/24

,,

26

the standard market the plan shall provide continuous coverage
(e)

Rules to implement the orderly dissolution of the

'111 plan at ita termination.
�

291 The Insurance commissioner may, in his discretion, require
30 that insurers participating in the Joint Underwriting
311 ·Association offer excesa coverage.
2
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2.3/25
2.3/26

2.3/27

I
l
I
i
I
I
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(5) In the event an underwriting deficit exists at the j2.3/29

2 end of any.year the plan is in effect, each policyholder shall

3 pay to the association a premium contingency assessment not to 2.3/30

4 exceed one-third of the premium payment paid by such
S policyholder to the association' for that year. The

6 association shall pay no further claims on any policy for

7 which the policyholder fails to pay the premium contingency
I assessment.

'

2.3/31
2.3/32

2.3/34

(a) Any deficit sustained under the plan shall first

2.3/35

(b) If there is any remaining deficit under the plan

2.3/39

0

10 be recovered through the premium contingency assessment.

11 Concurrently, the rates for insureds shall be adjusted for the 12.3/36
12 next year so as to be actuarially sound.
2.3/37
13

1,1 after maximum collection of th� premium contingency

2.3/40

15 assessgent, such deficit shall be recovered from the companies 12.3/41
1
M participating in the plan in the proportion that the net

t7 direct premiums of each such member written during the

2.3/42

(8) All books, records, documents, or audits relating

2 to the Joint Underwriting Association or its operation shall

4.2,1

6

4.26

• p ossession of the Joint Underwriting Association shall not be

5 available for review during the processing of that claim.

7

(9) As used in this sections

(a)

•uealth care. provider• means hospitals licensed

a under chapter 3951 physicians licensed under chapter 4581

9 osteopaths licensed under chapter 4591 podiatrists licensed

W under chapter 461: dentists licensed under chapter 4661

13 homes licensed under chapter 4001 clinical laboratories

15 under chapter 4581 physical therapists and physical therapist
16 assistants licensed under chapter 4861 health maintenance

17 organizations certificated under part II of chapter 6411

for the lines of insurance defined in paragraphs

2.3/45

21 corporations, joint ventures� or other associations for

2.3/48

24 p rimary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care

(6) The plan shall provide for one or more insurers

2C

2S able and willing to provide policy service through licensed

26

2.3/46

2.3/49

resident agents and claims service on behalf of all other

2.3/50

2' Underwriting Association la authorized to perform any and all

2.3/53

71

21

insurers participating in the plan.

In the event no insurer

is able and willing to provide such services, the Joint

JO such services in an identical manner as though it were an
31

authorized insurer.

3
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5.0/3

5.0/4

� facilities, or professional associations, partnerships,

5.0/7

22 p rofessional activity by health care providers.
23
(bl "Ambulatory surgical center• means a facility the

5.0/9

25 or diagnostic or medical care or treatment and in which the

5.0/8.
5.0/10
5.0/11

p atient is admitted to and discharged fro■ said facility

5.0/12

29 p urpose of performing ter■inationa of pregnancy or an office

5.0/15

»

2.3/51

27 within the same working day, and which is not part of a

2.3/54

30 maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of
31

2.3/52

4.26/3

5.0/5

2t

23 coverage issued under package policies.

4.26/2

11 ambulatory surgical centers as defined in paragraph (b)1 blood
19 b anks, plasma centers, industrial clinics, and renal dialysis 5.0/6

premiums written in this state by all members of the

22 624.605(l)(b), (j), and (p), including premiums for such

4.26/1

IC registered under chapter 4831 physicians' assistants certified 15.0/2

19

l:qq

4.25

11 c hiropractors licensed under chapter 4601 naturopaths licensed 4.26/4
1
12 under chapter 462: nurses licensed under chapter- 464; nursing 5.0/1

2.3/43

20 association. •premiums• as used herein shall mean premiums

4.23

3 be open to public inspection, except that a claim file in the

11 preceding calendar year bears to the aggregate net direct

2.3/44

4.0/2

21 hospital.

However, a facility existing for the priaary

4
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medicine shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical

21 center.

3

5.0/16

(c) •sealth care facility• means any hospital licensed 5,0/17

4 under chapter 395, health maintenance organization

5,0/18

, surgical center as defined in paragraph (b).

5,0/19

II Supplement, is reenacted to reads

5.0/22

5 certificated under part II of chapter 641, or ambulatory
7

Section 2. Section 768.54, Florida Statutes, 1976

5,0/21

'

768.54 Limitation of liability and patient's

6,2

11

(1) DEFINITIONS.--The following definitions apply in

6.3

13

(a) •rund• means the Florida Patient's Compensation

6,4

IS

(b) •aealth care provider• means any1

101 compensation fund.--

121 the interpretation and enforcement of this sections

141 rund.

1'

1.

17

2.

Hospital licensed under chapter 395.

Physician licensed, or physician's assistant

111 certified, under chapter 458.
19
J. Osteopath licensed under chapter 459.

20

4.

21

5.

Podiatrist licensed under chapter 461.

Health maintenance organisation certificated under

6.4

6,4/1

6.6
6.7

6,8

6.8

6.9

6.10

211 part II of chapter 641.
D•·
,. Ambulatory surgical center, as defined in paragraph 16.10/1
JC

(C) •

»

joint venture, or other association by the individuals set

2S

7.

Professional association, partnership, corporation, (6.13

'D forth in subparagraph• 2., 3., and 4. for professional
:a activity.
29
(c)

•Ambulatory surgical center• means a faci�ity the

30 primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical·care
\
31 or diagnostic or aedical care or treatment, in which the

5
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6.14
6,15

6,16

6.17

,.u

patient is admitted to and discharged from said facility

(6.19

hospital. However, a facility existing for the primary

6.20

2 within the same working day, and which is not part of a
4

purpose of performing· terminations of pregnancy, or an office

5 maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of
1
6 medicine, shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical
center •

•
'I 395.

6.22

6.23

(d)

"Hospital• means a hospital licensed under chapter 16,24

10

(e)

•Health maintenance organization• means any health (6.24

13

(2) LIMITATION or LIABILITY.--

11 maintenance organization certificated under part II of chapter (6.25
1
U 641.

u

6.26

(a) All hospitals shall, unless exempted under

6,27

15 paragraph (c), and all health care providers other than
1
16 hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and assessment or, in cases 6.28
17 in which such hospital or health care provider joined the fund 6,29
l8 after the fiscal year had begun, a prorated assessment into
6.30

"I

the fund pursuant to subsection (3) prior to practicing

7.1

20 during any year,

21

_(b) Each health care _provider shall not be liable for

7.2
7.3

22 an amount in excess of $100,000 per claim for claims covered.
1
D under subsection (J) in this state if, at the time the
24 incident giving rise to the cause of the claim occurred, the

7.3/2

26

7.8

251 health care provider
27

28

1, Had1

a.

Posted bond in the amount of $100,000 per claiar

b. Proved financial responsibility in the amount of
29 $100,000 per claim to the satisfaction of the board of

301

governors of the fund through the establishment of an

31 appropriate escrow account,

'
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7.10
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c. Obtained medical malpractice insurance in the

2 amount of $100,000 or more per claim from private insurers or

7.11
7.13

J tbe Joint Ondervriting Association established under s.
, 768.SlJ or

'I
'I
5

d. Obtained self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52,

7.14

provlding coverage in an amount of $100,000 or more per claim, 17.14/1

7 and

I

7.14

2. Bad paid, for the year in which the incident

occurred for which the claim was filed, the fee required

11

(c) Any hospital that can meet one of the following

12 provisions demonstrating financial responsibility to meet

16

1.

Post bond in an amount equivalent to $10,000 per

7.26

2l establishment of an appropriate escrow account,

:u

,
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I"

10 remain in compliance, with the provisions of this section, or

12 be revoked or suspended by said department,

(e) The limitation of liability and coverage afforded

14 by the fund for a participating hospital or ambulatory
1
15 surgical center shall apply to the officers, trustees,

8.U

8.17

8.17/2

16 volunteer workers, and employees of the hospital or ambulatory 8.17/3
,
17 surgical center, other than employed physicians licensed under 8.17/4

21 466, and podiatrists licensed under chapter 461,

8.17/7.

7,28

7,29

8.4

�

9 license of any hospital not in compliance, or failing to

7.27

11 Association established under•· 768.53, or through a plan of
21 self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52: however, no hospital
exceeding a $2,500,000 annual aggregate.

8.13

8.17/5

8.1

301

hospital that said hospital is in compliance, and shall remain 18.12

7.25

25J equivalent to $10,000 or more per claim for each bed in said

1' sball be required to obtain such coverage in an amount

61 Rehabilitative Services shall require certification by each

8.11

11 chapter 458 who are not in a resident training program,
19 physician's assistants licensed under chapter 458, osteopaths

J. Obtain professional liability coverage in an amount 7.30

26 hospital from a private insurer, from the Joint Underwriting

Annually, the Department of Health and

8.17/1

20 equivalent to $10,000 per claim for each hospital bed in said
1
21 hospital, not to exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate, to the

satisfaction of the board of governors of the fund through the

2.

13

17.24

221

5

8.9

8.16

7.22

2. Prove financial responsibility in an amount

41 under law without regard to the provisions of this section.

7.19

17 claim for each hospital bed in said hospital, not to exceed a
1
n $2,500,000 annual aggregate,
19

3 provisions of paragraph (bl, shall be subject to liability

11 of any hospital failing to provide such certification, shall

1, service• in this state shall not be required to participate in 17.21
ISi the funds

21 participate in the fund, or participates and does not meet the 18.8

a in compliance, with the provisions of this section. The

7.20

ll claims arising out of the rendering of medical care or

8.7

7.17

7.18

10 pursuant to subsection (l).

(d)l. Any health care provider who does not

8.3

8.5

8,6

� licensed under chapter 459, dentists licensed under chapter

22

23

(J)

PA�IENT'S COMPENSATION FUND,--

(a) The fund.--There is created a •r1orida Patient's

8.17/6
8.25

8.26

2, Compensation Fund,• hereinafter referred to as the •fund,• for l1qq
25 the purpose of paying that portion of any medical malpractice

2,\ claim for health care providers, or patient injury claim for
27 those health care providers set forth in subparagraph&
21 (11 (b)l,, 5., and 6., which is in excess of the li■its as set
29 forth in paragraph (2)(b),

The fund shall be liable only for

8.28

8,29

9.2

9.3

301'payment of claims against health care providers (vho are) in
l:ob
311 compliance with the provisions of paragraph (2)(b), reasonable 19.5
8
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and necessary expenses incurred in the payment of claims, and

21 f und administrative expenses.

3

(bJ

Fund administration and operation.--Hanagement of

, the fund shall be vested with the Joint Underwriting

S Association authorized by s. 768.53, hereinafter referred to

6 as the •JuA.• The JUA shall operate subject to the

9.6

share of the yearly fees for a prorated membership. The fee

2 charged after the first year of participation shall consist of

10.6

9.7

3 a base fee of $500 for any individual or $300 per bed for any

10.a

9.9

S care providers defined in subparagraphs Ill (b)5., 6., and 7.

10.9

9.8
9.10

71 supervision and approval of a board of governors consisting of 19.11

• hospital.

The fees or assessments to be paid by those health

6 shall be established by the fund on an actuarially sound

10.10

7 basis.

In addition, after the first year of operation,

10.11

I representatives of five of the insurers participating in the

9.12

a additional fees shall be assessed, appropriately prorated for

10.13

10 to be named by the Florida Medical Association, a hospital

9.13

10 participated in the fund, based on the following

10.15

t JOA, an attorney to be named by the Florida Bar, a physician

11 r epresentative to be named by the Florida Hospital

12 Association, and the Insurance co-issioner or his designated
13 representative employed by the Department of Insurance.

The

1, Insurance co-iasioner or hia representative shall be the·

IS chairman of the board.

In the event of termination or

9 the portion of the year for which the health care provider

9.U

11 · considerations,

!J.16

13 diffe·rent types of practice and in different geographical
1
H areas within the state,

9.18

16 dissolution of said JUA with respect to providing professional 19.19
1
17 liability, malpractice, or patient injury insurance, the JUA

10.H

12

1.

IS

2. The prior claims experience of persons or hospitals 110.18

17

3.

Past and prospective loss and expense experience in 110.16

16 I covered under the fund J and

Risk factors for persons who are retired,

10.17

10.19

Il shall continue to operate for the purpose of fund management
l
It as provided in this subaection.

9.21

111 semiretired, or part-time professionals.

n provider, aa set forth in subsection (2), electing to·comply

9.22
9,24

201 Said base fees may be adjusted downward for any fiscal year in 110.19/1

20

(c) Fees and assessments.--Annually, each health care

"

211 which a lesser amount would be adequate and in which the

10.19/2

23 of the fund.

10.19/4

22 with paragraph (2) lb) shall pay the fees established under

9.26

221 additional fee would not be necessary to maintain the solvency 110.19/3

2, for deposit in a manner prescribed by the Insurance

9.27

2f than two geographical areas with three categories of practice

2J this act, for deposit into the fund, which shall be remitted
2S co-issioner.

The coverage provided by the fund shall begin

9.28

Said additional fee shall be based on not more

25 and with categories which contemplate individual risk ratings

10.19/6

Each fiscal year of the fund

10.19/9

9.30

26 for hospitals, for health maintenance organizations, and for

21 care provider covered under the fund shall pay a fee for

10.2

28 shall operate independently of preceding fiscal years.

301 individual or $300 per bed for any hospital.

10.l

»

'D

July 1, 1975, and run thereafter on a fiscal year ·basis.

the firat year of participation, each participating health

For

2' deposit into the fund in the amount of $1,000 for any

Those entering

ll I the fund after the fiscal year has begun shall pay a prorated

9
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10.4

10.19/5

� ambulatory surgical facilities.

2' Participants shall only be liable for assessments for claims
30 from years during which they were members of the fund1 in

311· cases in which a participant is a member of the fund for less
10
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than the total fiscal year, hQ shall be subject to assessments 111,2

2 for that year on a prorata basis determined by the percentage

11,3

J of the year he participated. The fund shall be maintained at

11,4

SI ■hall be set by the Insurance Commissioner after consultation

ll�.6

7 imposing liability for payment of any part of a fund deficit

11.8

4 not core than $25,000,000 per fiscal year.

Fees and refunds

6 with" the JUA, Nothing contained herein shall be construed aa
I on the JUA or its member insurers,

'

If the fund determines

that the amount of iaoney in an account for a given fis�al year

11.s

11.7

11.9

that a claim file in possession of the fund shall not be

21 available for review during processing of that claim,

3

3,

Persons authorized to receive deposits, issue

• vouchers, or withdraw or otherwise disburse any fund moneys

S shall post a blanket fidelity bond in an amount reasonably

6 sufficient to protect fund assets.

•

shall be paid from the fund •

The coat of such bond

11,29
11,30
12.1

12.3

4, Annually, the fund shall furnish, upon request,

12,4

10 Department of Insurance and the Joint Legislative Auditing

12,7

9 audited financial reports to any fund participant and to the

12.5

10 i■ not sufficient to satisfy the claims made against the

11.11

12 insufficiency to the Insurance Commissioner and request the

11,ll

1, all participants in the fund for that fiscal year, prorated,

11.14

13 such ·other information as may be required by the Department of I 12.10
1
1' Insurance or the Joint Legislative Auditing Committee.

11,16

16 interest�bearing investments by the JUA as administrator,

11.18

18 than 3 years or in the stock of any insurer participating in

II

account, the fund shall certify the amount of the projected

ll

Insurance Commissioner to levy a deficit assessment against

IS based on the number of days of participation during the year

16

in question, The Insurance Commissioner shall order such

17 refund to, or levy such deficit assessment against, such

1a participants in amounts that fairly reflect the

11.12

11,15
11.17

19 classifications prescribed above and are sufficient to obtain 111,20

20 the money necessary to meet all claims for said fiscal year.
21

In no case shall any deficit assessment for a particular year

22 against any health care provider other than a hospital exceed
2l an amount equal to the fees or assessment• originally paid by

u such health care provider for participation in the fund for
2S the year giving rise to such deficit assessment.

2'

'D
21

(d)

1.

l1

Honeys shall be withdrawn from the fund only upon

vouchers approved by the JUA ns authorized by the board of

2' governors.

lO

Fund accounting and audit.--

2.

I

11
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12 accepted accounting procedures and shall include income and

IS

S, Moneys held in the fund shall be invested in

17 However, in no case shall said moneys be invested for longer
19

the JUA or in the parent company or company owning a

12,8

12.9

12,10/1

12.10/2

12,10/3
12,10/6

20 controlling interest of said insurer, All income derived from (12,10/8

11.21

21 I such investments shall be credited to the fund.

11.23

23 may withdraw from such participation only at the end of a

12.18

2S aubject to any deficit assessment (or) any refund pertaining

12,19

11,24

11.25
11,26

22

6,

Any health care provider participating in the fund

2, fiscal year, however, such health care provider ahall remain

2' to any year in which such person or hospital participated in
27 the fund,
21

301

(e)

Claims procedures.--

11,27

2'

11,28

31 · the fund, except that the person filing the claim shall not

All books, records, and .audits of the fund shall be 111.27

open for reasonable inspection to the general public, except

11 CoDllllittee, The reports shall be prepared in accordance with

1,

Any person, may file an action against a

participating health care provider for damages covered under
12
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12,24

12.25
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recover against the fund for any portion of a judgment for

2 damages arising out of the rendering of, or failure to render,
1
3 aedical care or services against a health care provider for

12.26
12.28

41 damages covered under the fund, unless the fund was named as a 112.29

5 d efendant in the suit.

If, after the facts upon which the

, claim is based are reviewed, it appears that the claim will

7 e xceed $100,000 or, if greater, the amount of the health care

I provider's basic coverage, the fund shall appear and actively

9 defend itself when named as a defendant in the suit.

In so

10 defending, the fund shall retain counsel and pay out of the

11

13.0/1

lJ.0/2
13.0/4
13.0/6

account for the appropriate year attorneys' fees and expenses, 113.0/8

12 including court costs incurred in defending the fund. The
1
13 attorney or law firm retained to defend the fund shall not be

14 retained or eaployed by the JUA to perform legal services for

13.0/9

13.0/16

health care provider who is also covered by the fund to

'I

a provider's basic coverage, if greater, as set forth in
paragraph (2)(b).

In the event an account for a given year

10 incurs liability exceeding $100,000 to all persona under a

11 single occurrence, the persons recovering shall be paid from
12 the account at a rate not more than $100,000 per person per

13 year ·until the claim has been paid in full, except that court
U sum within 90 days after the settlement or judgment is
tt

award.

4.

19 paid in the order received within 90 days after the date of

20 settlement or judgment, unless appealed by the fund.

If the

13.17

21 accoun� for a given year doe� not have enough money to pay all
22 of the settlements or judgments, those claims received after

13.19

24 assessments of participants for that year, in the order in

13.18

24

14.0/2

14.0/1

14.0/4

14.0/7
14.0/8

14.0/9

Settlements or judgments against the fund shall be

2l

self-insurer providing insurance or self-insurance for a

7 in excess of $100,000 or_ the amount of the health care

6 recover that portion of such judgment or settlement which is

II

13,0/17

It shall be the responsibility of the insurer or

13.)0

lJ.0/14

21 Appellate Rules of Procedure, as with any defendant.
2.

5 who is covered by the fund may file a claim with the fund to

14.0/13

judgment exceeding that $100,000 cost is to be pai4.

22

health care provider 113.29

13.0/12

19

judgment affecting the fund may be appealed under the Florida

a

Such fees shall not reduce the amount of the annual

lJ.0/lJ

20

41 settlement approved by the fund against

13,28

16 rendered.

a jud.gment exceeding $100,000 cost to the fund to reach an
Any

A person who has recovered a final judgment or a

14.0/10

17

agreement as to the manner in which that portion of the

).

14 costs and reasonable attorney's fees shall be paid in one lump

13.0/11

11

fund.

13.0/10

IS the JOA other than those directly connected with the fund.

M The fund ·1s authorized to negotiate with any claimants having

21

payment by the fund, shall be agreed to unless approved by the lll.26

23 the funds are exhausted shall be immediately payable from the
2S which they were received.

14.0/11

14.0/14
14.O/lS

14.0/17

14.0/20
14.0/21

2S provide an adequate defense on any claim filed which

13.21

71

13,23

71

13.25.

29 coverage, and such health care provider shall receive an

14.27

31 ·participation in the fund.

14.30

2S

potentially affects the fund, with respect to such insurance

21

insurer shall act in

29

30

n

contract or self-insurance contract.
a

The insurer or self-

fiduciary relationship toward the fund

vith respect to any claim affecting the fund.

No settlement

exceeding $100,000, or any other amount which could require

13
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13.22

76
�

5.

If

a

health care provider participating in the fund 114.24

has coverage in excess of $100,000 per claim, such health care
provider shall be liable for losses up to the amount of his

30 appropriate reduction of the fees and assessments for

Such reduction shall be granted

u
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only after that health care provider has proved to the

2 satisfaction of the fund that such health care provider had

l such coverage during the period of membership of the fiscal

c year.

s

Section 3.

7

768.52

Subsection (11 of section 768.5�, Florida

61 Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted to read1

Medical malpractice insurance; purchase.--

15.0/1

21

15.0/2

3

15.0/5

s

15.0/3

15.0/6
16.2

6

•

10 is authorized to self-insure against claims arising out of the 16.6

10

12 and coverage for bodily injury or property damage, including

12

f defined in s. 768.54(l)(b), composed of any number of members,

16.4

11 rendering of, or failure to render, medical care or services

16.7

ll all patient injuries arising out of the insured'• activities,

16.9

14 upon obtaining approval from the Department of Insurance and
IS upon complying with the following conditions1
(a)

16

Establishment of a Medical Malpractice Risk

16.8
16.10

16.11
16.11

17 Management Trust Fund to provide coverage against professional 16.12
1
1
16.13
H medical aalpractice liability.
11

(b)

Emplopent of professional consultants for loss

16.14

20 prevention and claims management coordination under a risk
1
21 management program.

16.15

%JI Any such group or association shall be subject to regulation

16.16

2S

16.16/2

22

24

and investigation by the department.

:»

shall also be subject to part VII of chapter 626, relating �o

71

21

The group or association 16.16/1

shall be subject to such rules as the department adopts, and
trade practices and frauds.
section 4.

The reenactment by this act of subsections

16.16/3

16.16/5

291 ( 4), (51, (61, (81, and (9) of section 768.53, section 768.54, 116.16/6

30\ and
31

subsection (1) of section 768.52, all Florida Statutes,

1976 Supplement, shall not effect the operation of section 3
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41 law.

A group or association of health care providers as 16.3

(1)

I

of chapter 76-168, Laws of Florida, which is to take effect
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Section 5.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a
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HOUSE SUIIMARY

Reenacts each provision of chapter 76-260, Laws of
Florida, which1

16.16/9

16.16/9

l:hbs
lahbs
16.18

1. Provides for participation of claims against health
care providers in the joint underwriting insurance plan
adopted by the Department of Insurance.

16.19
16.20

3. Provides authority to health care providers to self
insure against malpractice claims.

16.23

2. Provides for participation of health care providers
in the Florida Patient's Compensation Fund and limits the
liability for claims.
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18

19

20

21

22
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27
28

29

30

31
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II.
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PURPOSE:
Present Situation:

In February, 1977, Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating
to medical malpractice, was declared unconstitutional by the
Circuit Court for Leon County on the grounds that it was
enacted in violation of Art. III, s. 6 of the Florida Consti
tution (one subject violation). In addition, ss. 768.42 and
43, F.S., 1976 Supplement, relating to the operation of the
medical incident committees, were specifically declared un
constitutional on the grounds of denial of access to the courts,
trial by jury, equal protection, procedural and substantive
due process, and article V, Section 1 of the Florida Consti
tution (Judicial power). Health care facilities which were
members of the defendant class we�e enjoined from exercising
the authority given under ss. 768.42 and 43, F.S., 1976 Supple
ment.
B.

u

reproduced by
Medical Malpractice.El ORICA STJrr,E ARCHIVES

Reenacts and amends certain provisions of Ch. 76-260, Laws
of Florida, relating to medical liabi;t.ity mediation panels,
collateral sources of indemnification, standards of care,
itemized verdicts, alternate methods of payment of compensation, and remittitur and additur in medical malpractice
actions.
A.

�

Effe,c::__t_on Present Situation:

Section 1 reenacts s. 768.44, F.S., which included actions
against podiatrists under the provision of the medical lia
bility mediation panel.
Section 2 reenacts and amends s. 768.50, F.S., dealing with
collateral sources of indemnity. Included in this section
are definitions of "health care provider" and "ambulatory
surgical center." The definition of health care provider
no longer includes nursing homes licensed under ch. 400.
The other parts of these definitions were previously found
in s. 768.53(9)(a)and (b), F.S.
Section 3 reenacts and amends s. 768.45, F.S., defining the
standard of care to which a health care provider will be held
in malpractice , actions.·. · The amendments· are techhicalt :correc
tions.
Section 4 reenacts and amends s. 768.4 Bi, E.S., relating to
verdicts itemized with respect to amou4s awarded for medical
services, lost wages, future losses arra pain and suffering.
The amendments are technical corrections.
Section 5 reenacts and amends s. 768.51, F.S., dealing with
alternative methods of payment of damage awards for future
losses in,excess of $200,000.

Section 6 reenacts s. 768.49, F.S., dealing with remittitur and
additur when verdict awards are clearly excessive or inadequate.
Those sections of Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, which were
declared unconstitutional and are not being reenacted include:
S. 768.41, F.S., requiring internal risk management programs
for health care providers which do not have over 300 beds.

SB 837·
The law prior to Chapter 76-260 (s. 395.18, 1975) required
risk management programs for only those hospitals with more
than 300 beds;
S. 768.42, F.S., requiring each health care facility to
establish a medical incident committee and setting forth
the criteria of such committees; and

s. 768.43, F.S., which sets forth the actual operation
of the committee. It includes provisions for findings
of negligence and assessment of compensation.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES:

X

NO:

Economic Impact on the Public:

Certain health care facilities would no longer be required to
have internal risk management programs. No health care facility
would be required to have a medical incident committee. Whether
the savings realized by not requiring these programs would offset
any benefits gained by the programs is not known at this time.
Physicians, health care providers and their insurers would no
longer be bound by medical incident committee findings. The
economic impact is not quantifiable at this time.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agencies:

Minimal.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors:

None noted.
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BILL SUMMARY:

Repeals the portion of the medical malpractice law relating to
Medical Incident Committees. Reenacts and/or amends certain other
provisions of the malpractice 1.aw relating to internal. risk manage
ment programs, the Florida Patient's Compensation Fund, medical
liability mediation panels, and suits for damages.
II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

In February, 1977, Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating to
medical malpractice, was declared unconstitutional by the Circuit
Court for Leon County on the grounds that it was enacted in violation
of Art. III, s. 6 of the Florida Constitution (one subject violation).
In addition, ss. 768.42 and .43, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
relating to the operation of Medical Incident Committees, were speci
fically declared unconstitutional on the grounds of denial of access
to the courts, trial by jury, equal protection, procedural and sub
stantive due process, and article V, Section l of the Florida Constitu
tion (Judicial power). Health care facilities which were members of
the defendant class were enjoined from exercising the authority given
under ss. 768.42 and .43, F.S., 1976 Supplement.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill addresses the constitutional problems raised by the circuit
court by repealing the sections relating to medical incident committees
and reenacting the other provisions of Ch. 76-260, Laws of Florida, that
relate to Medical Malpractice. Various reenacted provisions were amend
ed as follows:
Nursing homes are excluded and certain abortion clinics are included
under the provisions requiring the establishment of internal risk
management programs. The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Ser
vices,in consultation with the Department of Insurance, is required to
promulgate rules regarding internal risk management programs, and
certain provisions are made f�r the use of incident reports.
The Florida Patient's Campen
claim until the medical liar
to function. An attorney if
the JUA. Provisions are ma

() /<

The non-judicial panelists
day and expenses. Provisi
physician or attorney panE

�ot required to defend a
• h�s had an opportunity
,th the fund and
Jf process.
. receive $100 per
:ation of either the
ree.

For purposes of recovering
tiQn from collateral
sources, both "health care provi\.4_
,ry surgical center"
are defined. If a claimant is to receiv�
ige award in periodic
payments and he lives longer than his actuaria� hart, the payments
will be continued for the remainder of his life.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES:

X

NO:

Economic Im£act on the Public:

Since the provisions originally enacted for medical incident committees
were represented to be money-saving measures, the repeal of these

CS/SB 475 as enrolled

Medical Malpractice

provisions might result in higher liability insurance rates. Because
there has not been enough time to experience the effects of the 1976
law, the exact financial impact is unquantifiable and speculative at
this time.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

Minimal.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors:

None noted.

COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
Subcommittee on Insurance
March 7, 1977
Room 314 H.O.B.
1:30 P.M.
AGE N DA

�' HB
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�

41 (Rish) -- insurance; coordination of
benefits

HB 217 (Brown) -- insurance; borrowed surplus

III

Update on the litigation regarding the consti
tutionality of the medical incident reporting
section of the Florida Medical Malpractice Act
by Allen Shiver, Manager, JUA-PCF.

IV

Workshop and drafting session for recommendations
relating to the Joint Underwriting Association
and the Patient's Compensation Fund of the Florida
Medical Malpractice Act.
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1640 LEE ROAD, WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 32789 • 305/628-2333

February 24, 1977

The Honorable John Forbes
State Representative
Florida House of Representatives
Capitol Building
Tallahassee, Florida
Attention:

Mr. Jack Herzog

Dear Representative Forbes:
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Enclosed with this letter are recommended changes in the 1976
Malpractice Legislation.
The first page of the attached recommended legislation deals
with the subject which we discussed in your office in Jacksonville. That is, the adding of an occurrence limit to the
limitation of liability and the Patients' Compensation Fund and
including a definition of occurrence.
I believe the language on the attached sheet would adequately
make the needed change to protect all Florida hospitals whether
they are insured through a connnercial carrier, through the JUA,
through a trust fund such as ours or individually self-insured.
All Florida hospitals need this protection to protect them from
a catastrophic exposure which currently exists.

Adding this change would, in a very minor way, increase the ex
posure of the Patients' Compensation Fund. This increased ex
posure should be more than offset by the modifications made in
the law last year relating to collateral sources, definitions
of malpractice, and structured payment··provisions. Therefore,
I believe these modifications could be made in the law with no
change in rate for the present rating system for the Patients'
Compensation Fund.

We have also attached two additional changes which we feel would
be desirable with regard to the Patients' Compensation Fund.
One of the changes adds coverage for professional committees.
This coverage is provided in primary professional liability poli
cies for doctors and hospitals, and was not included in the 1975
or 1976 Malpractice Legislation, probably because of an oversight
in the technical language of insurance policies versus the legi
slation language. ·The number of suits arising under this cover
age is practically nil and would add little or no exposure to
the existing program and should not require a rate change with
regard to the Patients' Compensation Fund.
"Florida's Own Professionals"

The Honorable John Forbes
February 24, 1977
Page 2

The third page simply includes coverage for trainees in a
hospital's sponsored training program. Again, this is technical
insurance language clean-up and should be added and should not
result in a rate change in the Patients' Compensation Fund
premium structure.
By far, the most important of these three sheets is the page
dealing with a per occurrence limit and that particular change
should receive attention far beyond the attention given to the
other two desirable changes.
If you or Jack Herzog have any questions regarding the language
or the intended purpose, please feel free to call me.
Sincerely,

,dJ_ �

_/"��t B. Atkins
RBA/ve
Enclosure(s)

Florida Statute 768.5 - Limitation of Liability a�d Patients'
Co�pensation Fund
(2)

LIMirATION OF LIABILITY ( b)

Each health care provider shall not be liable for an
an amount in excess of $100,000 p�r claim or $300,000
er occurrence for claims covered under Subsecti�n.
3) in t&is atate if, at the time.the incident giving
rise to the cause of the claim occu�red, the health
.- care provider.:: - .-

1

Statute 768. 54 · - Limitation of Liability and Pa.tients' Compensation Fund (1)

DEFINITIONS. (f)

"Occurrence" means an accident or incident, including
continuous or repeated exoosure to conditions, which
result in atient iniuries, including oodil in'ur
ropertv amage, not inten e �ram the standpoint

Florida Statute 768.54 - Limitation of Liability and Patients'
Compensation Fund. (1)

DEFINITIONS. (g)

(3)

"Professional committee" means a committee of a health
provider, group of health care providers, medical
·society or hospital association established to make
recommendations, policy or decisions regarding society
or association membership, patient institutio�al
utilization, patient treatment, institutional staff
privileges or other professional purposes or functions.

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND. (a)

The Fund. - There is created a "Florida Patient's
Compensation Fund", hereinafter referred to as "fund",
for the purpose of paying that portion of any medical
malpractice claim (including claims arising out of
professional committees) for health care providers,
or patient injury claims for health care providers . ... .

Florida Statute 768.54 - Limitation of Liability and Patients'
Compensation Fund. (2)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. (e)

(1)

The Limitation of Liability and coverage afforded by
the Fund for a participating hospital or ambulatory
surgical center shall apply to the officers, trustees,
1
·--- unteer workers (includini:t trainees in a hospital
ana employees of the
... -. cal . c_e.nter, other than . . • .

Statute 768.42 - Medical Incident Committee;
iteria, etc.-

-""s of s.768.41 (1) (f),
In order t� im u,C't-..._
each health ca
:;:e�
£
:z;
�� shall obtain insurance
coverage, shall ad--- e y se
ure, or shall show
financial re
bility by any other
s, set forth by
nsurance,
.pproved by the Departmen
keeping with the intent of thi
es of compensating certain patient injuries.
0......

L

FLORIDA MEDICAL MALPRACTICE Joint Underwriting Association
and

FLORIDA PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND
325 John Knox Road
Building L - Suite 206
Tallahassee, Florida 32303
(904) 386-3105

March 3, 1977
Committee of Commerce
Florida House of Representatives
Capitol Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Attention:

Mr. Jack Herzog
Committee Counsel

Dear Mr. Herzog:
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I am responding to your letter of February 25, 1977, regarding proposed changes
recommended by Mr. Bob Atkins of All Risk Corporation.
Mr. Atkins appeared at the meeting of the Operations Committee of the FMMJUA/FPCF
on February 1, 1977, and requested support of the organizations on one of the items
included in your attachment. For your information, I am sending you an extract from
the minutes of that meeting so that you can have available the recommendations of
the committee itself.
Taking the suggested changes individually let me first speak to the change dealing
with the addition of the definition of "occurrence" and the inclusion of a limit
"per occurrence" in the limitation of the liability. The suggested change differs
somewhat from the position of the FPCF and from my personal position. It would be
my recommendation that to accomplish what Mr. Atkins wishes to accomplish that the
change should be rather the substitution of the word "incident" for "claim". This
change being coupled with a definition of incident to include continuous or repeated
exposure to conditions, etc. as Mr. Atkins suggests.
I might point out that I disagree with the statement that this change would, in a
very minor way, increase the exposure of the Patients Compensation Fund. I think
the likelihood of the type of loss envisioned is relatively small, however, if
such a catastrophe did occur, it could be just as much a catastrophe for the Fund
as it could be for a hospital.
It is my feeling that the wording suggested by Mr. Atkins in his second recommendation
is too broad and too .all encompassing. It· is true that the current physicians and
hospital policies provide very little coverage for such committee work. Because of
this, a change in the Patients Compensation Law would be a problem because of the
possible reluctance of underlying insurance carriers to provide the same coverage
which is not heretofore been included. As you recall, protection in the Fund does
not apply unless there is comparable underlying financial responsibility and therefore
to provide Fund coverage without available underlying coverage is futile.

.._�. John w. Herzog
,March• 3, 1977
Page Two
If it is the intent to provide coverage simply for the Incident Committee operation,
I would suggest the following change which I do believe the industry would follow on
the underlying insurance forms. Without the addition of a definition, I would simply
change Florida Statute 768.54 (3) (a) to read: The Fund. - There is created a
"Florida Patients Compensation Fund", hereinafter referred to as "fund" for the
purpose of paying that portion of any medical malpractice claim, claim arising out
of service by any member on or the operation of an incident investigation committee
for health care providers,•••••••
I have no real objection to the third suggestion, however, there are these consider
ations to be made. Could these trainees be liable for medical malpractice or patient
injury? Would there be underlying financial responsibility in.effect for the Fund
to protect them?
No doubt, Bob is attempting to include in the limitation of liability additional
persons just as the law was changed to include the officers, trustees, etc. Since
. we will, no doubt, have a continuing problem �ith the question of the individuals
to be protected,· it wo_uld be my suggestion that we not attempt to enumerate these
because of the variation in coverage by hospitals. An alternative would be an
attempt to word the limitation of liability to include the same persons who are
included in the underlying fin�cial responsibility protection. If this would be
the wishes of the Legislature, I would suggest that-Florida Statute 768.54 (2) (e) be
changed to read as follows:.
"The limitation of liability and coverage afforded by the Fund for a
participating hospital or ambulatory surgical center shall apply to
the additional persons who have been included by the health care
E_rovider in the provisions_ of paragraph (b) • "
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance to you.
Very truly yours,

/1/
---- ----�----E. Allen Shiver
,://.- ;-;//-·
;;

�
- _ ::

�
..;_�;..•·

;

Manager
EAS/lp
Enclosure

.

MINUTES
OPERATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING
HOST AIRPORT HOTEL
Tampa, Florida
February l, 1977
Chairman Howard Grauff called the meeting to order at 9:00 A.M.
The following persons
were in attendance:
Members
Others
Howard A. Grauff, Chairman
David A. Barrett
Bert A. Lindermann, Vice Chairman
Kaye Gavins
Pete Cotton, Alternate
E. Allen Shiver
Kenneth T. Swanson
E. R. Milbourne, Jr.
Ron Burton
Al Chandler
Robert B. Atkins
The business of the committee proceeded as follows:

5.

Presentation by All Risk Corporation of Florida - Mr.- Bob Atkins of Ali Risk
Corpocation of Florida appeared before the committee. This resulted from the
Boar<1 of Governors requesting Mr. Atkins to take his appeal. to the Operations
Cammi ttee so that they might make recornmenq.ations to the Board.
The first request was for the committee to consider supporting legislation to
ameni the law allowing the FPCF to act as excess over an aggregate limftas
well as· the claim limit. Mr. Atkins advised that the manner in which the law
is n•::w written may place many hospitals in a disastrous position in the event
..Qf a c,:i.tastrophic loss 1 such as a fire or exPlosion, -which could exceed the
aggreg-"lte coverage and would leave them liable for an:t__jud�ents ovar that
_amom, �.
The ,.,,mmittee asked Mr. Atkins if he had any suggestions on prlcing for the
addi, .i.onal protection. He did not at that time, but agreed that an additiona
char,:1-1 would be appropriate and the hospitals would have no objection to this
additional charge.
The � ticond item of appeal by Hr. Atkins was the request for removal of the
additional charge for technicians under supervision of Radiologists and
Pathc,tilgists as it was arbitrary and was not actuarilly sound.
The Chairman advised Mr. Atkins that the committee would give consideration t
both requests and that the Manager would avise him of the committee's decisio
Aftei· Mr. Atkins left _the meeting, the committee voted to recommend the
_follo;.-lnq positions to the Board of Governors:
(a} No opposition to change the FPCF- law to allow for underlying aggregate
,limit:; of financial responsibility.
b) Su ort change in FPCF law from "per claim" to "per incidenti"
(c) If the legislature changes the-law in accordance with (b , c�ange FMMJUJ
to "per incident" policy forms.
(d) No change in rating of Radiologists and Pathologists for supervision of
�--'"'--.:. _.; �nc
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Mr. John W. Herzog
Committee Counsel
Florida House of Representatives
Committee on Commerce
310 House Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Jack:
Pursuant to your request contained in your letter of
February 25, 1977, I offer the following.
1.

Mr. Bob Atkins' request that the current

statutory language providing for a limit
of $100,000 per claim be amended to read
"$100,000 per claim or $300,000 per
occurrence" was presented, as you know,
during the 1976 Session. My only comments
relative to this proposal would be the
same as they were last year, in that this
definitely increases the exposure to the
Patient's Compensation Fund. I wish I
were in a position to give you actuarial
or statistical data as to the exact and
total nature of such increased exposure
but, unfortunately, I cannot do so. I
would, however, offer the following example.
A.

Current limitation of $100,000.
Claim involving improper formula
prepared by member of hospital
staff and distributed to fifty
infants. Ten infants are injured

Mr. Johri W. Herzog
March 4, 1977
Page Two

as a result of formula and ten
separate claims are submitted.
The current procedure would be
that the hospital was liable
for $100,000 for each claim or
a total maximum liability of
10 X $100,000 = $1 Million.
Accordingly, the Patient's
Compensation Fund would not be
responsible for amounts in excess
of $100,000 for each claim.
B.

Same example - $300,000 per
occurrence limitation.

Ten claims equaling one occur
rence under the definition,
total liability of hospital =
$300,000; therefore, the Patient's
Compensation Fund could conceivably
be responsible for an additional
$700,000 above Example A.
While I do not believe it is the position of
this Department that we oppose this, I be
lieve it is our duty to point out the increased
liability and the possibility of inadequate
rates as they relate to the increased exposure.
2.

I have no definite feelings on the inclusion of
professional committees as I am not familiar
with such a committee and do not know the num
ber of such committees in existence in Florida
today. I would point out that the inclusion
of professional committees would broaden the
exposure to the Patient's Compensation Fund and
problems may arise as to an adequate rate for
each member of the committee or the committee
as a whole.

Mr. John W. Herzog
March 4, 1977
Page Three
3.

Mr. Atkins' suggestion of the inclusion
of trainees in a hospital sponsored
training program does not cause me any
concern, and I do not feel it would be
out of line of the concept of the
Florida Patient's Compensation Fund
for hospitals.

Hopefully, this information will be of some benefit to
you.
Sincerely,

(J�J4_Mc�j

William G. Mccue, Jr.
Deputy Insurance Commissioner
WGM:jj
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David Lehman, M. D.
2740 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, Florida 33021
Dear Dr. Lehman:

( .,.,,_
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The following are thoughts concerning malpractice legislation:
1.

Could legislation be passed to make the self-insured doctors' trust tax exempt?
Hopefully, interest income and surplus would not be taxable, but if any dividends
were declared or any n:o�2�� r��u;l��issolvernent, then it would be taxable
to the physician.
'--'fl,c,t �,..,.,._,.-

2.

Could the Patient's Compe� �ny loss when total loss is above
$100,000; for example,·one physician would have to pay $80,000 and another
$70,000 for the same loss, then the Patient's Compensation Fund would pay
$50,000 and the individual doctors would be charged prorata on the first $100,000.

3. Hospital physician employees and physician assistant employees should be
included in the Patient's Compensation Fund automatically with the charge being
anywhere from $300 to S500 per year on a prorata basis. The present problem with
hospitals is that employed physicians and physician assistants come and 90 so
rapidly that the charge is unfair and the administration becomes A��t,}�ul,t_. nJh__(}.v
Fund could audit at the end of each year for premiums due.{J.,<2.l.,, ��t:> �-�

�

Could there not be limitations on attorney's fees due to the exorbitant �ost of
attorneys as compared to the final compensation to the patient?

Could we not have a table for loss like in compensation where loss of an arm is
�5. worth 11x 11 amount of weeks of the claimant's income?

6.
r

One of the questions a claimant should answer, or even have it made part of the
records, is, "Who recommended you to the attorney?"

/%;,
·:;-----iv
Jr7/.,
1/,
f/f!
Harold Shapiro

Sincerely,
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Hosp�tal Insurance Coordinator
HS:gn

COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
314 H. O.B.
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Medical Malpractice Reform Act:
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TAB IIt

PCB #24

Internal Risk Management Program

PCB #25

Medical malpractice liability & pro
ceedings; filing of claims; collateral
sources; medical negligence & standards
of recovery; itemized verdicts; claims
against health care providers; damages

PCB #26

Unfair Insurance Trade Practices

PCB #27

Health care providers; risk appor
tiorunent; limitation of liability;
PCF; self-insurance by health care
providers
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Proposed CS/HB 182(Nuckolls) -- flood insurance

TAB III. Proposed committee bills relating to:
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and comparative prices
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TAB IV

Out-of-state insurance companies -
filing and approval of certain forms

PCB #23 -- Banking; confidentiality of records
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FLORIDA MEDICAL MALPRACTICE Joint Underwriting Association
and

FLORIDA PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND
325 John Knox Road
Building L - Suite 206
Tallahassee, Florida 32303
(904) 386-3105

March 7, 1977
Chairman
Commerce Committee
Sub-Committee on Insurance
Florida House of Representatives
Room 310, House Office Building
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Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting
Association (FMMJUA) and Florida Patient's Com
pensation Fund (FPCF) 1977 Legislation
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Dear Mr. Chairman:
Pursuant to a call from Mr. Jack Herzog, staff analyst for
the Committee, presented herewith are comments concerning possible
modifications to the statutes creating the referenced entities, as
well as a short comment on the case of FMMJUA, et al. v. Shevin, et
al.
As I presume you are aware, Judge Donald Hartwell, Circuit
Judge, Second Judicial Circuit, found the entire of Chapter 76260, Laws of Florida, unconstitutional; a copy of the Order is
attached hereto as Attachment 1. While it is the position of the
FMMJUA and the FPCF to appeal to the Supreme Court to overturn Judge
Hartwell on this particular decision, (as is explained later herein)
if Judge Hartwell is sustained, we would suggest the following
comments as additions and/or modifications considered in addition
to all modifications adopted by the 1976 Legislature dealing with
the FMMJUA and the FPCF. If the circuit court is overturned, we
suggest the following as modifications to the 1976 legislation.
All statutory cites and quotations herein will be to the 1976 Supple
ment to the Florida Statutes, 1975.
In addition to the provisions of Section 5 of Chapter 76-260,
Laws of Florida, (Attachment 2) we would respectfully suggest two
changes:
1. Section 768.53, 19-76 Supplement to Florida Statutes, 1975,
is amended by adding a new section (10) to read:
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768.53 Insurance risk apportionment plan as to
health care providers. (10) The manager of the plan or his assistant
is the ag�nt for service of p�ocess for the plan.
2. Subsection 4 of Section 768.53, 1976 Supplement to
Florida Statutes, 1975, is amended to read:
(4) �fte-eem�erary-je�R�-aReerw:ri�iH�-�laH-saa�l
�aRe�ieH-�eF-a-�eriee-Re�-eHeeeeiH�-3-yeaFS-EFem
�ae-aa�e-e�-i�&-aee��iea-ay-�ae-Be�aF�meH�-eE
±ft&ttraftee,-aRa-��-s�i±±-iH-eHis�eHee- a�-�ae-eBQ-Qf
sttea-3-year-�eriee,-i�-saa±±-aa�ema�ieall�-�eFm�Ba�eT
The plan shall provide coverage for claims arising
out of the rendering of, or failure to render, medi
cal care or services and, in the case of health care
facilities, coverage for bodily injury or property
damage to the person or property of any patient
arising out of the insured's activities, in standard
policy forms for all health care providers as defined
in subsection (9). The plan shall include, but not
be limited to:
(a) Rules for the classification of
risks and rates which reflect past and pro
spective loss and expense experience in
different areas of practice and in different
geographical areas.
(b) A rating plan which reasonably recog
nizes the prior claims experience of insureds.
(c) Provisions as to rates for:
1. Insureds who are retired or semiretired.
2. The estates of deceased insureds.
3. Part-time professionals.
(d) Protection in an amount to be deter
mined by the Insurance Commissioner. For those
hospitals licensed under chapter 395 whose
policies have been canceled since April 1, 1975,
that have not been able otherwise to secure
coverage in the standard market the plan shall
provide continuous coverage at the limits avail
able in the plan from the above date.
fe�-Rales-�e-�m�±emea�-�ae-eraerly-aisse±a
b�eft-e�-efte-�laR-ae-ies-�e�iHa�ieH.
The Insurance Commissioner may, in his discretion,
require that insurers participating in the Joint Under
writing Association offer excess coverage.
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These two modifications are fairly self-evident. The
first suggestion clarifies a legal problem for service of
complaints on the FMMJUA. The second sugge$tion simply leaves
the life of the FMMJUA to the discretion of the Legislature when
you determine there is a sufficient private market for malpractice
coverage.
For the FPCF, partly in addition and partly in modification
of the provisions of Section 6 of Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida,
(Attachment 3) we would respectfully suggest four generic changes:
designation of the manager for purposes of service of process;
clarifying the role of the FPCF previous to actual law suit, (during
the investigation and mediation panel stages); providing a defini
tion of patient injury the same as for the FMMJUA; and changing
the nature of the requisite insurance for either underlying or to
exempt from a "per claim" basis to a "per incident" basis. Because
several of these changes occur in similar sections, presented below
are the suggestions:
Subsection 2 and sub-sub sections (a), (b) and (e) of sub
section 3 of Section 768.54, 1976 Supplement to Florida Statutes,
1975, are amended to read:
(2) LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. (a) All hospitals shall, unless exempted under
paragraph (c), and all health care providers other
than hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and assess
ment or, in cases in which such hospital or health
care provider joined the fund after the fiscal year
had begun, a prorated assessment into the fund pur
suant to subsection (3) prior to practicing during
any year.
(b) Each health care provider shall not be
liable for an amount in excess of $100,000 per e�aiffl
incident for claims covered under subsection (3) in
this state if, at the time the incident giving rise
to the cause of the claim occurred, the health care
provider
1. Had:
a. Posted bond in the amount of $100,000 per
e.3:a:i::ffl-; incident;
b. Proved financial responsibility in the
amount of $100,000 per e�a:i::ffl incident to the satis
faction of the board of governors of the fund through
the establishment of an appropriate escrow account;
c. Obtained medical malpractice insurance in the
amount of $100,000 or more per e�aiffl incident from pri
vate insurers or the Joint Underwriting Association estab
lished under s. 768.53; or
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d. Obtained self-insurance as provided in
s. 768.52, providing coverage in an amount of
$100,000 or more per elaiffl, incident, ·and
2. Had paid, for the year in which the
incident occurred for which the claim was filed,
the fee required pursuant to subsection (3).
{c) Any hospital that can meet one of the
following provisions demonstrating financial
responsibility to meet claims arising out of the
rendering of medical care or services in this
state shall not be required to participate in
the fund:
1. Post bond in an amount equivalent to
$10,000 per elaiffl incident for each hospital
bed in said hospital, not to exceed a $2,500,000
annual aggregate;
2. Prove financial responsibility in an
amount equivalent to $10,000 per elaiffl incident
for each hospital bed in said hospital, not to
exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate, to the
satisfaction of the board of governors of the
fund through the establishment of an appropriate
escrow account;
3. Obtain professional liability coverage
in an amount equivalent to $10,000 or more per
elaiffl incident for each bed in said hospital
from a private insurer, from the Joint Under
writing Association established under s. 768.53,
or through a plan of self-insurance as provided
in s. 768.52; however, no hospital shall be
required to obtain such coverage in an amount
exceeding a $2,500,000 annual aggregate.
{d)l. Any health care provider who does
not participate in the fund, or participates
and does not meet the provisions of paragraph
(b), shall be subject to liability under law
without regard to the provisions of this section.
2. Annually, the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services shall require certifi
cation by each hospital that said hospital is in
compliance, and shall remain in compliance, with the
provisions of this section. The license of any
hospital not in compliance, or failing to remain
in compliance, with the provisions of this section,
or of any hospital failing to provide such certifi
cation, shall be revoked or suspended by said
department.
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(e) The limitation of liability and coverage afforded by the fund for a participating
hospital or ambulatory surgical center shall
apply to the officers, trustees, volunteer
workers, and employees of the hospital or ambulatory surgical center, other than employed
physicians licensed under chapter 458 who are
not in a resident training program, physician's
assistants licensed under chapter 458, osteopaths
licensed under chapter 459, dentists licensed under
chapter 466 and podiatrists licensed under chapter 461.
(3) PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND. (a) The fund. - There is created a "Florida
Patient's Compensation Fund," hereinafter referred
to as the "fund," for the purpose of paying that
portion of any medical malpractice claim for health
care providers, or pa��efl�-�fljtt�y-e¼aiffi for
bodily injury or property damage to the person or
property of any patient arising out of the insured's
activities for those health care providers set forth
in subparagraphs (1) (b)l., 5., and 6., which is in
excess of the limits as set forth in paragraph (2) (b).
The fund shall be liable only for payment of claims
against health care providers 2[who are] in compli
ance with the provisions of paragraph (2) (b), reason
able and necessary expenses incurred in the payment
of claims, and fund administrative expenses.
(b) Fund administration and operation. - Management of the fund shall be vested with the Joint Under
writing Association authorized by s. 768.53, hereinafter referred to as the "JUA," The JUA shall operate
subject to the supervision and approval of a board of
governors consisting of representatives of five of the
insurers participating in the JUA, an attorney to be
named by the Florida Bar, a physician to be named by
the Florida Medical Association, a hospital representative to be named by the Florida Hospital Association,
and the Insurance Commissioner or his designated repre
sentative employed by the Department of Insurance. The
Insurance Commissioner or his representative shall be
the chairman of the board. In the event of termination
or dissolution of said JUA with respect to providing
professional liability, malpractice, or pa��efl�-�fljttry
insurance for bodily injury or property damage to the person
or l?roperty of any patient arising out of the insureds
activities, the JUA shall continue to operate for the
purpose of fund management as provided in this subsection.
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(e) Claims procedures. 1. Any person may file an action against a
participating health care provider for damages
covered under the fund, except that the person
filing the claim shall not recover against the
fund for any portion of a judgment for damages
arising out of the rendering of, or failure to
render, medical care or services against a health
care provider for damages covered under the fund,
unless the fund was named as a defendant in the
suit. The fund is not required to actively defend
a claim until the provisions of s. 768.44 are
completed or waived, suit instituted and the fund
is named therein. If, after the facts upon which
the claim is based are reviewed, it appears that
the e!aiffl claims from an incident will exceed
$100,000 or, if greater, the amount of the health
care provider's basic coverage, the fund shall
appear a n d actively defend itself when named as
a defendant in the suit. In so defending, the
fund shall retain counsel and pay out of the
account for the appropriate year attorneys' fees and
expenses, including court costs incurred in defending
the fund. The attorney or law firm retained to
defend the fund shall not be retained or employed by
the JUA to perform legal services for the JUA other
than those directly connected with the fund. The
fund is authorized to negotiate with any claimants
having a judgment exceeding $100,000 cost to the
fund to reach an agreement as to the manner in which
that portion of the judgment exceeding that $100,000
cost is to be paid. Any judgment affecting the
fund may be appealed under the Florida Appellate Rules
of Procedure, as with any defendant.
2. It shall be the responsibility of the insurer
or self-insurer providing insurance or self-insurance
for a health care provider who is also covered by the
Fund to provide an adequate defense on any claim filed
which potentially affects the fund, with respect to
such insurance contract or self-insurance contract.
The insurer or self-insurer shall act in a fiduciary
relationship toward the fund with respect to any claim
affecting the fund. No settlement e�eeea�R�-�iQQ7��Q7
ef-aRy-e�se�-amettR� which could require payment by the
fund, shall be agreed to unless approved by the fund.
3. A person who has recovered a final judgment
or a settlement approved by the fund against a health
care provider who is covered by the fund may file a
claim with the fund to recover that portion of such
judgment or settlement Wftieft-�S-iR-exeess-e£-$!99,090
e�-�fte-afflettRe-e€-efte-ftea!�ft-ea�e-��eviae� i s-easie
eeve�age 7 -i€-g�ea�e�, for which the fund is liable,
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as set forth in paragraph (2) (b). In the event
an account for a given year incurs liability
exceeding $100,000 to all persons under a single
occurrence, the persons recovering shall be paid
from the account at a rate not more than $100,000
per person per year until the claim has been paid
in full, except that court costs and reasonable
attorney's fees shall be paid in one lump sum within
90 days after the settlement or judgment is rendered.
Such fees shall not reduce the amount of the annual
award.
4. Settlements or judgments against the fund
shall be paid in the order received within 90 days
after the date of settlement or judgment, unless
appealed by the fund. If the account for a given year
does not have enough money to pay all of the settle
ments or judgments, those claims received after the
funds are exhausted shall be immediately payable from
the assessments of participants for that year, in
the order in which they were received.
5. If a health care provider participating
in the fund has coverage in excess of $100,000 per
e�a�ffl7 incident, such health care provider shall be
liable for losses up to the amount of his coverage,
and such health care provider shall receive an
appropriate reduction of the fees and assessments
for participation in the fund. Such reduction shall
be granted only after that health care provider has
proved to the satisfaction of the fund that such
health care provider had such coverage during the
period of membership of the fiscal year.
6. The manager of the JUA or his assistant�is
the agent for servi���f process for the fund.
The above-specified modifications, which are technical
in nature, are the sum of the proposals the FMMJUA and FPCF
would make to the 1977 Legislature. Of course, if the Order of
Judge hartwell is sustained the ammendments adopted by the
1976 Legislature, as modified by the above suggestions, ar�
vital to the smooth continuance of both the FMMJUA and the FPCF.
Mr. Herzog, when he called, also asked for a brief status
report on the FMMJUA, et.al. v. Shevin, et.al. case. This action
was authorized-by the Board of Governors upon the recommendation
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of the Legal Sub-Committee. In this action, the FMMJUA and the
FPCF sought declaratory determination of their obligations under
the medical incident committee provisions, (Section3 and 4 of
Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida), and, if declared to be unconsti
tutional, injunctive relief prohibiting the hospitals insured by
the FMMJUA and/or members of the FPCF from implementing provisions
thereof.
In the Petition these two sections were questioned on
five grounds:
1. Do these provisions deny the FMMJUA and the FPCF
due process of law?
2. Do these provisions violate the FMMJUA and FPCF right
to equal protection of the laws?
3. Do these provisions deny the FMMJUA and FPCF access
to the courts?
4. Do these provisions deny the FMMJUA and FPCF the right
to trial by jury? and,
5. Do these provisions improperly infringe on the judicial
rights and powers?
The Court allowed the Department of Insurance and the Florida
Academy of Trial Lawyers to appear as Amicus Curiae, and allowed
the United Physicians and Dentists of Florida to intervene as
parties plaintiff. After some preliminary motions the case
proceeded to final hearing.
By brief and in oral arguments Amicus-Trial Lawyers agrued
that in addition to the five basis cited in Plaintiffs' brief
for the unconstitutionality of the subject provisions, the entire
act was unconstitutional because the act violated Article III
Section 6 of the Florida Constitution - requiring a bill to
embrace but one subject. Both Plaintiffs and Defendants argued
against this position. Judge Hartwell, in his Order, found
merit with both the position of the Plaintiffs as to the five
basis for finding the subject sections unconstitutional but also
with the Amicus-Trial Lawyers argument that the entire acts was
unconstitutional. Therefore, after ruling on preliminary motions
found:
1. that the subject provisions violated the Constitution in
the five areas mentioned as well as the entire act being violative
of the Constitution;
2.

that the entire act was unconstituional; and

3.

that the Defendant class of hospitals is enjoined from
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implementing the subject provisions of the act.
It is the present inclination of the �MMJUA and FPCF to
appeal Judge Hartwell's ruling as to the unconstitutionality
of the entire act. To date, the Defendants have not made any
open statement whether they will appeal the ruling.
It is our hope that the above review clearly responds
to the committee's request. Of course, if there is further
information desired, we certainly are ready to provide same.
Sincerely,

z?d-.
�
E. Allen Shiver
EAS/bkm
Attachments

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN
AND FOR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA.
CASE NO.

76-2792

The FLORIDA MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
JOINT UNDERWRITING ASSOCIATION,
a Joint Underwriting Association
Formed Under the Laws of Florida,
and the FLORIDA PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND, a Statutorily-Creaied
Association,
Plaintiffs,
UNITED PHYSICIANS and DENTISTS
of Florida,
Intervenor-Plaintiff,
-vsROBERT L. SHEVIN, Attorney General of
the State of Florida, the BAYFRON'l'
MEDICAL CENTER, INC., a Florida Cor
poration, ALL HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
INSURED by the FLORIDA MEDICAL MAL
PRACTICE JOINT UNDERWRITING ASSOCIA
TION and ALL HEALTH CARE FACILITY
MEMBERS of the FLORIDA PATIENT'S
COMPENSATION FUND,
Defendants,
FLORIDA ACADEMY OF TRIAL LAWYERS,
and the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE,

____________________
Amicus Curiae.

FINAL ORDER AND INJUNCTION
This action was he ard on Plaintiffs' First Amended Class
Action Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and it
is ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows:
1.

Sections 768.42 and 768.43, 1976 S�lement to Florida

Statutest_J.975, are declared and determined to violate the
Constitution of the State of Florida and the Constitution of
the United States in that:
a.

The subject provisions unconstitutionally deprive

the Plaintiffs access to the courts in violation of Article I,
Section 21 of the Florida Constitution and Amendment XIV, of
Section 1 of the United States Constitution; and,

ATTACH �E t..LT 1

b.

The subject provisions unconstitutionally

deprive the Plaintiffs their right to trial by jury ip
violation of Article I, Section 22 of the Florida Constitution
and Amendment XIV, Section 1 of the United States Constitution; and
c.

The subject provisions unconstitutionally

deprive the Plaintiffs equal protection of the laws in
violation of Amendment XIV, Section 1 of the United States
Constitution; and,
d.

The supject provisions unconstitutionally

deprive the Plaintiffs of procedural and substantive due
process of law in violation of Article I, Section 9 of the
Florida Constitution and Amendment XIV, Section 1 of the
United States Constitution; and,
e.

The subject provisions violate thP- provisions

ofArticle V, Section 1 of the Florida Constitution; and,
f.

The subject provisions, appearing as Sections

3 and 4 of Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, were enacted
by the Legislature in violation of Article III, Section 6
of the Florida Constitution.
2.

Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, is declared and

determined to violate the Constitution of the State of Florida
iQ that the Legislature enacted the law in violation of
Article III, Section 6 of the Florida Constitution.
3.

Defendant HOLY CROSS HOSPITAL of Fort Lauderdale,

Florida, and all other Defendant Class of Health Care Facilities
and their agents, employees and representatives, and all persons
acting in concert or participating with them are enjoined from
exercising the authority, powers and discretion contained in
Sections768.42 and 768.43, 1976 Supplement to Florida Statutes
1975, and from seeking to bind any physician, the health care
facility itself or any insurer thereof to the findings and
determinations of it or any medical incident committee
established under Sections 768.42 and 768.43, 1976 SuE.I?.lement
to Florida Statutes 1975.

It is further OIWl:IU:ll AND J\l).IIJllCEll that tht· mot ion or
the plaintiff to strike the hricr or the amicus curiae,
Academy of Flori<la Trial Lawyers, and the motion to dismiss
filed by the Attorney Ccncral has<•d upon the affirmative
defenses of the capacity or the plaintiff to institute this
action and lachcs on the· part, of the plaintiff arc denied.
DONE AND ORDERED at Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida,
·'

this 28th day of February, J\. n. 1977.

�&LrtJ��
IJON/\l.ll 0. IIJ\RT\VLLL, ClRClJIT .flJllGl:

Copies furnished to:
lloly Cross llos!1it:1l
All Defendant Cl:1ss Members
Robert 13. Lester,

I 11

John I'. 1:razcr
Michael W. Dugger
Barry Silber
Paul Siegel
llur,h Taylor
Lawrence I'. Kuv i11
.Joseph W. Lawrcncv, I I
William T. llarriso11, .Jr.
Herbert C. (; i hsnn
.Jack Shaw, .Jr.
John Mathews, .Jr .
Davi cl A. Barret t

section s.

Paragraphs (d), (e) , (fl , and (h) of

subsect ion (8) of section 627.351, Florida Statuta9, are
amended and paragraph (i) is added to said subsection to read:

627.351
10

(8)

11

(d)

Insurance risk apportionaent plan.--

The temporary joint undervritinq plan �hall

111 function for a period not exceeding 3 years fro■ the date of
131 its adoption by tbe Departaent of Insurance, and if still in
IJI existence at the end of such 3-yedr period , it shall
l�I auto�atically terminate.

The plan shall provide £Qyerage�

161 tlll!2_ui.§i..n!L2!1.L2f��niari�g_l2i_2.Lf�il..!!li-io render
111 �edical_£lle or_services and in_the case of !J.!lalth_care

18
19

'1

!§£iliil!l.§..,,._£QllU9L12I-1!Qti1LinjY.r.LQI_E£�til_�M�9�..12
!h�-�r�29_2LJ!!Q£�I!Y_QL�gy_£�ii�nt_2ti2in9-QYL21-1h�

�I ingured•s�iYities pret���ieftft¼-¼iftbi¼it1-er-■ft¼praetiee
,11 e,•ere1e in e standa rd policy fQ!!§ £ere for all h�!!!h_�U
2,1 Eroviders as defined in £!!ll!lr�2h_Jil hespite¼s-¼ieeftsed-ttftder
,31 eherter-�,57-physieiens-lieeftse d-aftder-ehepter--5ij 7 -esteepaths

241 ¼ieeftsed-eftder-ehapter--5,;-pe dietrists-¼ieeftsed-eftder-ehapter
251 -6i,-defttists-¼ieeftsed-ender-eh�pter--66;-nerses-¼ieensed
261 ander-ehapter--6-;-end-nersin1-he�es-¼ieeftsed-eftder-ehepter
ni -ee;-er-prefessieftai-nsseeiatiefts-ef-saeh-per�ens.

The plan

n! shall include, but not be liQited to:
79
J�

1.

Rules for the classification of risks and rdtes

which reflect past anJ prospec tive loss and expense exp�rience

31

586

20

CODINC Wo,d1, 1n 6.l-k 1hu;i,v,1l. typr ure dt"lc-t,on-. fro� l'Wl',t,ng low, wo,d-. �n�e!l ! nrd orr 0dd,tion1o.
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:2.

Second tngross"d

CSSB">8b

in different areas of practice and in different geoqraphical
areas.

2.

l rating plan which reasonably recognizes the prior

3.

Provisions as to rates for insureds vho are

claias experience of insureds.

retired, seairetired, the estates of deceased insureds, or

part-time professionals.

:1

10

4.

Protection in an amount to be determined by the

Insurance Commissioner, and for those hospitals licensed under
chapter 395 vhose policies have been canceled since April 1,

111 1975, that have not been able to otherwise secure coverage in
lll the standard ■arket [ th@ plan J !:hdll provide continuous
u: coveraqe at the li11it,: anilable in the pl;in from the above
lJ I date.

111
16

5.

Rules to implement the orderly dissolution of the

plan at its termination.

171

1e, The Insurance Co��issioner may, in his discretion, require

l?

that insurers participating in the Joint Underwriting

10

Association offer excess coverage.

ll

(e)

In the event an underwriting deficit exists at the

711 end of any year t�e plan is in effect, each policyholder shall

13] pay to the azsociation a premiu� contingency assessment not to
�I exceed one-third of the anneal premiu� payment p�id by such

71; policyholder to the association !2£-1h�LYt1 £.

:: !
18

1

I

The

association shall ray_no f11rther cl�ims_on_aru:..£Q.l.1�Lfor

�h!£h....!�t enneet-the-�oiiey-of-ftftT policyholder who fails to

pay the pce�ium contingency asse�sment.

1. Any deficit $U&tained under the pldn Ghdll first be
)'/ !
JO: rPcover�d through the i,re�ium contingency a5s�ss��nt.
11

j

21

;,�18

C0D1NC.· Wo,ch ,n •h,,u.1. th,.,..._.1- trp•· .,,,. d,•l,,i,o•,, f,n.,, •·•• ·''''Q lnw, ..,o,rl•, ur:f,•rl,"rd 01� tJdd1tl\'"�-

Second Enqrossed
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Concurrently,

the ratP.s for insureds shall be adjusted for the

next year so as to be actuarially sound.
2.

If there iG dny re•�in ing deficit u nder the plan

after maximum collection of the premium contingency
assessment,

such deficit shall be recoYered fro■ the companies

participating in the plan in the proportion that the .net
direct r,re■iums of each such mesber written during the
preceding calendar year bears to the aggregate net direct
91

pre■iuas written in this state by all ■embers of the

101

association.

"Premiums" as used herein shall aean premiu■s

111

for the lines o f insurance defined in paragraphs

111

62q.t,05 (1) (b),

(j), and IP), including premiums for such

131 coveraqe izsued under pdckage policies.
IJ

(t I

ISi

The �lan �l1dll provide for on� or more in5urers

able and willinq to provi�e policy service through licensed

161 resid,•nt aqents and claims sPrvice on behdlf of all other
11 I

insurers pdrticipdting

in the plan.

181

is able_and willing_1o_urovide s11ch_stlvices .&_the_,loint

19!

Onderwrillig_Assoc_iUion is authorized to !!erform an1_aod all

!n th .._event no insurer

,o:

such s"i;;_yices_in an i�en tical_maoner_a s though it_ were_an

JI I

a�thoriz�_ins11r�£._

77

(h)

All books,

records, document�, or audits r elating

23[ to the Joint Undervritinq Association or its operation 3hall
,�I

be op�n to public inspection .& -�!��Llh!1L�_ cl,1!!_1i�h�

75 I

J?Ossession_of the_Joio t_ llnd�ri ting �s.:;�i ,1 tion_shall_not_b'!

7f, !

�v "ll•' h l ,._for_r rY i .,.,_dur i ug_ t he_Jir ocessin;i_ ot_ th 1 t_cl.1 i11.

)I I

Jil._ As u,;.,,l_in_t hi:;_s.,ct ion:

ni

1 L _"Health_c"'-r"'!'_�rovid�r

11

_m"3ans hos_EitaJa_lic�nsed

n:

unde:r�<.:b�J?t.2Ll15 .&_!!h..l'.si cians_l iccrnsed_under cha.11ter - • 58 .L

30

oste0l,!.\th�_licensed und�r: ch<"l_etec_459 .L.-�orliatr:i::;ts_lic�ns�d

!

)I

11nrlf:!r ch�t Pt_4 6 1 i. _ 1l<>n t ist s_ l i cen.5 ed unf\er_cha ot �r _ u 6h .L

22

5H6
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i;ti�P uct2u..llil.l!m_!!MY-�h lP1�2..._!lil!l.[2lll!!Lli censed
!!!l".L.!:h!.l:!1!!.L!!.il.._nll.!�LH.s.!!.l!!a!!.£.!!!!!-Shll1.!!L!�..___ruinw

.!)OHS licensed UUH_EM.l!lU 4Q.QL-.S:.li!!1lli-1il£U1�.Afil!

41 I�i�ed under chapter �.!ll...-fil!IDCiaps' assistants certified
J!Il�U_chatl.ll.-!2�-2!!.lsicaL.!h!!Hl!is,ts and physicaL�r apist
l.§ll§!.ants licepsed •1nder chap,t��nlth 11a.in1!!il.1!£.!

Q�llll��titicated und.§r_pail-ll..£f cham�.L.

l�filUl�.tSlis;Ll._�.!!1�§ defined i n subparagcaph 2, 1 and
l>l2S2�11.y.,_.1?1An�l!1.!!U.L-i.!Ul.!!tllliL£1.um.......A!!..LU!!li

10 I !li il.ui2_fi.£illiu.:U!.!J?.I.2!.!!!iQ!lalJ§S!J..Uti2.aL.

111 Pliln!!UiW�.QI;.E!.2ilil2!!.J!.._jQ1!!12!!!!1JlH..'L2L2!.lli

121 associa�ions for_professional_activi tLJ!Lhruth car e
13 I

14I

l'!.2.Y!Qll§..:.
£.L

"A11bulatory_surgi9l center"_m.,a�ac;j,lity the

1s1 priJ! au_nurJ?Qse_of_�hicb is_to provide ele£ llie su£g�l care

16I e>I_di"9.lt!:!.llic o.r_medic,11 care_or_treatment tM-.iJL.!Ll!!.£h the
11 patie�admitted to and_discharged_tr o�_saj.d fitiill.:i:
1
18 !'illi.11_1J!L��-l!Qtl ing_J!.u_t!l!Li s_!! ot -2li1_2IJ_h2..i.l!.UaL.

19I Hovevu.L- a fac;ility_existing_for the_primary_�2.2il....2!
70
71

I

P!!I12Uill_ter�i!l!1!Q!l.§--2!_£I!!9.!ll!l£Y_Q_L!.l!--211.i!...!L!!!All!A�

by a_2hnician O.[_dentist for th.!L...P£actice-2.!...n-41�lllil

77 not be_COJU!trued_to be_an ambulatory_§.!lU!i�cenier,
1
3,_NHealtl\ care facility" m'!an s an.Y-..1!2s.eital licensed
73
nl J!!l,dgLJ.��21�2L-htll1.!L!ll�1�.!!All£!.....Q£9lnization

l� I C<'.[.!illcau d un<lei;:_J:!,H tJ1_ of_ Ch,i!.l!ter f,111_ora,!!R.!!la tm
,61

surgical centn:_a s_defined_in_sub2ara.9£aEll 2.

Sect ion <,.

71

S<•ctiuQ G27. J�J, Flo�id� Statutes, is

nt a■�nd�* to readr
/'I ,

� 2 7. J � J

l
1,,

:-

Li Iii t d t i 011 o [ l i 4 hi l it y an d pa t i en t ' s

co•p�ns�tinn
fund:-•
1
Jll.__ llt:rl!!lT ll!���I!o!'_ f :! l ! !.!.!!.! �'l-�iiaiti!!!!"-�lllLU
! k_i U!!Ul!.lili2il_:.! !!:L!:!!12..H:-�!!L!'LJ !!i:;--2"!.!.E!lll
JL\L_" •:i.l!!J:_ !!'::,HUL!.1::..t· l '! !.k!Lf J!L1.!l.l.!li�2!ll!!!!.d.H.2.!1
1.!l��.I.

jt.t __ ".U••.t.!t h_1 ·1\"_llPVi,h•i"_fl••;Jh!.i, �nl.l
1 ,. __ !1!!'.!l'! !.,tL!i!c'st!'J!' L!.!!!;:::i_�·!J:.H'!.!'t_]J�.
,:

1 ..__ rh1sis1 :.!lLH1.i:�:;_,.J_!'r _1.:h1:;i.1.w!l!J�bu !!l

t, ,21!.llit1-Mn�,L£hli1�l-�2L

,,

J .___ Q;.J.:!9!! .H!!_!.l!:!'!.'ii!'1_ !/�1�1 _;-(,l)P!!!l-.!2�

1(1:

�- --1'.!i!i.l! !!! ! j. ·,! _ l.ifl!!!:t..!!1.. l'!!!.l!'l_rhttl!!Ll.il.

11

� .. --!!�:.!l! J.i_.'!:.!i!!l.'.!!!>l!!!;!' _!'! :JJ!!iH!.i2! L £!U.!..Hl��! L .!!.OW

''

,,

I
I

i

l'E.LlL2�£hil.'.::Ll!:!ll
ll .___ h! !!ll ! 1:. !' !.L ,. �•1'.l.i !.',! L!.. !: !!! '.!L !.L1 :!1li!.d__i !Ll'.li.:l!l.U.2.t!

Il

('.' l ..
] .._ __ £I 21 !: ;; i l �!!�} _ l!c' :.ll'li1 l!!.1 !!!!, _£:.!.1 lll.!!H11i.ll.._�ll'2!:ili2!!...
J� j � 1_.! !::I!� !.!I�-�I- I)! t• �� J_ :!�.J2�i:! .!. l 2�- �I- !h!_!n...�1!l!1li!L!!!.!.

1,.

1:: ! ! h _! n_!��.!Jr 1:J� � 1 1 b �· _;.: .L-1.s ... _!!!.11_ �-.!.-'- l PI_ r!.!?!.!�21�!'.:!!

1�

:•�!i!l.!I ..

19i

J1;l __ � � � h� \ 1 '.. '.' r .r _: �!..'.l.i <.:.! ! .. <.:� �! � 1� _ !!�'.'1!.Lt-1 :1d..l i.!L!.� !!
l ! l ! t !- I. l.'�!. e.'.:•� _ :.> ! _ �' �J !..-�,_ j_:_! _ _!.. :_i_l:! �..Y! ��tl.!.:'�!i.!..t_�!1.1�1l�.,Hc..'l

}i

I

,,r_ 1!! .,gn'l'it lC_ Ol:_ _ :H.•1l i r:..1 l C.'\l •�- o:. _ t l ",lt •"ht_�_iL wh icb_tht1

'' i l'11Hn.1 . .i:L�:.l!!l t� :·:.l _! !.'_!'IIJ_11:.:1,!!:!l:J�1L1!2.LJ:.!l1 L l.JHJJ.U

n·

� l ��in_! h:!_:,!�,�� _ ��! ! i!!!J_j� }'._ � 1.!. ·J _ ! !! -��!. _ l'�.[ t_9! _!_!'!i!�Ei�.l .t _

;! :

111) w•. P.l ..,_a t .-tci l l tl_,., ijt l gg_f oc _ t hi> _rr i Dol tL_RU[ R0:0� - o_t
!.'" r f Qr::, ir.,L t.-.rc in,,• i 01, ,;_ of_J:1 ":J" •'""I- or_ �n_2ll i.ce •·' int!lJ.a.,,i
t,.x_�_ tht!i i.t: i.J.n_ nt _ •l•·II ti·• t (;>1_ t t�1 )_1.1r,v:t i c�_o [ M!..!!JC i n�_:;h.11.!
�l �, � _ ti�•_ �p �l !.i�I !1 �-�- !. t_! _ t· :...·_J!I :� �!•'.Jl :.' �� ! t. _.:_,111.!J! £.:},l_!a;� !!!!!.! ,1
J�!l __ :' U!) �-1• � ! � ! �--�!:Jn�-�-- !1 ! 1 .•l' t!�l-11 !:!DZi!�_!l!! 1�-� !!�l!l�!
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s�c,>nd tnqross�d •

CSSB�RI,

1ri.-=1!!:�l�lL!.:lilli!:�n�lL!il.3�!Ul�ti�U.:..!�illi_ullL.!uu..1!..ll

!�iUl.ll4A0...2UAAlllti!l.!l..£Ui!ill�ll.�LJil!!e:L�!ll_lL2L..s;u�I

Hl.1.

Jll 14t
1•)

LinirATIO' or LIABILITT.--

All hospitals ¼teeftsft�-wftfter-ehap•er-��� s�All,

unle!ls e•e■pted under par.sqraph (c), and all !!s1ll1L�Ill

£[S!i�•r• otb,r lhA!L.l!!lllil!AU phr�ieiftns·and-phrsteian•s

a�aintnnts-¼aeenaed-wnft�r-ehnpt�r-■SR,·o�t�ftpath s·ii�nsed

aader-ehapt-•■S,1-snd-pe<ltetrists-¼teensed-•nder-ehapter-■64

■ar, pay the yearly 12.!L!J!� •••••s■ent QLLH�!��

10

II

.U !!U !illla.Li.Jl...£U.U_!f..l!!U,'.Lli�2WU L

11

Il
IJ

l

h "A lt IL.HU

1!.t2.1lli,Ljg.i,H.L1Ja!L..tll.D1..llll.L.th1_!ll.�A.LlH.L.l.lU..l!!:9..!!JI into

th• pe�i•nt�a-ee■p•nsa�tfMI fund pursuant to subsection Jll 1it

prior to practicing durinq any yedr.
(bl

11

or

I!�h...hsil1.ll...!aI.L2t.2ll��� tPaeh-saell1-tie�nsed

16I hesptt■¼,-ph7stet�n1·rhr��et�n�n-a�si!ltant7-esteepath7•er

111 pe�tstri•t shall not be H11ble (or 11n -,aount in excess ot
18

:1

1

21

11

I

13
1

7J I

71 ,
!

'JI,'I

S100,COO R�.L!.l�A! for clalms £S!��I!!LY9�!LA!!���ti2!!-1ll

ar��in1-o•t-&f•th�-r@ft�•r•ng-ef-•��tefti-eare-er-ser•icws in

tbls state if, At th� tian th� incid�nt qlving rise to the

causQ of the cl•i� occurr"d, the h§tlt.!l...J;,UJ:...i!l.llU�iI

heapitft¼7-pk7aie�aft7•phr�•e�an•,.-•s"i-"�""t7-e,.teerath7·er
pedia�rist:
1.

Had:

b.

ProYftd financial r�5ponr.ibility in th� a�nunt o(

a.

PostPd honrl in the 119ount nf llOC,000 ��I-!..lii.!:

71: s1·00,ooo .eu:..s;l!ll! to th" satisfaction of the l,QJI!Lni
I
is,, !H!.!.!:lll9ILQL_lh!Lfl!n1 !n,,.,r,.fte••e••••s,.i-enf'r through the
/9' establish ■ •nt of "" appropriate P.Scrov account:

J?

J.

I

c.

Ol>t•l.htid ae1!ic.tl 1:1.,1.,ractice in�uranc-? in the

a■ount ot S100,0CO l!!.'.!:_1:1:li.!!I or morP _. fro3 privat" in.,urPrs or
COOIHG.'Word� u, -.kw41.

2S

•t.--.;., trp1· "'"" cl',-1.,t.,_,n·. f,om c-11-.t,,,9 l•,w, ..,o,d

!lS6

,.

u" !.,,l,n,·,1 n,r odd,,,,.,,�.

s�cond Enqross�d

..:S51!586

'I
:,

th•• ,luint lln,twrvri.ti.nq A,,socidt1nn .,,;tablish&d uncl"r
s11hs1tctiun 627, 1�1 (H); or
d,

Obtain�d svlC-insurance �s 1,ro•ided ins. 627.J��.

providing cov,,i:aq., in ,1n amo1111t of S100,0JO .l!l!Lq<1i! or more,
,ind
2, Had paid for the year in vhicb the incident
6/
1
· occurred for vhlch th" clai• va3 fi!Pd th• f•• required
I

�I pursuant to subs&ction Jll 1i►,
(c)

Any hospital that can •eet on• of th• following

IOI pro•isiona deaonstrating financial responsibility to •••t
II/ claias ari•i•g out of th• rendering of ••dical car• or
171 s•r•ic•• in this st.it" shall not be required to participate in

..

131

h
t e fund:
1.

Post bond in an aaount equiulent to StO,COO EfJ;,

Ill i.!�i! for eacll hospit,.J bed ln "•id ho■pit<1l, ao t to exce"d

16j S2,500,000

Ill

2.

1n.aul_A9!lI!1UU:
Prove financial responsibility in an

11

■ount

18/ eguivalPnt to S10,000 £�I-£W! tor each hospital bed in �aid
191 hospital, not to Prc.,�tl s2,�oo,ooo Alll!l!�1J.!lil29!\U, to the

�I �atisfaction of th" ���J1j!,_i2J�fD!U!LQ.f_1bL.i!lrul fftseranee

11; ,essissiffn�r through th� Pstablish■4nt of en appropriatft
n1 escrow account;
]J
,Jj

3.

Oht.. in professional liftbility coverage in an aaount

equivalent to S10,000 l!�LtlAi! or sore tor each bed in said

11! hospital fro■ a pr iv�te ln,;ur•r, fros the Joint llnder11ritinq
�; Association �stabli�hPd under suh�•ction 627.)51(�1, or
lt,

throuqb a plan of �"If-insurance "" provided in s. 627,155:

�, howev�c, no ho�pit�l shdll b� r�q,iir�d to obtain such cov�r�ga

,, i
))

in an �ttount .,,c.-.. din,1 $2, ',00, 000 !l!l!!!IALll!lll.llJ:.JJ.s1!.I•
(di 1L

Any b<t1.l!.l!._£:!J.:!Ll![!l..!'..i!12J.: hee11,,.,➔-h""l'he¼,

JI: phy!'tte'iflt11-phr!lte;.a,.•�-"��t::i1taft+7-e!'lte-erl'l-th1-or-petifia+ri::,� who

(ODIN(,: lituHh

111 .. 1, ... �

tJ..,.....,I, 'rr•·

26

utt•

5H8

,f.,lt-f•o", f.o,.. t'•''''"'I IP .. , .n,rf, u.,.J,.,1,n.-d "'" udd,t,on, .

CSSD'>llb

�ucond [nqros�•d

11 !l2�:i-1l!!!..J!,U.1i.l.btl!!-11! .. !Jl1Lf.!!!lL!!.L1!:ll.!..i.�i1!'1l1::. ..:1!1!l ,10.,,. not
■O!•t the ptoYibiODs o( p,1r.iqtaph (I,)

,;h.\ll t,e SYbj,-c:t tn

liability under lav without re9arj to the pcowisions of this

4' section.

l.....!!l!lllAllLllul.. ��l!!Ll!L2L!itlllh...l!l!l

<, I !1hAlliil.l�U.llliJ ..;.,ll,1.ll..�!L!A.h2..£!:ll.iils;11.1!!lL!l.L!IA!a

I I h2a.111.lil...l.b1t S&id bOSRi a.l...l.Ji_j,�Qllli�Jl.Lsh4 ll CHAU
in�S!UliilA�.u.... 1.hLRI.!U.Ui.SUll_j!1..!llllJW12n._ IllJ

l�Jl.U_j!LA!ILWR.l.i.i.Lll.!..11L!.2!J!Ut.ASit v it h or l"-j.liog to
i; t.HiL.iA�2.talius.LdllL1.hL..11�n�b�J!L1llll .. aSilima..!ll

10

u1.. .b�WA..L1:UliU..1S!...l?l:lll.i.llllJ!Ui�.i.ll!iiil29.�llA�!

11

11

U�AU..JU-liJlUJI.Ull...ll..li�UAUH!lh

l�

l! LlhLWL19LA...1!UUSi.il!.tUA!Lll2§1!.i.1il...2LA!.l!JlU12.U

16

!S!l.11nll�I..l!2I.t!:U .. A!!.LJ:!!.l!l!ll�tL!2L!Jl!Lh2!1!.i!Al..2t...!l.UlllA12U

13

jn_Ib.L_liUU1.i!2AJ!LllAQ.i.lil.L!l!lA�!tA9�..A.11�

I)

§.III9.i.S.ALilA1llt ..lb!ll.. A.1!.l!lL12 ..lh�-211is.l.L'.! •..1.t.Y�!�l!i.t.

�JU:9!Si!.l...!i.!!!ll!:t.. 2lh�! ..l.b!l11.. f!Jll2l��..l!l!lli£i!ll..li££!lll�-.!!!lru!I

11

1a

£la.l!.1U�...!!h2 .. !t!l..112l ..

19

l!!LU�.l.lJl�..A;.;:;i.:.a.,rn.t.;i_lil;ll!ll!!:!L!!!l!IJ:�.1!1!:L!!'2.!l... _Q:;1Ulil1U

�

lU:�D:U:lLlln1�t .. SiLl��!.. !�9�-�!Lll11�1�..1iun��!l��L£ll�Jlll.l:
!hl! .. 1!l!l..�i.U1i���-li!:!:il�1-ll!ldtL£hal!!tt..!!!l...

11

J]l 1i't

11
11

/�!

1)

lu.. L!f§M�!!.L1W�i;:.Qg��

1

1ul

(a)

PATIENT' 5 CO�PEIISATION FUND, --

Th.- CunJ.--There is cr.,ated a "Florida Patient's

Coapen�ation Fund,'' heleinafter ref�cce� to as th� "fund,• foe

the purpose of p11yinq that vortion of 11ny aedic.,l rDdlpractice
claim

12r.. hi:!lih.S�[!l_JII2.!igtt§ ..ot_Ec.i.�!1l..ln.1Yt.L£l�i� .. t2t

Ui !hQ�•-hfil!h_cace �1o•iJers sit_l£.lth in_suos�cti9!1_l!lJ�

nl � L J!l!Lf 4 which i� in e1ces3 of

n;

lhf_!i�il§

foctb in par.sqr,,ph J.?ll!!l 1♦t1ht,

t1�&1eae as set

,h,. fund shall be li.,ble

JO I only for pa yun t of cld i a·J aq,, in!,t 1'.!1!!1l! ..£�U .. l!t!l�H1llt,i

Jl1 hr.!p��•ls7-physietaa�7-phr��eian•�-as�*�ton��7-osteep��hs7-aft�
27

f)9S

(OOIHG· Wu"h ,., .,,• ., .. � ,;., •• ..,Ii. t y pl' ,.,,. idrl .- ,,u,.,. I r •'" 11111,1,n9 lo., wor1h l "rt•rl,., •. rf u1w •dd,,,,,.H.

,:5511�86

Second En9rosaed ,

.•

podiatrists in co■pliance with th• provisions of paragrdph

JlLJ�L 1't1ht

and rrasonAblc and nrcocsary capnnses incurc�d

in pay■ent of claias
(h)

and

fund 4dainictratl•• e1penaea.

fund ad•inistrati"n and op..,ration.--�ana9P.■ent of

the fund sh all bo vostPd with the Joint Underwriting•
Ast.oc!ation authori�cd by ,sub,;0ction 627. 351 (8), herein .. tt<ir
referrod to as the •JUA,"

The JUA shall operate subject to

the ,supervision and aJ'proval of
consi�t1n,1 of rPpre!;ent4t1v�s of

a

boar� of governor,;
tivc of thP in�urers

10I participating in th" Jilk, an attorn,-y to L,e nu:f>d by The
Dar,

a phy:s1cidn to ho na■c,1

l•y the Florida �edical

11I

Florida

17;

Association, a hospit,,l n,pre:;entativ<l to bo nar.ed by the

13[

Florida Hospital lssocidtion,

1-1'

or his dc!'liqnated rPpt<,s<,nt�tive •·■ployed by the Departa<'nt of

l�I

Inr;urance.

and the Ir.surance Coci■is sioner

The Insurance Comai!lsioncr or bis repre sentdt.i,e

NI shall be tbe chair••n of the board.

"I

In the eve nt of

17I

teraination or dissolution of said JU� vith respect to

19

.i!l.11![1 ir.s11unce, the JDl shall conti1,ue to operate for the

�I

purpose o[ rand ■anJ9-,�ent as provided in this subsection.

providinq rrofessional l iabilit1 .L er aalpractice 2Ll!l.11g!.'1

71

(c)

fees and asseszeents.--Acnually, PACb htlllb_£1[!

,�,

�t2!i��r lieeesed-h�"r•t••1-rhysietftn7•rhrsteinn•s-as�+stantT

,: I

e!'tPer11th,-1tr-t'edin<:riO't, as set Corti, in subs<'ction J1.l 11t,

�I

elcctinq to co■rly w1th pJraqr�ph

711

fees cstahlished un�.•r this act !or depor;it into the fund,

:IC,

•hich shall be reaittcd for deposit in a Nanner prescri bed by

il

the In!iurance Co11111i1�:.ioner.

lo

shall brgin July 1,

)·J

!>,>:·,; "•

:,11
31

1

J21J�l

iit1bt shall pay the

The coverage provided by the fund

197',, and run thf'rra(t<'r on a fiscal yedr

1'01 thP (i1:;t

v�-:1· o(

11,,rt iriii,,1 ion "r�rn'!to",

P.dCh

pdrticipatiny: t,r:':1,.h ('".-trA_l!;-llVict�r ¼-'teen��d-+ie:1i'+�n½1
��,�i�ian1-rh,�i�i,ft•�-e����t�ft+ i-o�♦�or��h7-er-redi�tri�t
2H

:i'.·•Hj

(OIHN(,. ••n1ef.. ,,. ... ., •• tl,...... ,1, tn, .,,,. rf,·1, ''""' l,nm • ••• hnlj 111.,,, worch u11Jrd1nrd 111,r tutd,t,nn\.

S...:ond r.ngrossed

CSSBSBC.

coyered ■nder the fund shall par a fee for deposit into the
fuad in the ••�unt of

S1,000 foe anr indi•idual (or) S300 per

bed foe anr hospild.

!l!.s?t£_£Jl.,tll.i!!g_1h!-1!!.1!..!L!.ll.tl_!!!!!

• I U.!HLI�Ll��-1'!!�!Lf;l!J! lL!?!LL.l!!£:.rJ!1.!l.! L�llL!!L !1>"
1e•.i:lLfPf'S_for_a_,ero-.rat-.,d_11e■t>f'r,ship"'

The fe., c har•1<'d after

the tirnt year of r•rtic!�•tion ereretioft shall consi�t of a
base fe• of s�oc
hospit�l.

for �ny iudiwidual (or]

SJOO

pPr b�d for any

IJ! ..._f<>,•s_nr_,,,·,;,.",·""!llS tn_� ..._ raicl t>1_tto•·. 0 _h.,.1JtJ!

,uf_r.!:1.,!.i!l.!'.:1 :;_1 �-f i D:::!1 _i!!-f'Yh;;!'.::ai !!t _J.ll..il!l.S...... _!'!�-� �0_1 ..
101 Jl!J!lL!!£...SHi!l!.!.i:l,�!L.t'L!.b.!:'._f!!n! L !!! L �!LJ!f!.!!!!!.!l!l.U-H.11J.':l
lu 4ddit i,)n,

•ftl!r the fir:;l yr,ar of operation,

111

l!!f.1:;..,

171

additional ,.,.,s ,:;hJll be "ssessed J!l'.l!L!!I!!:!J!!.£ll'..J:?.[2:!.'1!.£.!L!!!I

131

t!!..L_port,ion o[_"·••_Jea.r_f!!.[_•hich thP_h,.alth car., .erovider
_

lJI

l!ltl.irtra!,ed i_r•_tt.c, .t:JU!rl,

base d on the fol101·ing

l�I considerations:
II•

1.

Pa,;t ,111d µronp.-ctivo lo,;,, And ell>«>nae ,upcricnc .. in

17/

different tJpCG o(

�I

areas within tte state;

I?
Ml

n
nI

2.

practice and in different geographical

Th•• prior ciai.,s erJ•ericnce of p,:irsons or ho,:pitaln

co•�red under t�P fund; and
1.

Risk f.1ctors for persons -.ho :ire rr.tire,d,

se•i retired, or part-ti•e profezsion.,ls.

n
:1:

Said base fees m.ty he a djusted dounward for any fiscdl

Y"'"r in

711

which a les,;er ,1r.uunt would be ,1de1ju4te ,ind in which lhoJ

7(,\ additional fee would not be necessdry to maintain the solwency
�,·

of the fund.

S.ii.J additional fee shall l,P baned on not ■ore

)�

than two geoqr�1,!,ic�l arrds with th1·e� c,ateqories of 11rdctice

-:,·,

,,nr1 vi1 Ii £�:.:.:J!.'.'.L :_: n-t""�'tl-t-(""t.,."11"1�T vh:.ch �!l!��l:l�!�

1,

�e"t�f"'rtf":'t,.�

·I

l!'.!in1•::_,_>:i:-,... 0r•J_ ·i;�•• . .:.,11··: .�r_1l_ft,r_.irh11J.·,c_r1 :�ut;1:c-,ll_

iridivi.lual ri�k. l·tt.tinq !or l:o:-.pitrll�..i.. f�1·_t1r<1lth

2'1

.,,..�,-

.. ,)

(ODIP'(. .,. o ,J• ,11 o.1,,,, � ,:.. .,, •1'• I I" ,,,. d, 1 1 ln11,, f,,..'" r., ·,ln111 1..... , .. .,,.j, ""A,·,l1n, 11 cu,· o,J.j,tton-..

Second tngro���d

CSSD!.8�

!��111ti£��-tA,h..!1�tlLI!!�t-21..1h!:...!.Ynd_5h&ll_!.!�U41�

1n1�E�!�£Dtlx..!!LR!!!£��!!!9_,1li,dlJ!:&t��--lA�!i�iE1nl�-�h1ll
QUlX..e-lit!!l�!Qt_4f§�§f!fnlu_!QL_kl4i�§-U.!2.J!..J'.fd!�...d.Y[!ng

ihik�-1b£X-!£[!!_!�!l!!!r.1Lnt_ 1h!_{YU�i-in_cd��1!...!h�[�-4

EdI!is;i�AD1_i�---!�!brLn1_1h�-1YD�-1QI_l�5lL1hAD-1h!:-1J!1�1

1iS£jl_!!!:!t..,_l!!!_lil!!llL!!!!_!i.!J!!j!!!.!-!2.J.!!D£!!,i!f!!.!1_f.!.!I_lh,1.L.1!!dI
na n_,cr ,,- r a, .,_t,., 1 i "-�•· I <'I'■ i n!:11_ l•x_ t }!e cr-rc .. nS,n!l!L n{_! he J" ·•I
h"-l!"t!,icic�t-.d.

Fees �!!1-L!:f1_11,.c!_s shall be

s�t by th� Insurance C=ciccioncr after consultation vith the

10
11

Thf' fund shall hf' ■ aintained at not ■ore

than S2'.>,c,,o,OC\0 l!!lL.t:.i'.i!.:'1LY!!!!!•

1

,JU A.

Nothi"q COhtaihed h�re!n shall ho construed as imposing

liability !Jr pay•��t of �ny part of a· fund deficit on the JUA

11
or i�� gembcr i�surcrs.
171

11

lJI

16

If the 1�!!� d�� rlctnr■ines that the

10ount of "or.Py in a n_,,cC"ount _for _A_gi <•·n_.(i ,;ca 1 _l£" r �he--f,ind

ls not nuf{lcirnt to s�ticty thP clalNs cadr aqainst the

i!.!:£2.!l!.!.! f,ir.oo\-in-a-lJh"'"-h"eai-T"""• the f.!!!!!l. ,!liA shall

II

certify the a■ount nf the projected inr.uffici�ncy to the

19

to levy a drfic:it a,;,;cssri•nt aqdinct all p<1tticipantc; in t�.e

71

i:'!11!';-2 f_ 0 ·:--:- t; cip,i t j 01:_ ,, q, it!.(l_ t_h "-lf" [_in _gyP-::;t i 2n.

16
10

n\

Inr..;urdnce Cor.ni:;!.;ionl't 1111d r�•JUi!Sl t hr Jnr.urttnc� co11■issio11er

fund fo1· tl,�t fi,;c,1l y..,,,.. l'ro-r,1trt1_\J.i,·,,,,_nn_th"-"ll"!l••r_o.(
The

Inr.ur,.nce Con,icsionrr sh,.J l ordr-r_r.ud,_rtfn.!!.!1_!0_01· levy such

nl d<'ficit a!::::'�:.;s<> ut .,,,.,inr-,t !;uch part ic:ip,lnt::; in AJ1ount� thdt
I
fairly reflect lh• clasLifications prescribed above and arP
71 I !>uffi-...·1t > nt �o ol,t.ain the!
)II

for said fi,;cal yeai:.

1100,•y

nocc!>S,1Ly to ■P.fl't dll claims

Jn_no_c••·" ,,h.,ll_,,ny_dPfh:lt gss .. ,;sm�!l!

n; <r,r_a_cartl-u�•r_lr,r_.,jaln�t_nny_hralth_s;arn rrnvidr[_nthrI

-ii·

t·I .,,_,�_l·n• ��i �.,1_, ... r,,,_,,_,,11_.,.,"'f'• _,•1111.11._to_�tir_f'rn.-;_Q[

/'}, ''; ••'.·'.·"'t'�i•�·-('\:·i�in,•l lj•_11,,i,1_1iv_'.IH"l1_h1 1 ;,lth_c:.,r�_crovirl�r_for
ri•;!iri.t,;� ; ... ,_in_tl·•_f 1 :n,,_<r-r_th"'-l":·r_n'vin!]_T;�" to_!",UCh

.'I' ,!,•'; ri t _::,:-_:.:·

�;1·

, l'""I -.

-··---'---_!

,40

•r:'.'
l•,• .,lt.'
� \.J

w...,1. "' · 1 .... \ ,1 .......,', •r1·• ,11, ,I, I,,,.•., .. f,u,.,, ., .. 1,,,., 1 .......... ,A. ""''' ii,",.� n.,. o,l,l,11011,.

J

r5� n',Hl,

(d)

1.

Second r.nqroi:�d

rund accouritlhcj ·and a'ldO:-.:ftoneys shall ha wllhdrawn fro• th� fund only upon

wouchers approved�, l�e JUA •• authorized by the board of
gowerDors,

2.

All books, rPcord�, ARd audits nf the fund shall he

op•D for reasonable inspection to the gcn,-ral ruhlic4_f!�tr1
lhA1-•-�h.1!L1iJ.Lin_l!!,'.:1.:�t;:,i!!ll_l!L.Ue_t!l!!L�l!lllLD.2!-l:!!
AIAJ.lilil_12�--L�Ii��-9�rin9_�rR£��.un9_gf_lh�t-�l�i�],

Persons authorized to receive dt,posit:;, is,;ue

IOI vouchers, ur 11itldraw or ot.lwrwise di£bu1ce any fund mon«•Y!:
111 shall poet � bl�nket fid,-lity bond in an amount reanonably
17i sufficient lo protect tund �usets.

The cost of �uch bond

Ill shall bf' paid froa the f und.

u

q,

Ar.r.uallr, rt.c !.!'1'.! dl!A ch.11 furnii:h JU!!!n_rS.:'..l!.!!:ll

Ill en audit�d financial Itrrr!� re�ert to llDl sti fund

"I

1�1 participants •nd to th" uer,11·t�ent of Ini:ur,H,cc and the Joiut

16

Lf>gislativ" Auditing Con,�1tic,,.

The r.!'.E.!!.!:lc2 r�roFt shall lie

prepared in �ccord.incc- with .,r.co,pte� �«:cuu11tinq l'roc(',lur,.':: and

191 shall incluJC' incor:1� ,u11..! ;�•H.t'. otht_.c infot:ir,,t ion .1� �,dy h,,
:?OI required by tl,i� D\.'Pr.ll:tr,,nt ,>f Insur<tnct:' or th{' Joir,t
71 I te-qitil�, tive ,·.u,; 1 l i r:4' ('or, r it ! "·'.

n

S.

r!.o�.(\y:; ht!l\l 111 1 !11• funJ �l,Jll he it1V<'�t,�d in �i•e,-�-

/Ji ��"• intt.•l'·�-t-Ji._•.iri11<4 ll,\'•··

·,·:its lJy the .llll\ a·": ,t11.i,11str llor.

/.ti 1tovcY£1r, ill no ,�.,:;,. sh,111 �� ..

J

l ,.oneyu ht• inv,•:;t,·-1 !...J!i:_l�1r,_1u

,,, th.,!L�_r· \1 ·�-"r iu th ..... :;tu��- of any .i11:�ur<'r 11,1rt iciJ·dtir:1J ;n
Jc, i the JUA or i11 the p,11 �n! co.: I' any or cot'lp.1n)' 01,.-ui,!CJ a
11
;,:.
/I

JO

1

cor,trollinq intt.•r•u-;t. ol

!,,11,l

i.n:;ure1·.

All iucoue <�<!ri\'f•d (row

such i;lVt-!.it-,• 11t�� �h,\ll lir' Cl<.,!'ltcd to ti,,., {un,l.
L.

ldoy t, .• _,ltli_r,,1 •:_t:·11· i!J.,·r 11·r�o:,-�r-h(')1;,i:-t"¼
1

p1111·ticip.,tinq in ti,:! fur.rl r-.,y withJ1.· .. v f1ow r:uch partici1•1tion
'?t!ll at t►,P t·tul of -� flry 11•·.<>11 y,,.,r; ho111)vr-r. such �1�..::.!.I.•-�
-31
,r.., c..��

,,

(O0JIH,• '#o,d, ."' �1,.,, � 11.,.,., .11 t,1•• ,.,,. ,I, I,,, ..,,., fu,ffl r,,... 111,fl fnw, •o,,I, 1111,i• d,n,·I. .,,,. o..4,f,tion�.

C��flr,R6

S,•con,t t11•Jr<>:;:,o-�
.

£�[t..J!t9!l�� [ p�r�en•er•he�ritai shall te■ain subject to any
deCicit a,:,se,:,,s■ent !l!!!Lil!U-!:tll!!!� p<>rt.aining to any

yedr in

which such person or hospital p•rticlpated in the fund.
(<'I
t.

61

Clai ■s procP.du1·e·,. •·

Any person ear tile an action fer·dn•e�s-nrrs�n,

eat•cf-�h�-r�nd�r•ft1-ef-•�die�¼-�nre-er-�e�T*e�� agdinst a

��rtici1�•ing_h,•�lth_r�r�_p,·nvi��r_f,,r_��•���s rer�aft covered
und<'r the fund, [,,xc,•1•t J tl,,,l th<> pcic.on fil1ng the cl.1i■

9[

WI

shall not r'>co�er a 1,dn::.t th<' fund o111y portion of a judgL'lent
for da■aq�s arising out o! th� rendering of or_f•ilu,e_1o

11
ICt�:[ ■edical carp or s�r�ices against a b��lt�-��r�-�[�!11![
1
I) .tin.l:1'1:!!l:!(i r•r""" covo,teJ under 1h<' fu11d uni<',;� tho fun<I W4,;
Ill

na".-d as a dPfenddnt in th,, ,;ui t.

15

clai■ will exceed S10C,000

UI

1

l[, after the facts upon

which th!! clai■ is baseJ are r;,vie•cd, it appears that the

nr_!.l!,._�No•rnt of_th�_�tlth r.Ar<!

16I

l'!!'!.ii!H�.;_hll:U£.�!!.!!'!}�!::.1..!.L!l!.£�!SL, thP. fund shall appear

18 I

sul t.

Ill
19/

'°l

an� actively defend itself when oaand Ds a defendant in the
In so def•a�ln�, thr

lund

�h�ll rptain counsel and

OU� of th� �c&o11�t_for_th·'-··�·,,rnrri,,t�_l��r f�n�
fc,.., "nd erpen5e:--:,

pay

attorn�r�•

in.:ludin J r.ourt co:.t�• inclJtrcd in def('ndinq
1

,11

the

n:

!Pei .. s1..�1vic�:J fo; thP ,ltJA u!h<'r th:•,n tbo�•c directly ccan'=ct<:,l

17.

1J I
,�
'}(,
,,
J;

JI

l!J

fund.

The at·.orn<·y or 1 �� fir,.'

fur I >:h,'11 nol hn r<'1a1n,,,1 ct
vi t , t I, r fan d.

T" (' f II n ,1

th,,t

th<'

l!�ploy<'l hy lh<' JllA to perlc>r&

i " ., u t nor i ,. ,•. • t o n" q o ti a te w i t h .111 y

j11Jqr.. L':it ••"(C''."',�Ui1111

clcl.'.:''lftt!i h.i.vinq .j

funri
! ----

r••t�in<>d to dctend

/.lf\1'"l .,_ r,no_,:r"~,t_to_11,,�

�"'°�;�tl(' tu , ,,,,c?1 .1;1 .�1lf(''.!1tt:Ul :.. i. to the e,1nrJer in vhich
portion of t!�-.:-

�'--l,:.,-.e.t,

js to t,f

\. 1 t I

i)r• '.·P:HL, •:t •

h•• e1;·1·,tl ...•1t u11·J,•r
'.I,'

j1111�r,.•n'":. ,·i-c•·t•dinq

,,-.i1!.

l.r.·,·

·.-'\,' !"l<Jl i .1

,11,.__'il<'O .a. �OQ_c-r,�;t

ju l,;:·•·rit .,11,·1·:t111•J the
l.pJ•··ll.1!1• ;,ul,::;. cl

12

f•Jnd a:,sy

Proc,:,dur0', as
r:t•( ..
.) ;

\'

,;:;�n•,ft.6

��cond Enqross�d •

2.

It shill b� tho responslblllty of the lanurer or

self•i•,urer prowidlnq insur1nce or sell-insurance {or a
bttl!b-�II!- 2(2!id�[ hnsrttn¼1•rhyateten;-rhT9tetnn•s

easistent7-es�•erath,-er-re�iatrtst who is also cowered by the
fund to pro•ida 1n aJ,.quate defense on any clai■ {ll••d •hich

61 potentially 1ffacts the fund, with respect to such in5urance
contr1ct or aelr-insu,ance contract.

The Insurer 2l-�rl!=

Bl il?YUI shall 1ct in A fiduci�ry relationship [toward the
fund) •itb respect to any clai■ aff�cti�g the funj,

No

IOI aettle■eat exceedinq S100,tlJO, or any oll,cr a■ount which could
\ll require payr.�nt by the fund, shall Le ag1Ped to unle�s
lli

13

3.

l person who hds reco•ered a final judg■ent or a

s�tth■ent approwed by the f:.t!LII l!t!ft ,qainst a .h.!H!l1h�I[!:

1J
15

appro•cd bf the 1Y�1 d�A.

I

J!L2!1gsr hespita¼7-phfst�ina7-physietan��-as�istant7

161 e,,trepatirf•nr-�•hntri"t wbo is coYl'l<·d by the fund aay file a
171 c lai■ vit� the Li!l1 dtih to reco••r thdt portion oC such
18

judg■ent or settleoent which is in excess of $100,000 Q[.Jh.l

1v

.IU!!Dl-£L1h£_hu.H!l_s;�r�•-M!!!H::I!S.l'J:J.�_s;2!!'.Ill'..l� .. _i!

:10

!1.IU1ll .a as ■et forth in pauquph lllll•l 11t11tt.

In the

nl •••nt tnj�k2YD!_!2[_!1_�i!�a_I�iI the-faR� incurs li•�ility
,,'. erceadlng lJ��.. Q� s1;ee&7eee to tll_rtL��!U! an7-rersee under
73
14

,�

:1

n!
I
'l'I•
3' !

• slngle uccurrPn�•. !h!L.l!�IQ��!LI.££2!frin:L��ll_��-1!.liJ_1!2!
1hs_J"2Mll-ll_!IJ!1� th�-t■Rd-�hati-re1 not ■ore than

u.11.11...11�L.1!.t!:_l!l:[!;;!?!!.,. £47fihlt-l per ,,,ar until the chi ■

hAS

•een paid in ru11 .. _,•�r.rJ:!t._t!wl!__cr,11r1._r.n,·t,;_.,_.n.g_1.",'"2"iRli:

!1!.Q!n�l!�-1t!L�ll!! lL!!�-l!!l .i.1-i !l-!?�::-1 i: !:J.!_ r:.!!!:.._?llh i.!1-.'.'lL!1.1 :IE
llil<'Llh" "'"' !.l•·r"n1.._11r ��!l�•'" t _i r _r• r,',·r•·� .,__:111r.h_!ee,;_�l!�l!
!! c•t _r ... . ,yr•-- - 1 I,,,- "' ,.. n '"' ! - Cl r - t t-,.. - , ...'1 r II,, 1 - "� _) �- tl.
!"Pt• lr-:,..nt_::_or_j11•1:Jnrnt

4.

!,

€¼:ft't'"� '"' f'iif'ii against the

:111 ( 1 1.l shall b!' p.,i,I i:i th" ord,•r rl'C•.'iVP<l within qo day,; ol!t<'r
r: ( • � ..
").;_�I
))
(001:(C- Wo,1',

1n

•hu•L

11,,..,,.,,h

'YI""

OH' d,�,t•On\

f,o'" ,.• ,,t1nq In .., wouh

un,fr,1,nrtl orr

t,,4,d,t,on,,

s�cond EnqroR,�d

c-:;�11se1.

��1�-2{-��tllU�llt-�r_Jg!l9!t91 ft¼tft1 unless •rP•aled by the
fund.

If th� 1,,2Y�l-12Ll-91!t!_l�A1 f••• does not have

enough ■oney to pay all n! th• �ftllcn�nt§_Q[_ju�g-nts & _tho�e

elat■s, clai■s rec<>i•�d after the funds are erhausted nhall be
inedi11 tel y pa,. bl,• fr OOI th-•-·• """"'·•••nt.:;�_£,Hti Cil?ilnl:;_fQ[

61 !hAl-Ye!I •he-fetiftwin1-reftr in the order in which they were
tt•cei ved.

5.

If a hPalth_r�rt_£rnvi�er hesr¼tftt-or-person

pa�tlcipating in thP tund has COY�rag� in ercer.s of s,oo�ooo,

IOI E�r_cl�i� L -r.u�h-b�tlth_carQ_l?rovide� he shall be li11ble !or

Ill locSP5 up to the aaount of his cover.ig", and .:;ncti_he,.l.th_cilIC

DI l'I�!irlP[ t,e shall r .. ceive an •pproprint• reduction of !.!!!_!!�

131 �n9.-�f�r���tn1� hts-ns�ess■eftt for l?�[!i.J;il?tti2u_in the fund.

IJI Such reductinn sh.ill "" qranted only after that l::rilll.b_s;:i11.t

111 E!�Ii.!l.!:I fh&aptt■t-eri person has proved to the satistaction
16

17

1

ot· thP !llllll dUA th"t �:.!!£Ll!J:�H.b_i;:ll[LJ1U!YHt.Lhtl he hac such

co,·.-ira -ie •1'Hi ll.'l-!h!'_l'!:!i !'!L�L!:!!:!!1'tIL;H1'-l?L!b!_U!iS.!l-I!Z!!l •
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��PCB 41r25 -- Medical malpractice liability & pro
V �
ceedings; filing of claims; collateral
sources; medical negligence & standards
of recovery; itemized verdicts; clains
against health care providers; damages

\);J'!(}YP�B #26

•t/' {JCB

Unfair Insurance Trade Practices

l/3

Out-of-state insurance companies;
filing and approval of forms

YJ��CB iS

Florida Insurance Guaranty Association
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J,�1<

�
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--

credit unions
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Law
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V
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in response to HR 4251 (1976) affecting
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\W Chapters 253, 373, 403 and 161.041

TAB 6

J
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��

For reference to Subcommittee:

HB 50 (Foster) -- motor vehicle traffic accidents
HB 448 (Mixson) -- insurance rates

\
v ·�,HB 487 (Moore, T.) -- aerosol sprays
HB 364 (Evans) -- aerosol sprays
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/Jo/Cl�&._ cs/Y?�
� cf

o/d-'

a bill to he entitled
2

An act relating to medical malpractice and

3

medical malpractice liability insurance, and

4

related matters; repealing s. 768.41, Florida

5

Statutes (1976 supplement), relating to internal

6

risk management; requiring that hospitals and

7

health care facilities establish internal risk

8

management programs; requiring the Department

9

of Insurance to promulgate rules to implement

©

Serles ___ Carton � 30

the requirements of this act; providing for

11

the composition of medical incident committees;

12

providing a duty upon health care professionals

13

to report medical injuries; providing for the

14

investigation of reported medical injuries; pro

15

viding for medical incident committees to convene

16

for purposes of determi:ning ,-,hether an offer of

17

compensation is to be given to an injured patient;

18

providing guidelines for committee determinations

19

of amount of compensation to be offered; providing

20

for notice to persons involved in a medical incident;

21

providing for a committee determination of the extent

22

to which injury was caused by a breach of the

23

standard of care of a physician and recommendation

24

of payment by the physician or physician's insurer;

25

providing for t!1e reporting of medical incident·

26

committee determinations of a physician's breach

27

of a standard of care; providing that the findings

28

of a committee are not binding; �roviding that

29

no offer of compensation shall he made by a

30

committee without t:ie approval of all persons

31

involved in sue� incident; providing for the

I

'

Ll

FLO�IDA TAlE ARCHIVES
DEPART ENT OF STATE
R. A. G AY BUILDING
Tallahasse , FL 32399-0250

10

I

rP

re oduced by

securing of releases of liability from patients
2

injured in health care facilities; repealing s.

3

768.43, ·Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement); pro

4

viding for the co:nrnunication of a committee offer

5

of settlenent to an injured patient; providing

6

that if a patient accepts com!.)ensation the patient

7

must file any subsequent claim wit�in 24 months from

8

the time compensation is offered wit,in the statutory

9

requirements of s. 95.11(4), Florida Statutes; pro

10

viding for certain tort restrictions if a patient

11

accepts compensation; providing that the risJ:

12

manager and medical incident cor:unittee shall be

13

immune from liability for their actions in investigating

14

medical incidents if they act in good faith and with

15

out negligence; providing that medical incident

16

committee reports and the actions of the committee

17

shall not be admissible in evidence; amending ss.

18

768.53(1),(2) and (3), Florida Statutes (1976

19

Supplement�, relating to t,e insurance risk

20

apportionment plan as to health care Droviders;

21

repealing ss. 768.53 (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) and

22

,(9), Florida Statutes (1976 Suppler.,ent), relating

23

to the insurance risk apportionment plan as to

24

health care providers; providing for the insurance

25

risk apportionment plan as to health care pro-

26

viders; repealing s. 768.54, Florida Statutes

27

(1976 Supplement), relating to limitation of

28

liability and patient's compensation fund: pro-

29

viding for limitation of liability and the patient's

30

compensation fund; repealing s. 768.52(1), Florida

31

Statutes (1976 SuppleMent), relating to grou9

C:,.J

2
3

healt� care provider self-insurance; �roviding
for group health care provider self-insurance;

repealing s. 768.50, Florida Statutes (1976 Supple

4

ment), relating to collateral sources of indemnity;

6

medical malpractice actions, providing for reduction

8

provisi�n relating to fees for legal services and

5

7

providing for collateral sources of indemnity in

of awards under certain circumstances, and making

9

subrogation; repealing s. 768.45, Florid� Statutes

11

standards of recovery; providing for the standard

10

(1976 Supplement), relating to medical negligence,

12

of care and breach of a standard of care by health

14

Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to itemized

13

15

care providers; repealing s. 768.48, Florida

verdicts; providing for itemized verdicts; repealing

16

s. 768.51, Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement),

18

damage awards; providing for alternative methods

17

relating to alternative methods of payment of

19

of payment of damage aw�rds; repealing s. 768.49,

21

remittitur and additur; providing for remittitur

20
22

23
24

Florida Statutes (1976 Supple�ent), relating to

and additur; providing for severability; ;:Jroviding
an effective date.

251Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of 'Florida:
26

27

Section 1.

Section 76B.41, tlorida Statutes

Section 2.

Section 768.41 is created to read:

28

(1976 Supplement), is hereby re�ea1ed.

30

768.41 Internal risk �anagement program --

29

, 31

(1) Every hospital licensed pursuant to

[3.J

ch. 395, ambulatory surgical center as defined
2

in paragraph (f), health maintenance organization

3

certificated under part II of c�apter 641, or

4

other facility providing in-house patient care,

5

including, but not limited to, nursing ho:nes

6

licensed under chapter 400 and other similar

7

facilities, shall, as a p art of its administrative

8

functio�s, establish an internal risk rnanage�ent

9

program which shall include t!'le following components:

10

(a)

The investigation and analysis of the

11

frequency and causes of general categories and

11

specific types of adverse incidents causing injury

13

to patients;

14

(b)

The development of appro9riate measures

15

to minimize the risk of injuries and adverse

16

incidents to patients through the cooperative

17

efforts of all personnel;

18

(c)

The analysis of patient grievances which

19

relate to patient care qnd the quality of medical

20

services;

21

(d)

The development and implementation of

22

an incident reporting system based u�on the affirma

23

tive duty of all health care providers and all agents

24

and employees of the health care facility to report

25

injuries and adverse incidents to the hospital risk

26

manager; and

27

(e)

The development and impl�mentation of a

28

program designed to provide compensation to certain

29

persons who are determined to have sustained a

30

compensable injury, pursuant to the provisions of

31

ss. 768.42 and .43, Florida Statutes.

[4j

(f)

As used in t�is section, "al".lhulatory

2

surgical center" means a facility the primary

3

purpose of which is to provide elective surgical

4

care, and in which the patient is admitted to and

5

discharged from said facil�ty within the same

6

working day, and w�ich is not part of the hospital.

7

However, a facility existing for the primary purpose

8

of perfoming terminations of pregnancy, or an

9

office maintained by a physician or dentist for

10

the practice of medicine, shall not be construed

11

to be an ambulat.ory surgical center.

12

(2)

7he risk management program shall be the

13

responsibility of the collegial body responsible for

14

management of the health care facility.

15

or more health care facilities may combine their risk

16

management activities.

17

carry out the program, one or more individuals shall be

18

designated "risk manager" for the purposes of this part.

19

(3)

When practical, two

Regardless of the method selected to

In addition to the programs mandated by

20

this act, other innovative approaches intended to

21

reduce the· frequency and severity of medical

22

malpractice and patient injury claims shall be

23

encouraged and their in�lementation and operation

24

facilitated.

25

extending risk management programs to health care

26

providers'
offices anG the assuminq
of provider
.
.

Such additional approaches may include

27

liability by a health care facility tor acts or

28

omissions occurring within the facility.

29

30
31

Section 3.

Section 768.42, Fl9rida Statutes

(1976 Supplement), is hereby repealed.
Sectio� 4.

Section 768.42, Florida Statutes,

is created to read:
768.42 Medical incident committee, composition,

,;

tort or contract against any health care facility
2

offering com::,ensation or against any physician ,-,hose

3

alleged negligence resulted in an offer of compensa

4

tion, no finding or determination hy the committee

5

and no offer or acceptance of compensation shall be

6

construed as an admission of negligence or guilt

7

on the part of the hospital or any employee, physician

8

or memb�r of the hospital staff.

9

The risk manager,

members of the medical incident committee, and any

10

person reporting a medical incident shall be immune

11

from all liability civil or criminal, for any action

12

in reporting, investigating, or resolving an incident

13

pursuant to this section, �rovided that they acted

14

in good faith and without negligence.

15

findings, and actions of the committee, the

16

Department of Insurance, or the appropriate state

17

regulatory or licensing boards shall not be admissible

18

in evidence in any civil action arising out of

19

a medical incident, unl�ss the court determines, in

20

an in camera proceeding, that the evidentiary value

21

of the information soug!1t to he admitted clearly out

22

weighs the public policy on which the foregoing

23

evidentiary exclusion is founded.

24

faqt that compensation was offered or provided shall

25

not be admissible in evidence in any civil action

26

for damages arising out of a medical incident.

27

28
29

Section 7.

Furthermore, the

Section 768.53, T:\19rida Statutes

(1976 Supplement), is �ereby
Section 8.

All reports,

repealed.

Section 768.53 is created to read:

30

768.53 Insurance risk apportionment plan as to health

31

care providers --

C)'-f'J

..

(l)
'l
3
.j

consultation with insurers as set. forth in subsection
(2), adopt a temporary joint undcirwritin0 plan as

set forth in subsection (4).
( 2)

5

6

'l'he Dcpartrn;;):1t. of Insti:raact:! !,hall, <1£1.:eJ�

Entities licensed to issue casualty insurance

as defined in par�graphs 624.605(1) (b), (j) and (p)
vnd self-insurers authorized to issue medical malpractice

8
9

10

insurance under s. 768.52 shall participate in the

plan cn1d shall be� me:.\be:r s of t.hc '.r,�mpo.cary Jc,int
Underwriting Association.

11

(3)

'.i'hc

Joint Unden1riting Associ2.tion s:iall

12

operate subject to the supervision and approval of

13

a board of governors consisting of rcpresantatives

14

of five of the insurers participating in the Joint

l.'.i

Undcrwrit.in9 Association, an attorney to he nu.med

16

by 'i'he Florida Bar, a physician to be named by thn

17

Florida Medical Association, a hospital representative

18

to be named by the Florida Hospital Association,

19

and the Insurt1_'!.l_c� Co:·:i.r:15.�rii.ottcr. or hi�_; c1e.:.;i�;n-:�t.'::d

20

_representative e:-.i?loyed by the Depart::ic'nt of Insurance.

21

'l'he

22

shall be the chairman of the board.

23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31

Insurance Corrm1issioncr or his representative

(4)

The temporary joint underwriting plan shall

function for a period not exceeding 3 years from the date
of its adoption by the Department of Insurance,•and if
still in existence at the end of such 3-year period, it
shall automatically terminate.

The plan
shall provide
I

coverage for claims arising out of the rendering of, or
failure to render, medical care or services and, in the
case of health care facilities, coverage for bodily injury
or property damage to the person or property of any
patient arising out of the insured's activities, in

.

appropriate policy forms for all health care providers as
..
defined in subsection (8). 'l'hc pli:m shall include, but
not be limited to:

I�

�d in this section:

(9)

As

(a)

"Health care provider" means hospitals

licensed under chapter 395; physicians licensed under
chapter 458; osteopaths licensed under chapter 459;

podiatrists licensed under chapter 461; dentists
licensed under chapter 466; chiropractors licensed
2

under chapter 460; naturopaths licensed under chapter

3

462; nurses licensed under chapter 464; nursing

4

homes licensed under chapter 400; clinical laborato

5

ries registered under chapter 483; physicians' assis

6

tants certified under chapter 458; physical thera

7

pists and physical therapist assistants licensed

8

under c�apter 486; health maintenance organizations

9

certificated under part II of chapter 641; ambulatory

10

surgical centers as defined in paragraph (b); blood

11

banks, plasma centers, industrial clinics, and renal

12

dialysis facilities; or professional associations,·

13

partnerships, corporations, joint ventures, or other

14

associations for professional activity by individual

15

health care providers.

16

(b)

"Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility

17

the primary purpose of which is to provide elective

18

surgical care or diagnostic or medical care or treatment

19

and in which the patien� is admitted to and discharged

20

_from said facility within the same working day, and

21

which is not part of a hospital.

22

existing for the primary purpose of performing ter

23

minations of pregnancy or an office maintained

24

by� physician or dentist for the practice of medicine

25
26
27

How�ver, a facility

shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical

center.
(c)

"Health care facility" mea,ns any hospital

28

licensed under chapter 395, health maintenance

29

organization certificated under part III bf chapter

30

641, 'or ar:t.1:>ualtory surgical c enter as defined in

31

paragraph (b) .

...
r1,J

(10)
2
3
4

5

The manager of the nlan or his assistant

is the agent for service of process for the plan.
Section 9.

Section 768.54, Florida Statutes

(1976 Supplement), is hereby repealed.
Section 10.

Section 768.54, Florida Statutes,

6

is created to read:

7

768.54 Limitation of liability and patient's

8

compens�tion fund

9

(1)

DEFINITIONS.--The following definitions

10

apply in the interpretation and enforcement of this

11

section:

12

(a)

13

"Fund" means the Florida Patient's Compen

sation Fund.

14

(b)

"Health care provider" means any:

15

1.

Hospital licensed under chapter 395.

16

2.

Physician licensed, or r.hysician's assistant

17

certified, under chapter 458.

18

3. Osteopath licensed under chapter 459.

19

4.

Podiatrist lic�nsed under chapter 461.

20

5.

Health maintenance organization certificated

21
22
23
24

under part II of chapter 641.
6. Ambulatory surgical center, as defined in
paragraph (c).
7.

Professional association, partnership,

25

corporation, joint venture, or other association

26

of the individuals set forth in subparagraphs 2.,

27

3. , and 4. for professional activit}'I •.

28

(c)

"Ambulatory surgical center" means a

29

facility the primary purpose of which is to provide

30

elective surgical care or diagnostic or medical care

31

or treatment, in which the patient is admitted to

C:. I 'fl

and discharged from said facility within the same
2

working day, and which is not part of a hospital.

3

However, a facility existing for the primary purpose

4

of performing terminations of pregnancy, or an

s

office maintained by a physician or dentist for the

6

practice of medicine, shall not be construed to be

7

an ambulatory surgical center.

8
9
10

(d). "Hospital" means a hospital licensed under

chapter 395.
(e)

"Health maintenance organization" means

11

any health maintenance organization certificated

12

under part II of chapter 641.

13

(2)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.--

14

(a)

All hospitals shall, unless ex�rnpted

15

under paragraph (c), and all health care providers

16

other than hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and

17

assessment or, in cases in which such hospital or

18

health care provider joined t..�e fund after the

19

fiscal year had begun, a_prorated assessment into

20

the fund pursuant to subsection

21

during any year.

22
23
24
25

(b)

(3)

prior to practicing

Each health care provider shall not be

liable for an amount in excess of $100,000 per
claim for claims covered under subsection
this state if, at the time the

(3)

in

incident giving rise

26

to the cause of the claim occurred, the health care

27

provider

28
29
30
31

1.
a.

Had:

Posted bond in the amount of $100,000 per

claim;
b.

Proved financial responsiblity in the

amount of $100,000 per claim to the satisfaction of

the board of governors of the fund .. through the
2

3

establishment of an appropriate escrow account;
c.

Obtained medical malpractice insurance in

4

the amount of $100,000 or more per claim from pri

5

vate insurers or the Joint Underwriting Association

6

established under s. 768.53; or

7

d.

Obtained self-insurance as provided in s.

8

768. 52, _providing coverage in an amount of $100,000

9

or more per claim, and

10

2.

Had paid, for the year in which the incident

11

occurred for which the claim was filed, the fee

12

required pursuant to subsection (3).

13

(c)

Any hospital that meets one of the

14

following provisions demonstrating financial responsi

15

bility to pay claims and costs ancillary thereto,

16

arising out of the rendering of medical care or

17

services in this state shall not be required to

18

participate in the fund:

19

1.

Post bond in an. amount equivalent to $10,000

20

per claim for each hospital bed in said hospital,

21

not to exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate;

22

2.

Prove financial responsiblity in an amount

23

equivalent to $10,000 per claim for.each hospital

24

bed in said hospital, not to exceed a $2,500,000

25

annual aggregate, to the satisfaction of the board

26

of governors of the fund through the establishment

27

of an appropriate escrow account;

28

3.

Obtain professional liability coverage

29

in an amount equivalent to $10,000 or·more per

JO

claim for each bed in said hospital from a private

31

insurer, from the Joint Underwriting Association

2.l

established under s. 768.53, or through a plan
2
3
4
5

of self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52; however,
no hospital shall be required to.obtain such coverage
in an amount exceeding a $2,500,000 annual aggregate. I
(d)l.

Any health care provider who does not

6

participate in the fund, or participates and does

7

not meet the provisions of paragraph (b), shall

8

be subj�ct to liability under law without regard

9

to the provisions of this section.

10

2.

Annually, the Department of Health and

11

Rehabilitative Services shall require certification

12

by each hospital that said hospital is in compliance,

13

and shall remain in compliance, with the provisions

14

of this section.

15

in compliance, or failing to remain in compliance,

16

with the provisions of this section, or of any

17

hospital failing to provide such certification,

18

shall be l'evoked or suspended by said department.

19

(e)

The license of any hospital not

The limitatio� of liability and coverage

20

afforded by the fund for a participating hospital

21

or ambulatory surgical center shall apply to the

22

officers, trustees, volunteer workers, and employees

23

of the hospital or ambulatory surgical center,

24

other than employed physicians licensed under chapter

25

458 who are not in a resident training program,

26

physician's assistants licensed under chapter 458,

27

osteopaths licensed under chapter 459, dentists

23

licensed under chapter 466, and podiatrists licensed

29

under chapter 461.

30

(3)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATIOU FUND.--

31

(a)

The fund.--There is created a "Florida
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fCB-# ::2-'1

2
3

4

l:btc

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to medical malpractice

insurance; reenacting s. 768.53(4), (5), (6),

(8), and (9), Florida Statutes, 1976

1.4

1.5

Supplement, relating to health care providers

1.6

reenacting s. 768.54, Florida Statutes� 1976

1.6/l

and the patient's compensation fund; reenacting

1.6/2

11

Supplement, relating to self insurance by

1.6/3

13

malpractice liability; providing an effective

5

6

7
8
9

10

12

14

15
16

17

18

19

and the insurance risk apportionment plan;

Supplement, relating to limitation of liability
s. 768.52(1), Florida Statutes, 1976

health care providers, with respect to medical

1.6/4

date.

WHEREAS, chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating to

medica.l malpractice, medical liability insurance, and related
matters has been held to be constitutionally deficient, and

WHEREAS, the Legislature wishes to reenact provisions

1.6/7
1.13
1.14
1.14

20 conta_ined in said chapter, �OW, THEREFORE,

1.15

221 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

21

23

24

Section 1.

Subsections

(4),

(5),

(6),

(8), and (9) of

25 section 768.53, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are
1
� reenacted to read:
27

768.53

29

(4)

Insurance risk apporti�nment plan as to health

�I care providers.--

301

31

The temporary joint underwriting plan shall

function for a period not exceeding 3 years from the date of

its adoption by the Department of Insurance, and if still in
·1 ·
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patient is admitted to and discharged from said facility

6.19

2 within the same working day, and which is not part of a
3 hospital.

However, a facility existing for the primary

41 purpose of performing terminations of pregnancy, or an office

51 maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of

61 medicine, shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical
71 center.

6.20

6.22

6.23

8

(d)

•eospital" means a hospital licensed under chapter 16.24

10

(e)

�Health maintenance organization• means any health 16.24

(2)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.--

91 395.

111 maintenance organization certificated under part II of chapter 16.25

121 641.
13

6.26

14

(a) All hospitals shall, unless exempted under

6.27

16

hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and ass�ssment or, in cases

16.28

after the fiscal year had begun, a prorated assessment into

16.30

151 paragraph (c), and all health care providers other than
17

18

in which such hospital or health care provider joined the fund 16.29

19 the fund pursuant to subsection (3)
1
20 during any year.
21

(b)

prior to practicing

Each health care_provider shall not be liable for

7.2

7.3

22 an amount in excess of $100,000 per claim for claims covered

7.3/2

24 incident giving rise to the cause of the claim occurred, the

7.3/4

23 under subsection (3) in this state if, at the time the

� health care provider

26
27

28

29

�

31

1.

Had:

b.

Proved financial responsibility in the amount of

a.

Posted bond in the amount �f $100,000 per claim;

$100,000 per claim to the satisfaction of the board of

governors of the fund through the establishment of an
appropriate escrow account,

.

6
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7.9

7.10
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c. Obtained medical malpractice insurance in the

2 amount of $100,000 or more per claim from private insurers or

3 the Joint Underwriting Association established under s.

4 768.53; or
-- d.

5

7.11

7.13
7.14

Obtained self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52,

7.14

Had paid, for the year in which the incident

7.17

61 providing coverage in an amount of $100,000 or more per claim, 7.14/1
71 and

8

2.

91 occurred for which the claim was filed, the fee required

WI pursuant to subsection (3)·.

11

(c)

Any hospital that can meet one of the following

12 provisions demonstrating financial responsibility to meet
13 claims arising out of the rendering of medical care or

7.18
7.19

7.20

141 services in this state shall not be required to participate in 17.21
15 I the fund :
16

1.

Post bond in an amount equivalent to $10,000 per

17 I claim for each hospital bed in said hospital, not to exceed a
181 $2,500,000 annual aggregate;
19

2. Prove financial responsibility in an amount

�I equiv�lent to $10,000 per claim for each hospital bed in said
211 hospital, not to exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate, to the

7.22

7.24

7.25

7.26

7.27

22 satisfaction of the board of governors of the fund through the 7.28
1
23 establishment of an appropriate escrow account;
7.29
�11

3. Obtain professional liability coverage in an amount 17.30

25l t equivalent to $10,000 or more per claim for each bed in said

8.1

27

8.4

�

�

hospital from a private insurer, from the Joint Underwriting

Association established under s. 768.�3, or through a plan of

self-insurance a� provided in s. -768.52; however, no hospital

29 st}all be required to obtain -such -covera,ge in an amount
30 exceeding a $2,500,000 annual aggregate.
31

7
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8.5

8.6
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(d)l.

8.7

Any health care provider who does not

21 participate in the fund, or participates and does not meet the 18.8

31 provisions of paragraph (b), shall be subject to liability

41 under law without regard to the provisions of this section.·

5

2.

Annually, the Department of Health and

61 Rehabilitative Services shall require certification by each

8.9

8.11

71 hospital that said hospital is in compliance, and shall remain 18.12

8I in compliance, with the provisions of this section.

The

91 license of any hospital not in compliance, or failing to

10 remain in compliance, with the provisions of this section, or

of any hospital fajling to provide such certification, shall
1
12 be revoked or suspended by said department.
11

13'1

(e) The limitation of liability and coverage afforded

141 by the fund for a participating hospital or ambulatory

8.13
8.14

8.16

8.17

8.17/1

151 surgical center shall apply to the officers, trustees,

16

8.17/2
1
volunteer workers, and employees of the hospital or ambulatory 8.17/3

17 surgical center, other than employed physicians licensed under 18.17/4
18 chapter 458 who are not in a resident training program,

W physician's assistants licensed under chapter 458, osteopaths

8.17/5

21

8.17/7

20 licensed under. chapter 459, dentists licensed under chapter
22

241
23

25

466, and podiatrists licensed under chapter 461.

(3)
(a)

PAUENT'S COMPENSATION FUND.--

The fund.--There is created a •Florida Patient's

8.17/6
8.25

8.26

Compensation Fund,• hereinaft�r referred to as the •fund,• for ll:qq
the purpose of paying that portion of any medical malpractice

26

claim for health care providers, or patient injury claim fpr

8.28

28

(1) (b)l.,

9.2

27

29

30
31

those health care providers set forth in subparagraphs

5., and 6., which is in excess of the limits as set

f9rth in paragraph (2)(b).

The fund shall be liable only for

payment of claims agairist health care provid�rs [who are] in

compliance with the prbvisions of paragraph (2)(b), reasonable
8
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medicine shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical

21 center.
3

(c)

5.0/16

"Health care facility• means any hospital licensed 15.0/17

41 under chapter 395, health maintenance organization

5.0/18

61 surgical center as defined in paragraph (b).

5.0/19

51 certificated under part II of chapter 641, or ambulatory

7

Section 2.

9

768.54

Section 768.54, Florida Statutes, 1976

Bl Supplement, is reenacted to read:

Limitation of liability and patient's

WI compensation fund.--·
(1)

11

DEFINITIONS.--The following definitions apply in

121 the interpretation and enforcement of this section:

131

· · ··(a)·" •Fund" means- the Florida Patient's Compensation

141 Fund.
15

16

6.4
6.• 4

6.7

3; ·osteopath licensed under chapter 459.

21

5.

4. · Podjatrist licensed under chapter 461.

Health maintenance organization certificated under

221 part II of chapter 641.

24 t ·(c)�:
25

6.3

2.

Hospital licensed under chapter 395.

19

·23

6.2

6.4/1

Physician licensed, or physician's assistant
181 certifi�d, under· chapter·4se�· ···· ··· - ·· ·····-·

20

5.0/22

(b)-= •aealth care pro�ide�• means any:

1�

17

5.0/21

· '----· --�-

6.6

6.8

6.8

6.9

6.10

0

6.

Ambulatory surgical- center, as defined-in paragraph 16,10/1

7.

Professional association,-�artnership, corporation, 16.13

� joint venture, or other association by the individuals set
,
27 forth in subparagraphs 2.,·3.,- and 4 •. for professional

6.14

29

6.16

28

30
31

act"ivity.

I

: :�. :- :. - : :- • . -: :-: : F : : ; -

:..:

(c) _,Ambulatory �urgical·center� means a facilit·
i the

primary purpose of which is to ·provide elective surgical care
or diagnostic or medical care or treatment, in which the

s
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Section 768.41, Florida Statutes, 1976.

'n

I3 , 3
" ,r
�;oor a,r;u,11..i1 .--I? ,

21 Supplement, ls reenacted .and amended to re�cl ;. ·

41

3

51

768.41

.,,,

Internal risk management program.--

(1) · Every hospital licensed pursuant to ch. 395,

1.18

1.19

, / :;--.. ;)

2.0/2

2.0/3
I
ambulatory surgical center as defined in paragraph (d), health· 2.0/5
maintenance organization certificated under p.. rt II of chapter.I _2.0/6

71 641, or other facility providing in-house patient care,

2.0/7

9

2.0/ll

6

8

10
11
121
13
14
'
15
16
17
18

19'
20

n·
22

including, but not limited to, nursing homes lice�sed under

chapter 40� and ot�er similar facilities, shall, as a. part of
its administrative functions,
establish an internal risk
' '

management program which shall include the following
components:
. (a)

2.011;

The investigation and analysis ot the freguency

2.0/1�

,·

and causes of general categories and specific types of adverse! 2.13

2.u

incidents causing injury to patients;
(b)

2.15

The development; of appropriate measures to

2.1s;:

minimize the "risk of injuries and adverse incidents to

2.15/:

P·atients
through the cooperative efforts of all personnel;
'

The analysis of.patient grievances which relate to
patient care and the �nuality of medical services;

2.15/:

(c)

(d)

The development and implementation of· an incident

23 reporting system based. upon 'the affirmative duty of all health
care providers and all agents and employees of the health care
24 1
25( f acility to report injuries and adverse incidents to the

..

�I· hospital risk manager.:.1-ond

ie�--�hc-dcvc¼o�mcnt-and-implemcntation-0£-0-pr ogram

�I dc�igned-to-providc-�ompcn�at¼�n-to-ccrtain�per�on��who-cre

· 27

2.0/9

291 dct.crmined-to-havc-�d5taincd-c-eompen5ablc-injbry;-pbrsbant-to
•,
301 �he-provisions- o£-��-i68�4�7-the-pro9rom�-reqttired-by-thi3
I

31
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(b)

•Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility the

5.0/9

21 primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care

5.0/10

41 patient is admitted to and discharged from said facility

5.0/12

61 hospttal.

s. 0/14·

31 or diagnostic or medical care or treatment and in which the

SI within the same working day, and which is not part of a

However, a facility existing for the primary

s.0/11

71 purpose of performing terminations of pregnancy or an office

5.0/15

9 medicine shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical
1
10 center.

5.0/16

Bl maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of

(c)

11

•Health care facility• means any hospital licensed 15.0/17

UI under chapter 395, health maintenance organization

5.0/18

141 surgical center as defined in paragraph (b).

s.0/19

1j

certificated under part II:f chapter 641, or ambulatory

15

(10)

The manager of the plan or his assistant is the

17

Section£

161 agent for service of process for the plan.

Subsection (1) of section 768.54, Florida

W Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted and subsections (2)
I
19 and (3) of said section are ,:-eenacted and amended to read:
Limitation of liability and patient's

5,0/20
5.0/21
5.0/22

20

768.54

22

(1)

DEFINITIONS.--The following definitions apply in

6.3

24

(a)

•Fund• means the florida Patient's Compensation

6.4

(b)

•Health care provider." means any:

6.4/1

21 I compensation fund.--

»I the interpretation and enforcement of this section:
251 Fund.

26
27

28

1.
2.

Hospital licensed under chapter 395.

31

3.

i.

6.4

6.6

Physician licensed, or physician's assistant

6.7

Osteopath licensed under chapter

6.8

291 certified, under chapter
30

6.2

458.

Podiatrist 1 1icensed under chapter

•::C.1)1NC: Word, In .._...,�i.
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459.
461.
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Health maintenance organization certificated under

6.

Ambulatory surgical center, as defined in paragraph 16.10/1

7.

Professional association, partnership, corporation, 16.13

21 part II of chapter 641.

·I

(c).

5

61 joint venture, or other association by the individuals set
71 forth in subparagraphs 2., 3., and 4. for professional

81 activity.

(c)

9

"I

•Ambulatory surgical center- means a facility the

101 p rimary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care
or diagnostic or medical care or treatment, in which the

12 patient is admitted to and discharged from said facility

131 within the same working day, and which is not part of a
141 hospital.

However, a facility existing for the primary

151 purpose of performing terminations of pregnancy, or an office
161 maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of

17 medicine, shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical
1
18 center.

201
19

21

395.

6.10

s.

6.14

6.15
6.16
6.17

6.18

6.19
6.20
6.22

6.23

(d)

•aospita1• means� hospital licensed under chapter 16.24

(e)

-uealth maintenance organization• means any health 16.24

(2)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.--

221 maintenance organization certificated under part II of chapter 16.25

231 641.
2,
25

(a)

All hospitals shall, unless exempted under

261 paragraph (c), and all health care providers other than

271 hospitals may, prior to practicing or operating during any

281 fiscal year of the fund, pay the yearly fee and assessment or,

291 in cases in which such hospital or health care provider joined

301 the fund after the fiscal year had begun, a prorated assessment

31l;into the fund pursuant to subsection (3) prier-te-praetieing
clt1ring-any-year.
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(b)

Each health care provider shall not be liable for

2 an amount in excess of $100,000 per claim for claims covered

3 under subsection·(3) in this state if, at the time the

4 incident giving rise to the cause of the claim occurred, the
51 health care provider
1.

.6
7

a.

8

b.

7.9

c. Obtained medical malpractice insurance in the

131 amount of .$100,00Q.or more per claim from private insurers or

141 t he Joint Underwriting Association established under s •
d.

Obtained self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52,

2.

Bad paid, for the year in which the incident

171 providing coverage in an amount of $100,000 or more per claim,
18 and

19

201 occurred for which the claim was filed, the fee required
21 I p ursuant to subsection

22

(c)

Any hospital that can meet one of the following

U claims and costs ancillary thereto arising out of the

25_ rendering of medical care or services in this state shall not
26.' be required to participate in the fund:
1.

Post bond in an amount equivalent to $10,000 per

281 claim for each hospital bed in said hospital, not to exceed a
29 $2,500,000 annual aggregate1
30

2.

Prove financial responsibility in an amount

311 equivalent to $10,000 per claim for each hospital bed in said
COOING: Word, In...., ..

7.8

7.10

7.11
7.13

7.14

7.14
17,14/1
7.17

7.18

(3).

23 provisions demonstrating financial responsibility to� meet

27

7.3/4

Pcoved financial responsibility in the amount of

Posted bond in the amount of $100,000 per claim;

11 I appropria�e escrow account;

16

7.3/3

7.8

WI governors of the fund through the establishment of an

. 151 768.53; or

7.3/2

Had:

91 $100,000 per claim to the satisfaction of the board of

12

7.�
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hospital, not to exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate, to the

17.27

2 satisfaction of the board of governors of the fund through the 7.28
1
1
3 establishment of ·an appropriate escrow account;
7.29

4

3.

Obtain professional liability coverage in an amount 17.30

5 equivalent to $10,000 or more per claim for each bed in said
1
6 hospital fro� a private insurer, from the Joint Underwriting

8.1

8.3

7 Association established under s. 768.53, or through a plan of

8.4

9 shall be required to obtain such coverage in an amount

8.5

8 self-insurance as provided in s� 768.52� however, no hospital
101

11

exceeding a $2,500,000 annual aggregate.
(d).l.

8.6
8.7

Any health care provider who does not

121 participate in the fund, or participates and does not meet the 18. 8

131
141

-15

provisions of paragraph (b), shall be subject to liability

under law without regard to the provisions of this section •
2.

Annually, the Department of Health and

8.9

8.ll

16 Rehabilitative Services shall require certification by each
1
17 hospital that said hospital is in compliance, and shall remain 18.12

181

in compliance, with the provisions of this section.

The

19 license of any hospital not in compliance, or failing to

20 remain in compliance, with the provisions of this section, or
21 of any hospital failing to provide such certification, shall

221 be revoked or suspended by said department.
23

(e)

The limitation of liability and coverage afforded

24 by the fund for a participati!"g hospital or ambulatory
25 surgical center shall apply to. the officers, trustees,

26 volunteer workers, and employees of the hospital or ambulatory

27 surgical center, other than employed physicians licensed under

291

28 chapter 458 who are not in a resident training program,

physician's assistants licensed under chapter 458, osteopaths

� licensed under chapte 459, dentists licensed under chapter
i
lll 466, and podiatrists iicensed under chapter 461.
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29
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;

.
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Subsections (5), (6), (8), and (9) of

�I section 768.53, Fl�rida Statutes, 1976 Supplemen t, are
reenacted, subsection (4) of said section is reenacted and

ll a�ended, and subsection (10) is added to said section to read:
768.53 Insurance risk apportionment plan as to health
3

(;777)
1.1:7

1.17/1
l.i7/2

1.17/3

2.2

2.3

,1 care providers. -(4) The temporary joint underwriting plan shall
s

2.3

71 its adoption by the Department of Insurance, and if still in

2.3/2

61 function for a period not excee_ding 3 years from the date of

2.3/1

at existence at the end of such 3-year period, it shall

2.3/3

101 claims arising out of the rendering of, or failure to render,

2.3/5

91 automatically terminate.

The plan shall provide coverage for

2.3/ 4

11 I medical care or services and, in the case of health care

2.3/7

131 the person or property of any patient arising out of the

2 .• 3/8

121 facilities, coverage for bodily injury or property damage to

141 insur.ed's activities, in appropriate stander-cl policy forms for l:lus
151 all health care providers as defined in subsection (9).

16I plan shall include, but not be limited to:
(a)

17

The

Rules for the classification of risks and rates

181 which reflect past and prospective loss and expense experience

2. 3/11

2.3/12

19 in different areas of practice and in different geographical
1

2.3/13

21

2.3/14

20

areas.

(b) A rating plan which reasonably recognizes the

�, prior claims e�p�rience of insureds.
�

u

25
�

VI

(c)

l.

2.

3.

Provisions as to rates for:

Insureds who are retired or semiretired.

The estates o f deceased insureds.
Part-time professionals.

.

(d) . Protection in an amount to be determined by the

28 Insurance Commissioner.

For those hospitals licensed under

29 chapter 395 whose policies have been canceled since April 1,

30 1975, that have not been able otherwise to secure coverage in

31

2
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(b)

•Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility the

21 primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care

31 or diagnostic or medical care or treatment and in which the

41 p atient is admitted to and discharged from said facility
SI within the same working day, and which is not part of a

61 hospttal.

However, a facility existing for the primary

71 p urpose of performing terminations of pregnancy or an office

81 maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of

91 medicine shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical

10 center.

11

(c)

5.0/9

5.0110
5.0/11
5.0/12

5.0/14

5.0/15
s.0/16

"Health care facility" means any hospital licensed 15.0/17

organization
12 under chapter 395, health maintenance
c·
1
13 certificated under part II of chapter 641, or ambulatory
14( surgical center as defined in paragraph (b).

15

(10)

The manager of the plan or his assistant is the

17

Section 2.

161 agent for service of process for the plan.

Subsection (1) of section 768.54, Florida

18( Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted and subsections (2)
191 and (3) of said section are reenacted and amended to read:

20

768.54

22

(1)

Limitation of liability and patient's

21 I compensation fund.--

5.0/18

s.0/19

5.0/20

5.0/21

5.0/22
6.2

DEFINITIONS.--The following definitions apply in

6.3

(a)

"Fu_nd" means the florida Patient's Compensation

6.4

26 I

(b)

6.4/1

7I
2
28 I

1.

"Health care provider" means any:

23( the interpretation and enforcement of this section:
2

2541 Fund.

2.

Hospital licensed under chapter 395.

3.

31

4c

6.6

Physician licensed, or physician's assistant

6.7

Osteopath

6.8

291 certified, under chapter 458.

30

6.4

icensed under chapter 459.
l
�odiatrist licensed under chapter 461,
�
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s.

Health maintenance organization certificated under

16.10

31

6.

Ambulatory surgical center, as defined in paragraph

16.10/1

51

7.

Professional association, partnership, corporation,

21 p art II of chapter 641.

41 (c).

61 joint venture, or other association by the individuals set

71 f orth in subparagraphs 2., 3., and 4. for professional

81 activity.

(c)

9

•Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility the

101 primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care

111 or diagnostic or medical care or treatment, in which the

6.13

6.14

6.15

6.16
6.17

6.18

121 p atient is admitted to and discharged from said facility

6.19

141 hospital.

6.20

131 .within the same working day, and which is not part of a
However, a facility existing for the primary

151 p urpose of performing terminations of pregnancy, or an office
161 maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of
17
18

1

19

medicine, shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical
center.

201 395.
21

6.22

6.23

(d)

•aospital" means _a hospital licensed under chapter 16.24

(e)

"Health maintenance organization• means any health 16.24

(2)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.--

221 maintenance organization certificated under part II of chapter 16.25
23

24

2S

1

641.

(a)

All hospitals shall, unless exempted under

26 I paragraph (c), and all health care providers other than

27 I hospitals may, prior to practicing or operating during any

281 fiscal year of the fund, pay the yearly fee and assessment or,

291 in cases in which such hospital or health care provider joined

3 01 the fund after the fiscal year had begun, a prorated assessment

311:into the fund pursuant to subsection (3) prier-�e-prae�ieiftg
tittriftg-afty-yeal'.
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(b)

Each health care provider shall not be liable for

2 an amount in excess of $100,000 per claim for claims covered

3

under subsection·

(3)

in this state if, at the time the

4 incident giving rise to the cause of the claim occurred, the

51 health care provider

61

1.

1

a.

8

b.

Had:

Posted bond in the amount of $100,000 per claim1

Proved financial responsibility in the amount of

91 $100,000 per claim to the satisfaction of the board of

101 governors of the fund through the establishment of an
111 appropriat;e escrow account,

12

13 I

c. Obtained medical malpractice insurance in the

amount of .$100,00<L or more per claim from private insurers or

141 the Joint Underwriting Association established under s •

. 151 768.531 or
16

d. Obtained self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52,

17 providing coverage in an amount of $100,000 or more per claim,
1
18 and
19

2.

Had paid, for the year in which the incident

201 occurred for which the claim was filed, the fee required
�I pursuant to subsection (3).
22

(c) Any hospital that can meet one of the following

23 provisions demonstrating financial responsibility to� mee�
1
U claims and costs ancillary thereto arising out of the

7.3

7.3/2
7.3/3

7.3/4
7.8

7.8

7.9

7.10

7.11
7.13
7.14

7.14
7 .14/1

7.17

7.18

7.18/1
7.18/2
7.18/4

251 rendering of medical care or services in this state shall not

7.18/5

271

1.22

261 be required to participate in the fund:
1.

Post bond in an amount equivalent to $10,000 per

281 claim for each hospital bed in said hospital, not to exceed a

7.24

30

7.25

29 $2,500,000 annual aggregate;

31

2.

Prove financial responsibility in an amount

equivalent to $10,000 per claim for each hospital bed in said
7
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hospital, not to exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate, to the

2 satisfaction of the board of governors of the fund through the
1
3 establishment of ·an appropriate escrow account;
4

J.

7.27

7. 28

7.29

Obtain professional liability coverage in an amount 17.30

51 equivalent to $10,000 or more per claim for each bed in said

8.1

7 Association established under s. 768.53, or through a plan of

8.4

61 hospital from a private insurer, from the Joint Underwriting

a self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52; however, no hospital
9

shall be required to obtain such coverage in an amount

101 exceeding a $2,500,000 annual aggregate.

11

(d).l.

8.3

8.5

8.6

8.7

Any health care provider who does not

121 participate in the fund, or participates and does not meet the 18. 8

131 provisions of paragraph (b) , shall be subject to liability

141 under law without regard to the provisions of this section.

15

2.

Annually, the Department of Health and

161 Rehabilitative Services shall require certification by each

8.9

8.11

171 hospital that said hospital is in compliance, and shall remain 18.12

181 in compliance, with the provisions of this section.

The

191 license of any hospital not in compliance, or failing to

201 remain in compliance, with the provisions of this section, or

21 of any hospital failing to provide such certification, shall
1
22 be revoked or suspended by said department.

23

(e)

The limitation of liability and coverage afforded

24 by the fund for a participating hospital or ambulatory
1
25 surgical center shall apply to. the officers, trustees,

8.13
8.14

8.16

8.17

ij.17/1

8.17/2
1
�I volunteer workers, and employees of the hospital or ambulatory 8.17/3

27 surgical center, other than employed physicians licensed under 18.17/4
1
� chapter 458 who are not in a resident training program,

29 physician's assistants licensed under chapter 458, osteopaths

8.17/5

31 466, and podiatrists licensed under chapter 461.

8.17/7

� licensed under chapter 459, dentists licensed under chapter
8
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58 �37
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to medical malpractice

3

liability and proceedings; reenacting s.

4

768.44 (1) (a), Fl9rida Statutes, 1976
'

Supplement, rel�ting to the filing of claims

6

against practitioners; reenacting and amending

7

s. 768.50, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,

8

relating to indemnification· from collateral
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to

11

medical negligence of a health care provider

12

and standards of recovery therefor; reenacting

13

and amending s. 768.48, Florida Statutes, 1976

14

Supplement, which provides that verdicts in

16

cases of medical malpractice shall be itemized
in specified catagories; reenacting and

17

amending s. 768.51, Florida Statutes, 1976

18

Supplement, relating to alternative methods of

19

Series

sources; reenacting and amending s. 768.45,

10

15

FLOR
DEP
R.
Tallah

I

5

9

@®

payment with respect to claims against health

20

care providers; reenacting s. 768.49, Florida

21

Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to

22

procedures with respect to recoveries for

23,

damages in cases where the award is clearly

24

excessive or inadequate; providing an effective

25

date.

26
27

WHEREAS, chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating to

28 medical malpractice, medical liability insurance, and related
29 matters has been held to be constitutionally deficient, and
30

WHEREAS, the Legislature wishes to reenact provisions

31JCOntained in said chapter, NOW, THEREFORE,
1
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11ae It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
2

Section 1.

3

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

4(768.44, Florida Statut,s, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted to
51 read:
6

768.44

Medical liability mediation panels; membership;

(1) (a)

Any person or his representative claiming

71hearings.-8

9 damages by reason of injury, death, or monetary loss on

10 account of alleged malpractice by any medical or osteopathic
11 physician, podiatrist, hospital, or health maintenance

12 organization against whom he believes there is a reasonable
13 basis for a claim shall submit such claim to an appropriate
l4 medical liability mediation panel before that claim _may

be

15 filed in any c:ourt of this state.
Section 2. Section 768.50, Florida Statutes, 1976
16
171supplement, is reenacted and amended to read:
18

19

768.50
(1)

Collateral sources of indemnity.--

In any action for damages for personal injury or

�{wrongful death, whether in tort or in contract, arising out of
211the rendi�ion of professional services by a health care

n1provider ee-�e£,Ae�-,�-eT-�,s��if9➔ T in which liability is
23{admitted or is determined by the trier of fact and damages are

241awarded to compensate the claimant for losses sustained, the
251court shall reduce the amount of such award by the total of

26 all amounts paid, or to be paid, to the claimant from all

v

collateral sources which are available to him; however, there

� shall be no reduction for collateral sources for which a
� subrogation right exists.

Upon a finding of liability and an

30 awarding of damages by the trier of fact, the court shall
311receive evidence from the claimant and other appropriate
2
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1persons concerning the total amounts of collateral sources

2which have been paid, or will be paid, for the benefit of the
3claimant or are otherwise available to him. The court shall

4 also take testimony of .any amount which has been paid,

51contributed, or forfe/ted by, or on behalf of, the claimant or

61members of his immediate family to secure his right to any

7collateral source benefit which he is receiving as a result of
1
shis injury, and shall offset any restriction in the award by
91such amounts.

10

(2)

m

11

For purposes of this sectionL7

"Collateral sources" means any payments made, or

1 o be made, to the claimant, or on his behalf, by.or pursuant
12t

131t o:
14

.!..:, �a+

The United States Social Security Ac�; any

15 fed�ral, state, or local income disability act; or any other

16 public programs providing medical expenses, disability
17payments, or other similar benefits.

18

2. �e+

Any health, sickness, or income disability

191insurance; automobil� accident insurance that provides health
201benefits or income disability coverage; and any other similar

211insurance benefits except life insurance benefits available to

22 1the claimant, whether purchased by him or provided by others.

23

l.:_ �E+

Any contract or agreement of any group,

u1organization, partnership, or corporation to provide, pay for,
2s1or reimburse the costs of hospital, medical, dental, or other

�!health care services.
27

!.:, �e+

Any contractual or voluntary wage continuation

�lplan provided by employers or any other system intended to
�!provide wages during a period of disability.
30

(b}

�Health care provider" means hospitals licensed

311under chapter .39 5; ph.ysicians licensed under .chapter 4�!!;
3
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11osteopaths licensed undeLc'1apte_�9; podiatrists licensed
21under chapter 461; dentists licensed under chapter 466·

31criiropractors licensed�un�der _ chapter 460; natur.opaths licensed

41under chapter 462; nurses licensed under chapter 464; nursin

''

sLhomes licensed l!nd�Jhapter 400; clinical laboratories
hvsicians' assistants certified

6 ,registered under chapter

71under chapter 458; physical therapists and phv sical therapist

3assistants licensed under cha ter 486· health maintenance
9 organizations certificated un_der par_t__I_I_ of chap_t_er 641;

c)1 blood

101ambulatorv surqical centers as defined in
111banks

lasma centers, industrial clinics, and renal dialysis

12tfci__C_ilities; or professional associations

artnerships

13�orporations, joint ventures, or other associations fdr
14jproress1onaJ. activity by health care providers.

"Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility the

{f:J

15

16wL�rndLY purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care
nostic or medical care or treatment and in which the

1swac1ent is admitted to and discharged from said facility
191within the same workin
20.1hospital.

and which is not part of a

However, a facility existing for the primar

211eurpose or perrorming terminations of pregnancy or an office
nmaintained b

a

h sician or dentist for the oractice of

23medicine shall not be construed to be an ambulator

241center.
25

(3)

In the event that the fees for legal services

26 provided to the claimant are based on a percentage of the
,
27 amount of money awarded to the claimant, such percentage shall
�1be based on the net amount of the award as reduced by the

291amounts of collateral sources and as increased by insurance
�1premiums paid.
31

4
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(4)

Unless otherwise expressly provided by law, no

21insurer or any other party providing collateral source

3 benefits as defined in subsection (2) shall be entitled to
1
4recover the amounts of.any such benefits from the defendant or

/

5any other person or eptity, and no right of subrogation or
6 assignment of rights of recover.y shall exist.

All .policies of

7 insurance providing benefits described in this section shall

a be construed in accordance with this section after the

9 effective date of this act.

10

Section 3.

12

768.45

14

(1)

Section 768.45, Florida Statutes, 1976

11�upplement, is reenacted and amended to read:
131etc.--

Medical negligence; standards of recovery,

In any action for recovery of damages based on the

15 death or personal injury of any person, in which it is alleged
,
M that such death or injury resulted from the negligence of a

17 health care provider, as defined in s. 768.50(2) (b) ��
1
18 +,a�;���+, the claimant shall have the burden of proving by

191the greater weight of evidence that the alleged actions of the

20-health care provider represented a breach of the accepted
� standard of care for that health care provider.

The accepted

n standard of care for a given health care provider shall be

n1that level of care, skill, and treatment which is recognized

24lby a reasonably prudent similar health care provider as being
2s1acceptable under similar conditions and circumstances.
26

(2) (a)

If the health care provider whose negligence is

27 claimed to have created the cause of action is not certified
,
� by the appropriate American board as being a specialist, is
�]not trained and experienced in a medical specialty, or does

�lnot hold himself out as a specialist, a "similar health care
31 Jprovider" is one who:

5
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1.

Is licensed by the appropriate regulatory agency of

3

2.

Is trained and experienced in the same discipline

51

3.

Practices tn the same or similar medical community.

21 this state:

41or school of practice:.and
(b)

6

,I

If the health care provider whose negligence is

71claimed to have created the cause of action is certified by

s1the appropriate American board as a specialist, is trained and

9 experienced in a medical specialty, or holds himself out as a
1
10 specialist, a "similar health care provider" is one who:

11

1.

Is trained and experienced in the same specialty:

13

2.

Is certified by the appropriate American board in

15

(c)

12land

14 1the same specialty.

The purpose of this subsection is to establish a

161relative standard of care for various categories and

111classifications of health care providers.

Any health care

1s1provider may testify as an expert in any action if he:

19

1.

Is a "similar health care provider" pursuant to

21

2.

Is not a similar health care provider pursuant to

201paragraph (a) or (bl: or,

n1paragraph (a) or (b) but fe�+-�b+-�b��+, to the satisfaction
2JIOf the court,

possesses sufficient training, experience, and

Mlknowledge to provide such expert testimony as to the

251acceptable standard of care in a given cause.
26

(3)

(a)

If the injury is claimed to have resulted from

27 the negligent affir�ative medical intervention of the health

28 care provider, the claimant must, in order to prove a breach

29 of an accepted standard of care, show that the injury was not

JOJwithin the necessary or reasonably foreseeable results of the
311surgical, medicinal, or diagnostic procedure constituting the
6
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medical intervention, if the intervention from which the
2 injury is alleged to have resulted was carried out in

3 accordance with an acceptable standard of care by a reasonably
4 prudent similar healt�.care provider.

(b) The provi.�ions of this subsection shall apply only
SI
61when the medical intervention was undertaken with the informed
71consent of the patient in compliance with the provisions of s.

8,768.46.
9

(4)

The existence of a medical injury shall not create

101any inference .2E. �e�+ presumption of negligence against a
11 health care provider, and the claimant must maintain the

12 burden of proving that an injury was proximately caused by a

13 breach of the accepted standard of care by the health care
14 provider.

However, the discovery of the presence o� a foreign

1s1body, such as a sponge, clamp, forceps, surgical needle, or

161other paraphernalia commonly used in surgical, examination, or

111diagnostic procedures shall be prima facie evidence of
1s1negligence on the part of the health care provider.

19

Section 4.

21

768.48

Section 768.48, Florida Statutes, 1976

201Supplement, is reenacted and amended to read:
22

(!)

Itemized verdict.--

In any action by a patient. against a health care

�1provider, as defined in s. 768.50(2) (b), in a tort or contract
241Claim for malpractice in which the trier of fact determines

25lthat liability exists on the part of the defendant, the trier

26IOf fact shall, as a part of the verdict, itemize the amounts

211to be awarded to the claimant into the following categories of
�!damages:.

29

(a)

Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for

30lreasonable expenses which have been incurred, or which will be

3llincurred, for necessary medical, surgical, x-ray, dental, _Q!.
7
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11�e�+ rehabilitative services, including prosthetic devices;

21necessary ambulance, hospital, and nursing services; drugs;

3 and therapy;
l
(b) Amounts infended to compensate the claimant for
4
'
.
.
capacity
and oth er economic
51 1 ost wages or loss off'f earning

6 losses and for the inconvenience of the claimant, which have
,
7 been incurred or will be incurred; and

8

(c)

Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for

91pain and suffering, loss of companionship, embarrassment, and

10 other items of general damages which have been incurred or
1
11 will be incurred in the future.
12

(2)

Each category of damages shall be further itemized

1J into amounts intended to compensate for losses which have been
l
14 incurred prior to the verdict and amounts intended to
0

151compensate for losses to be incurred in the future. Future
16 damages itemized under paragraphs (1) (a) and (1) (b) shall be
l
17 computed befoce and after reduction to present value. Future
1s1damages itemized under paragraph
191to present value.

(1)

(c) shall not be reduced

In itemizing amounts intended to compensate

�4for future losses, the trier of fact shall set forth the
21 period of years over which such amounts are intended to
,
22 provide compensation.
23

Section 5.

25

768.51

27

(1)

Section 768.51, Florida Statutes, 1976

241Supplement, is reenacted and amended to read:
26 I awards. --

Alternative methods of payment of damage

In any action by a patient against a health care

2s1provider, as defined in s. 768.50(2) (b), in a tort or contract
291claim for malpractice in which the trier of fact determines

JQjthat the amount necessary to compensate the claimant for

311future losses exceeds $200,000, payment of amounts intended to
8
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, compensate the claimant for losses to be incurred in the
,
2 future shall be made by one of the following means:
3

(a)

The defendant may make a lump sum payment for all

41damages so assessed, wfth future economic losses and expenses

51reduced to present va�ue; or
6

(bl

The court may, at the request of either party,

7 enter a judgment ordering the damages for future losses to be

s paid in whole or in part by periodic payments rather than by a

9 lump sum payment.
10

1.

In entering a judgment ordering the payment of

11 future damages by periodic payments, the court shall make a

12 specific finding as to the dollar amount of periodic payments
13 which will compensate the judgment creditor for such t"uture

141damages.

The total of such periodic payments shall_be equal

15 to the amount of all future damages before any reduction to
� present value.

The peri od of time over which such periodic

17 payments shall be made shall be the period of years determined
18 by the trier of fact in arriving at its itemized verdict.

The

191court may order that the amounts of the payments be equal or

20-1vary in amount depending upon the probable need of the
21 claimant.

The judgment shall provide that all economic losses

22 and expense·s incurred during any given. period be paid by the

n defendant

even though they exceed the specified payment.

241However, there shall be no requirement to pay more than the
25loriginal lump sum judgment before any reduction to present
�lvalue, and if any periodic payments exceed the amount
271Specified by the judgment, successive payments shall be
2s1reduced accordingly until the entire judgment is paid.
29

2.

As a condition to authorizing periodic payments of

JOlfuture damages, the court shall require the judgment debtor to
Jllpost security adequate to assure full payment of such damages
9
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11awa�ded by the judgment.

If the judgment debtor is unable to

2�ost the required security, the court shall order that all

31damages, both past and future, be paid to claimant in a lump

41sum, and periodic paym?nts shall not be authorized in such a

s1case.

Upon terminati�n of periodic payments of future

6ldamages, the court shall order the return of such security, or
11so much as remains, to the judgment debtor.
8

3.

In the event that the court finds that the judgment

9ldebtor has exhibited a continuing pattern of failing to make
l0lthe required periodic payments, the court shall find the
111judgment debtor in contempt and, in addition to the required
121periodic payments, shall order the judgment debtor to pay the
131Claimant all damages caused by the failure to make such

141Periodic payments, including court costs and attorn�y•s fees.

151If insolvency of the judgment debtor is proven to the court to
16lbe probable, the court may order that the balance of payments
17ldue be placed in trust for the benefit of the claimant.

18

4.

The judgment ordering the payment of future damages

19iby periodic payments shall specify the recipient or recipients
2Qlof the_payments, the dollar amounts of the payments, the
211interval between payments, and the number of payments or the
22lperiod of time over which payments shall be made.

Such

23lpayments shall only be subject to modification as specified in
24lthis section.

25

5.

If the claimant has been awarded damages to be

�!discharged by periodic payments and the claimant dies prior to
27lthe termination of the period of years during which such

28 lpayments are to be made, the liability of the defendant for
� amounts set forth in paragraphs 768.48(11 (a) and (c) shall
!
� cease and the estate of the claimant shall have no claim for

31lsuch amounts.

In such event, the remaining balance of all
10
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11amounts to be paid pursuant to paragraph 768.48 (1) (b) shall be
21paid into the
3

6.

estate of the claimant in a lump sum.

Claimant's attorney's fee, if payable from the

4ljudgment, shall be bas,d upon the total judgment, adding all
s1amounts awarded for pbst and future damages.

The attorney's

6lfee shall be paid from past and future damages in the same
7�roportion, and the periodic payments shall be reduced by the
s1amount of attorney's fees paid from future damages payable.
9�he attorney's fee may be paid in a lump sum upon entry of
101judgment or, at the attorney's option, periodically in
11�onjunction with the claimant's payment.

If paid

121 periodically, the attorney's fee shall be paid as long as
13lpayments are made to the claimant, with the remaining ·balance

u1due paid in a lump sum, if the claimant dies prior �o all

151payments having been made.
16

(2)

Nothing in this section shall preclude any other

17lmethod of payment of awards, if such method is consented to by
18 I the parties.
19

Section 6.

Section 768.49, Florida Statutes, 1 976

2QISupplement, is reenacted to read:
21

768.49

Remittitur and additur.--

22

(1) · In any action for the recoYery of damages based on

n�ersonil injury or wrongful death arising out of medical
24lmalpractice, whether in tort or in contract, wherein the trier
25lof fact determines that liability exists on the part of the

�!defendant and a verdict is rendered which awards money damages
211to the plaintiff, it shall be the responsibility of the court,
2s1upon proper motion, to review the amount of such award to

29ldetermine if such amount is clearly excessive or inadequate in
30llight of the facts and circumstances which were presented to
31lthe trier of fact.

If the court finds that the amount awarded
11
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is clearly excessive or inadequate, it shall order a
21remittitur or additur as the case may be.

If the party

3Jadversely affected by such remittitur or additur does not
4Jagree, the court shall order a new trial in the cause on the
5Jissue of damages only.
(2)

6

In determining whether an award is clearly

11excessive or inadequate in light of the facts and
s1cirGumstances presented to the trier of fact and in
9jdetermining the amount, if any, that such award exceeds a
101reasonable range of damages [or is inadequate], the court
111shall consider the following criteria:
(a)

12

Whether the amount awarded is indicative of

13lprejudice, passion, or corruption on the part of the trier of
14 Jfact;
15

(bl

Whether it clearly appears that the trier of fact

16jignored the evidence in reaching a verdict or misconceived the
111merits of the case relating to the amounts of damages
1s1recoverable;
19

(c)

Whether the trier of fact took improper elements

20lof damages into account or arrived at the amount of damages by
nlspeculation and conjecture;
22

(d) ·whether the amount awarded bears a reasonable

23lrelation to the amount of damages proved and the injury
24lsuffered; and
25

(el

Whether the amount awarded is supported by the

26levidence and is such that it could be adduced in a logical
27 /manner by reasonable persons.
28

(3)

. /

It is the intent of the Legislature to vest the

29ltrial courts of this state with the discretionary authority to
30lreview the amounts of damages awarded by a trier of fact in
31llight of a standard of excessiveness or inadequacy.

The

12
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llLegislature recognizes that the reasonable actions of a jury
21are a fundamental precept of American jurisprudence and that
3lsuch actions should be disturbed or modified with caution and
4ldiscretion.

However, it is further recognized that a review

5lby the courts in accordance with the standards set forth in
6lthis section prcvides an additional element of soundness and
7llogic to our judicial system and is in the best interests of
Slthe �itizens of Florida.
Section 7.

9

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

l0llaw.
11
12

*****************************************

13

HOUSE SUMMARY

14

Reenacts each portion of chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida,
which:

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

1. Provides that podiatrists be among those
practitioners against whom claims of alleged malpractice
are to be submitted to a medical liability mediation
panel.
2. Provides.for the reduction of amounts awarded in
medical malpractice cases when the claimant is also to be
paid from collateral sources of indemnification.
3 .• Provides that the claimant must show that the actions
of a·health care provider were a breach of the accepted
standard of care for the particular health care provider.
4. Provides that medical malpractice verdicts be
itemized with respect to amounts awarded for medical
services, lost wages, pain and suffering, and future
losses.
5. Provides for alternate methods by which a defendent
may make payment of amounts intended to compensate the
claimant for future losses which exceed $200,000.
6. Provides for adjustment by the court of medical
malpractice verdict awards which are clearly excessive or
. dequate.
1na

29
30
31
13
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A bill.to be entitled

2

An act relating to medical malpractice and

3

related matters; amending s. 768.42(3), (4)(a),
(c), (8), (10), Florida Statutes, 1976

5

Supplement; providing for the election of both

7

8

9

10
11

12

13
i4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29
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DEPAR
R. A.

Serles

Jf

members of the medical incident committee of a
health care facility by the medical sta ff
authorized to practice in the facility;
providing for a 2-year membership term;
requiring presence of all members to conduct
business; providing that findings and
determinations.of the medical incident
c ommittee are not binding; deleting provision
f or approval of the committee prior to
negotiation or attempt to secure a release of
liability in a medical malpractice action;
requiring approval of all parties who may be
bound by an of fer of compensation made by the
medical incident committee; providing for
nonadmissibility of evidence· in civil actions
w here payments are of fered in accordance with
t he recommendations of the committee; amending
s. 768.43(1)-(3), (5)-(7), Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement; providing for notificiation of
insurers of potential liability; elimin�ting
requirement that physician's insurer be bound
by the final determinations of the committee;
eliminating the requirement of binding
a rbitration; providing limitations on
negotiation or release prior to notification of
an of fer of compensation or a deci3ion that no
1
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of fer be made; deleti11,;; the provision for the

determination of fault; deleting the

2

requirement that the committee may assess the

3

health care facility's insurance or self

4

insurance; deleting the provision for the

5

levying of a fine if a health care facility or

6

insurer refuses to pay compensation awarded by

7

t he committee; providing an effective date.

8
9

101Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

11

Section 1.

12

Subsection (3), paragraphs (a) and (c) of

lJ subsection (4), and subsections (8) and (10) of section

14 768.42, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are amended to
15 read:

16

768.42

18

(3)

Medical incident committee; reports, screening,

171criteria, etc.--

Each health care facility shall establish a

191medical incident committee composed of two persons chosen by

�1majority vote of the medical staf f authorized to practice in

211t he health care facility efle-�h±e£-o£-the-meo±ea¼-sta££-e�-h±s

221�epresentet±�e-�nd-one-eod±t±ena¼-pe�sen-des±gnateo-ey-h±m,

23 the presiding member of the facility's governing board or his
,
24 representative, and one additional person designated by the

25 If acility 's governing board.

The members .of the committee

26 I shall serve for 2 years. The Department of Insurance may

v1provide by rule for the composition of a medical incident

n c ommittee other than as provided herein in the event that any
l
n health care facility or group of facilities adequately

30ldemonstrates an undue hardship in constituting a committee as

JllProvided herein, due to a reasonable absence of a suf ficient
2
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number of health care providers or administrative personnel,

2 or for other good cause shown, except that any such rules

3 shall be in keeping with the spirit and intent of this

4 subsection.

All members must be present before the medical

5 incident committee may conduct of ficial business. The

6 f acility's designated risk manager·as defined in s. 768.41

7 s hall serve as staff to the medical incident committee and

s1shall carry out any functions and exercise any powers assigned
9

or delegated to him by the medical incident committee.

In the

10 event the committee cannot achieve a majority vote on any

11 m atter under consideration pursuant to this act, a fifth

l2 member shall be added· \:.o the committee by unanimous vote of

13 the membership.

In the event the committee is unable to agree

14 on a fifth member within 48 hours of the initial determination

15 t hat such fifth member is needed, the committee shall

16 immediately apply to the chief judge of. the judicial circuit

17 in which the health care facility is located for the
18 appointment of the fifth member.

The committee shall

19 reconvene upon the appointment ·of the fifth member and shall

20 reach a decision with all deliberate speed.

The Department of

� Insurance shal� promulgate uniform rules providing p�ocedures

221 f or the conduct· of all meetings and other activities of

23 medical incident committees. Any medical incident committee
1
24 may adopt its own guidelines and procedures, however, upon

2s1 obtaining from the Department of Insurance advance approval
�1f or such guidelines and procedures.

The purpose of this

211provision is to allow flexibility and 1innovation, so long as

�1any proposed guidelines and procedures. are consistent with the
�!purposes of this act.

30

(4) (a)

The findings and determinations of the medical

Jllincident committee shall not be bindin.9..:.. �Re-�h�sie¼aA-aAe
3
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hea¼th-eafe-£aei¼ity-5ha¼¼-en�er-an-egreement-that-eaeh-wi¼¼
21ee-b0Hnd-by-the-£ind±ng5-and-determinat±ens-e£�the-£ae±¼±tyis
31med±eai-ineident-eemmittee-en-a¼¼-issHes-w±th±n-its
4l�espons±b±¼±ty-as-prev±ded-±n-th±s-eet,-sHbjeet-te-arb±trat±en
s1ana-;tto±e±a¼-�ev±ew-as-prev±ded-±n-th±s-5eetion.--�ssHes-wh±eh
6lfflay7be-dee±ded-by-the-eomm±ttee-ine¼Hde-£±nd±ngs-e£-neg¼±genee
11end-determ±nat±ens-that-eempensat±en-sha¼¼-be-pa±d-to-injttred
s1Pat±ents-end-the-am0Hnt-0£-5Heh-eompensat±on.
9

tet--�he-phys±e±an-and-hea¼th-eare-£ee±¼±ty-sha¼¼-agree

10 not-to-negot±ete-or-ettempt-to-�eettre-e-re¼ease-£rom-¼±ab±¼±ty

11 from-e-pet±ent-£or-en-injHry-5H5ta±ned-±n-the-�ea¼th-eare

12 �ae±¼±ty-withottt-the-��prova¼-0£-the-eomm±ttee.
13

(8)

No of fer of compensation shall be made without

14 approval of all pa rties who mav be bound by such offer. If it

15 is determine� that compensation is to be of fered, the risk

16 manager or his designee shall convey this in f ormation to the
17 patient or, if the patient is legally incompetent or is

18 i ncapacitated, to his legally competent rep resentative.

In

19 I c onveying such of fer to the patient,_ the risk manager or his

201designee shall advise the patient or his rep resentative, in

� w riting, of the extent of compensation of fered and the tort
_
,
n a nd contract right limitations involved should he accept

231c ompensation when tendered.

The Department of Insurance shall

�!p rescribe the form to be used for election by the patient to

2s1either accept or refuse the tendered compensation.

Such form

�,shall set forth suf ficient in f ormation to fully and fairly
211inform the of feree of the nature and e�tent of the of fer and

2810f all restrictions and conditions to which such of fer is
�,subject, pursuant to this act and the terms of the of fer .

�,such form shall include a written endorsement to or on the
J11f orm, executed by the patient or his legal rep resentative,
4
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evidencing the acceptance or rejection of the benefits offered

2 by or through the medical incident committee.

If the patient

3 �lects to accept such benefits, a written waiver of rights

4 s hall be executed and acknowledged by the patient or by his

5 legal representative.
(10)

For purposes of any malpractice action in tort or

7 c ontract against any health care facility offering
1
a compensation or against any physician whose alleged negligence

9 resulted in an offer of compensation, no finding by the
1
10 c ommittee that a compensable injury has occurred· and no offer

111or acceptance of compensation shall be construed as an

..

121admission of negligence or guilt on the part of the hospital

13,or any employee, physician, or member of the hospital staff,

14 unless the individual against whom negligence is alleged

1s admits to it in writing. The risk manager, members of the
16 medical incident committee, and any person reporting a medical

17 incident shall be immune from all liability, civil or

1a1criminal, for any action in reporting, investigating,. or

19 resolving an incident pursuant to this section, provided that

� t hey acted in good faith and without negligence.

In

21 situations where payments are offered in accordance with the

221recommendation of the committee, all reports, findings, and

231the actions of the committee, the Department of Insurance, or

24lthe appropriate state regulatory or licensing boards· shall not

2s1be admissible in evidence in any civil action arising out of a
u1medical incident, unless the court determines, in an in camera

27 proceeding, that the evidentiary value of the information
,
� sought to be admitted clearly outweigh� the public policy on

291w hich the foregoing evidentiary exclusion is founded.

30IFurthermore, the fact that compensation was offered or
31

5
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provided shall not be admissible in evidence in any civil
21action_for damages arising out of a medical incident.
Section 2.

3

Subsections (1), (2), (3), (5), (6), and

41 (7) of section 768.43, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are
51amended to read:
768.43

6

Actions by medical incident committee; findings

71of negligence; assessment of compensation, etc.-(1)

8

Upon receiving an incident report which indicates

91that a compensab�e injury may have occurred whic� may result

lO i n any allocations of liability by the medical incident

11 committee, the risk manager shall immediately noti fy any

17 persons or parties inv6lved in such incident, and their

13 insurers, of their potential liability.

All such persons or

14 parties shall be furnished with copies of the incident report

15 a nd all other reports or documents relating to the incident,
N as well as reasonable notice and opportunity to be heard at

17 any meetings in which payment or allocation of liability is

18 discussed.
(2)

19

In the eyent the committee determines that a

20 compensable medical injury has occurred and that compensation
21 is to be of fered to the injured patient, it shall determine

22 w hether, and to what extent, there is a reasonable probability
23 t hat such injury was proximately caused by a breach of an
� accepted standard of care of a physician as set forth in s.
25 768.45.

If the committee determines prooable liability on the

u part of the physician, it shall determine the extent to which
211s uch breach was the proximate cause of 1 the injury and may
· 2s1recommend an assessment against eeeess. the physician for that
29IPOrtion of the total amount of compensation being of fered
JOIWhich is equivalent to the physician's degree of
J11responsipility.

In any proceedings by the committee to
6
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determine if a physician was negligent and, if so, whether the
2 physician's negligence was the proximate cause of a

3 compensable injury, the committee shall give prompt notice to
4 the physician's insurer, if any, and allow the insurer to

5 participate in the deliberations and determinations of the
,
�he-phye¼e±an i s-insttrer-sha¼¼ 7 -sttbjeet-to-rev±ew
6 committee.
7 cs-prov±ded-here¼n,-be-bottnd-by-the-£±na¼-detef�tnat±on-o£-the
8

comm±ttee-on-issttes-of-i±ab±¼±ty-£or-a-breaeh-o£-en-aeeepted

9

etcndcrd-of-ecre-and-on-the-amott�t-0£-eny-eo�peneat±on

10 cssessed-agc±nst-the-phye±e±anT--ff-the-phys±e±an-er-h±s

11 ¼nsttrer-dee¼±nes-to-make-paymente-essessed-by-the-eomm±ttee7

12 the-eomm±ttee-may,-w±th-the-eppreva¼-0£-the-hee¼th-eare

i
13 fee¼¼±ty e-�overn±ng-board,-make-�aymente-£rom-the-hea¼th-eare

i
14 fac¼¼¼ty s-se¼£-�nettranee-or-£roa-other-£ttnds-eva±¼ab¼e-to-the

15 Eec±¼±ty,-in-wh±eh-event-the-hea¼th-eare-£ae±¼±ty-sha¼¼-have-a
i
16 r¼en-ega±nst-the-�hys¼e±an-to-the-e��ent-0£-the-eomm±ttee e

17 asseeement-un¼eee-the-aeeeesment-is-reversed-by-eppea¼

1s1Pttrsttant-to-th±s-seet±onT
19

�3t--!n-the-�vent-e-phye±e±an-or-hea¼th-eare-£ae¼¼¼ty.

20 d±sagrees-w±th-e-f±nd±ng-by-the-med±ea¼-�ne±dent-eomm±ttee
,
21 thct-sa±�-phys±e¼an-or-hea¼th-eare-£ae¼¼±ty-breaehed-an

221aeeepted-stendard-of-eare-or-d±sa9rees-w±�h-the-emottnt-0£-any
231assessment-iev±ed-e9a±nst-the-phye±e±an-or-hea¼th-eare
24lfee±¼±ty,-the-d¼eagreement-sha¼¼-be-sttbm±tted-to-b¼nd¼ng

n

crb±trat±on�pttrsttant-to-ehapter-68�-end-ettbjeetrto-rev±ew-ae

26 prov±ded-there±n.-However,-the-standards-e£-appe¼¼ate-rev±ew
27 sha¼¼-be-the-same-as-those-ttsed-in-rev±ewing-the-dee±s±ons-0£
I

- 28IC-e±rett±t-eourt-in-e±v±¼-�et±ons,-the-pfev±s±ens-e£-sT-68�.�8
29lftOtwiehstane±ngT
30

(5)

Nothing in this act exee�e-�he-,rev±s±ens-0£-sT

311+e8T4��4t�et shall preclude a health care facility or
7
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physician from obtaining a total or partial release from
2 liability from any patient who sustained or �ay have sustained

3 a medical injury, regardless of whether compensation is
4 tendered or accepted.

However, neither the physician nor

5 health care facility shall negotiate or attempt to secure a
6 release from liability from a patient for an injury sustained
71in the health care facility until after the committee has

s1eitt)er notified the 12atient of an offer for compensation or

9 has decided that no offer will be made. Any such release shall
10 be binding on the patient, unless it can be shown that it was
11 o btained by fraud or duress or that the patient was not
12 adeguately informed as·to his rights and remedies prior to
,
13 executing such release.
14

�6t--fn-eny-ease-in-wh±eh-eompensaeion-is-pa±d-to-o

15 �ctiene-cnd-neg¼ige�ee-is-deeermined-by-the-med¼ea¼-ine¼dene
,
i
16 eomm±eeee-to-be-the-prox±maee-eettse-o£-the-paeient s-in;ttry7

111che-comm±ttee-�ha¼¼-be-�esponsib¼e-£or-determin¼ng-the

1s1Pereentage-of-£ett¼t-ettribtttab¼e-to-eny-0£-the-parties

191¼nvo¼ved.--%n-the-cvent-that-a-e¼a±mane-br±ngs-a-e±v±¼-aet±en

201£or-med±ee¼-�e¼praetiee-e¼¼eged¼y-oeettrring-in-a-hea¼eh-eere

211fee±¼±ty,-there-she¼¼-be-no-a¼¼oeation-0£-de�ages-by-the-tr¼er
22 0£-feet-among-de£endants,-i£-there-is-more-then-one-perty
,
23 de£endant.--f£-the-tr±er-o£-£aet-determines-thae-¼±ab±¼±ty

24fex±sts-on-the-part-0£-cny-�erty,-it-sha¼¼-en¼y-determ¼ne-the

2s1£aet-of-i±ab±¼±ty-end-the-em0Hnt-of-dama�es-to-be-awarded-te

26fthe-e¼a¼mant.--f£-more-than-one-de£endant-ie-£ottnd-¼±ab¼e,-the

211Med±ea¼-ineident-eommittee-at-the-hea¼�h-eere-£ae±¼±ty-where

2s1che-injHry-oeeHrred-sha¼¼-meke-an-a¼¼o�et±on-0£-demages-emong
.
'

29l�he-parties,-whieh-sha¼¼-be-bineing7-sttbjeet-te-the-prev±siens

301for-arbitratien-and-appee¼-set-£erth-aboveT
31
8
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1=ft--'l'he-hea:1:th-ea·t'e-tae-i::1:-i:ty J.s--insttranee-er-s_e:1:f-

21 ±nsttranee-sha:1::1:-be-respons±b:1:e-to-the-same-extent-as-the

3 �hys¼e¼an-and-h¼s-±nsttrer-£or-payments-e£-eempensat±en-ttpen-a
,
4 f±nd±n9-and-assessment-by-the-eemm-i:ttee.--�he-eemmittee-may

5 �ssess-�he-hea¼th-ccre-fce±¼±ty .1. s-se¼f-±nsttranee-er-±nsttrenee

6 for-compensat±n9-any--±n;ttred-pat±ent-whose-in1ttry-is

7 determ±ned-by-the-eomm±ttee-te-have-�estt:1:ted-from-any-eettse

8 0ther-than-the-ne9¼±9enee-of-a-phys±e±an.--f£-a-hea:lth-eare

9 fae±¼±ty-or-±ts-insttrer-refttses-te-pay-eom�enset±en-awarded-by
101the-eomm±ttee,-the-Bepertment-of-fnsttranee-mey-:levy-a-{±ne-of

11 ttp-t0-$¼,888-a9a±nst-the-fhee¼th-eere-£ae±¼±ty+-and-teke-other
1
12 d±se±p¼±nery-meesttres��s-appropr±ate-and-as-preser±bed-ey-�tt:1:e

131end-regtt¼at±on-0£-the-department.
14

151law.
16

Section 3.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

17

*****************************************

19

Requires the medical incident committee of a health care
facility to be composed of two persons chosen by majority
vote of the medical staf f authorized to practice in the
facility. Prescribes a 2-year term for members.
Requires the presence of all members before the committee
can conduct of ficial business. Provides that the
findings and determinations of a medical incident
committee are not binding, and requires approval of all
parties to be bound by an offer of c;ompensation made _by
t he committee. Provides for the nonadmissibility in
evidence of reports, findings, and actions of the
c ommittee, the Department of Insurance, or other state
agencies, in civil actions where paymen.ts are. offered in
accordance with the committee recommendation.

18
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
29

30
31

SENATE SUMMARY

Provides for the notification of insurers of their
potential liability upon receipt of a medical incident
report. Eliminates the requirement that 'the report of
the committee is binding on the physician's insurer.
Also eliminates the requirement for ,submission of
disagreements between the committee and the physician or
health care facility to binding arbitration. Limits
negotiation or release from liability prior to
notification of ·an of fer of compensation or decision that
no of fer be made. Deletes the requirement that the
9
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2
3

4
5

committee determine fault. Deletes provision authorizing
the committee to assess the health care facility's
insurance or self-insurance if negligence of the
physician was found not to be the cause of the injury.
Withdraws from the Department of Insurance authority to
assess an administrative fine or other disciplinary
measurers against the health care facility if it refuses
t o pay compensation awarded by the committee •

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
'
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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COMMI'

'E ACTION: L ______

SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Commerce Committee ( Biddle ___ )

2. ______

3. _____

Amend. or cs Attached
Subject:

Bill No. and Sponsor:
CS/SB 475 as enrolled (Ch. 7·7-64)
Senators Barron & MacKa�
REFERENCES:
I.

Medical MalE,r�ctic_e

Senate Commerce Committee

PURPOSE:
Present Situation:

In February, 1977, Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating to
medical malpractice, was declared unconstitutional by the Circuit
Court for Leon County on the grounds that it was enacted in violation
of Art. III, s. 6 of the Florida Constitution (one subject violation).
In addition, ss. 768.42 and .43, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
relating to the operation of Medical Incident Committees, were speci
fically declared unconstitutional on the grounds of denial of access
to the courts, trial by jury, equal protection, procedural and sub
stantive due process, and article v, Section l of the Florida Constitu
tion {Judicial power). Health care facilities which were members of
the defendant class were enjoined from exercising the authority given
under ss. 768.42 and .43, F.S., 1976 Supplement.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill addresses the constitutional problems raised by the circuit
court by repealing the sections relating to medical incident committees
and reenacting the other provisions of Ch. 76-260, Laws of Florida, that
relate to Medical Malpractice. Various reenacted provisions were amend
ed as follows:
Nursing homes are excluded and certain abortion clinics are included
under the provisions requiring the establishment of internal risk
management programs. The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Ser
vices,in consultation with the Department of Insurance, is required to
promulgate rules regarding internal risk management programs, and
certain provisions are made for the use of incident reports.
The Florida Patient's Compensation Fund is not required to defend a
claim until the medical liability mediation panel has had an opportunity
to function. An attorney is not allowed to defend both the fund and
the JUA. Provisions are made for receiving service of process.
The non- judicial panelists on a mediation panel will receive $100 per
day and expenses. Provision is made for disqualification of either the
physician or attorney panelist by the judicial referee.
For purposes of recovering damages and indemnification from collateral
sources, both "health care provider" and "ambulatory surgical center"
are defined. If a claimant is to receive his damage award in periodic
payments and he lives longer than his actuarial chart, the payments
will be continued for the remainder of his life.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES:

X

NO:

Economic ImE,act on the Public:

Since the provisions originally enacted for medical incident committees
were represented to be money-saving measures, the repeal of these

,

l!.� /'o-i--!c:::

/

(;(,,1,,_,:;;..lf.Kll,.j

ttdl.c �-, 11(..;<1

BILL SUMMARY:

A.

I

u·,&,f
I�/

Repeals the portion of the medical malpractice law relating to
Medical Incident Committees. Reenacts and/or amends certain other
provisions of the malpractice law relating to internal risk manage
ment programs, the Florida Patient's Compensation Fund, medical
liability mediation panels, and suits for damages.
II.

,,.--

/

lJI -J;�· �

CS/SB 475 as enrolled

Medical Malpractice

provisions might result in higher liability insurance rates. Because
there has not been enoug� time to experience the effects of the 1976
law, the exact financial impact is unquantifiable and speculative at
this time.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

Minimal.
IV.

COMMENTS :
Technical errors:

None noted.
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Representative Gallagher offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1 strike lines 18-31 and on page 2,
strike lines 1-11 and insert: (8)(a) For any week with respect
to which he has received, or is eligible to receive, from a base
period employing unit, benefits HM!eHle from a retirement, pen
sion or annuity program embodied in a union contract or
either a public or private employee benefit program, notwith

standing that the source of the contribution of any moneys
to the respective program was the employer, employee, or both.
Provided, however, that for any week in which benefits iBeeme

from a retirement, pension or annui:ty program as referred to
in this subsection are � eomeilted � ffleeRle ff8IH �
P�iPemo11t o�•isio11s ff � � � � SewPity ,A.et ½S
r
less than t e weekly benefits which would otherwise be due
under this chapter he shall be entitled to receive for such
week, if otherwise eligible, unemployment compensation bene
fits reduced by the benefits i-11-eeme from the retirement, pension,
or annuity program combined with � � 8t&teo 8eeffH
SeeuPi� Aff retirement income, prorated to a weekly basis.
For the purpose of this subsection benefits from � �
8k-tes 8eet&l Seeul'ity Aet a disability benefit program, a
supplemental unemployment benefit program, or any other
program not specifically designated either in the union contract
or a company benefit program as being retirement, pension or
annuity benefits i-11-eeme shall not be disqualifying. For the pur
poses of this subsection, the term base period employing unit
shall not include any branch of the United States Armed Forces.
(b) For any week with respect to which he has received, or
is eligible to receive, benefits under the United States Social
Security Act; provided, however, that for any week in which
benefits under the United States Security Act as referred to
in this paragraph are less than the weekly benefits which
would otherwise be due under this chapter he shall be entitled
to receive for such week; if otherwise eligible, unemployment
comp1msation benefits reduced by the amount of the benefits
under the United States Social Security Act, prorated to a
weekly basis.
Mr. Gallagher moved the adoption of the amendment.
Pending consideration thereof, Mr. Craig moved to lay
the amendment on the table, which was not agreed to.
The question recurred on the adoption of the amendment.
Pending consideration thereof, without objection, further con
sideration of HB 2123 was temporarily deferred.
HB 1804 was taken up.
Without objection, the rules were waived and the House
reverted to the order of Messages from the Senate for the
purpose of taking up CS for SB 476.

Messages from the Senate
The Honorable Donald L. Tucker, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed as amended-CS for SB 476
-and requests the concurrence of the House therein.
Joe Brown, Secretary

By the Committee on Commerce and Senators MacKay and
BarronCS for SB 476-A bill to be entitled An act relating to medi
cal malpractice and medical malpractice liability insurance, and
related matters; repealing s. 768.41 Florida Statutes (1976
Supplement), relating to internal risk management; requiring
.-that hospitals and health care facilities establish internal risk
management programs; requiring the Department of Insurance
to promulgate rules to implement the requirements of this act;
providing for the composition of medical incident committees;
providing a duty upon health care professionals to report medi,
cal injuries; providing for the investigation of reported medical
injuries; providing for medical incident committees to convene
for purposes of determining whether an offer of compensation
is to be given to an injured patient; providing guidelines for
committee determinations of amount of compensation to be

May 5, 1977

offered; providing for notice to persons involved in a medical
incident; providing for a committee determination of the extent
to which injury was caused by a breach of the.standard of care
of a physician and recommendation of payment by the physi
cian or physician's insurer; providing for the reportin!f of
medical incident committee determinations of a physician's
breach of a standard of care; providing that the findings of a
committee are not binding; providing that no offer of compen
sation shall be made by a committee without the approval
of all persons involved in such incident; providing for the se
curing of releases of liability from patients injured in health
care facilities; repealing s. 768.43, Florida Statutes (1976
Supplement); providing for the communication of a committee
offer of settlement to an injured patient; providing that if a
patient accepts compensation the patient must file any subse
quent claim within 24 months from the time compensation is
offered within the statutory requirements of s. 96.11(4), Florida
Statutes; providin� for certain tort restrictions if a patient
accepts compensation; providing that the risk manager and
medical incident committee shall be immune from liability for
their actions in investigating medical incidents if they act in
good faith and without negligence; providing that medical inci
dent committee reports and the actions of the committee shall
not be admissible in evidence; amending ss. 768.63(1), (2) and
(3), Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to the in
surance risk apportionment plan as to health care providers;
repealing s. 768.63(4), (6), (6), (7), (8) and (9), Florida
Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to the insurance risk ap
portionment plan as to health care providers; providing for the
insurance risk apportionment plan as to health care providers;
repealing s. 768.64, Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relat
ing to limitation of liability and patient's compensation fund;
providing for limitation of liability and the patient's compen
sation fund; repealing s. 768.62(1), Florida Statutes (1976
Supplement), relating to group health care provider self
insurance; providing for group health care provider self-in
surance; repealing s. 768.50, Florida Statutes (1976 Supple
ment), relating to collateral sources of indemnity; providing
for collateral sources of indemnity in medical malpractice ac
tions, providing for reduction of awards under certain circum
stances, and making provision relating to fees for legal services
and subrogation; repealing s. 768.46, Florida Statutes (1976
Supplement), relating to medical negligence, standards of re
covery; providing for the standard of care and breach of a
standard of care by health care providers; repealing s. 768.48,
Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to itemized ver
dicts; providing for itemized verdicts; repealing s. 768.61,
Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to alternative
methods of payment of damage awards; providing for alterna
tive methods of payment of damage awards; repealing s. 768.49, Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relatin� to remittitur
and additur; providing for remittitur and add1tur; providing
severability; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title. On motions by Mr. Forbes,
the rules were waived and <::s for SB 476 was taken up in lieu
of HB 1804 and read the second time by title.
Representative Forbes offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-Strike everything after the enacting clause
and insert:
Section 1. Section 768.41, Florida. Statutes, 1976 Supple
ment, is reenacted and amended to read:
768.41

Internal risk management program.-

(1) Every hospital licensed pursuant to ch. 396, ambulatory
surgical center as defined in paragraph (d), health mainte
nance organization certificated under part II of chapter 641,
or other facility providing in-house patient care, including, but
not limited to, nursing homes licensed under chapter 400 and
other similar facilities, shall, as a part of its administrative
functions, establish an internal risk management program
which shall include the following components:
(a) The investigation and analysis of the frequency and •
causes of general categories and specific types of adverse
incidents causing injury to patients;
(b) The development of appropriate measures to minimize
the risk of injuries and adverse incidents to patients through
the cooperative efforts of all personnel;
(c) The analysis of patient grievances which relate to
patient care arul the quality of medical services;
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The question recurred on the motion to take up CS for SB
475 in lieu of HB 1804. Pending consideration thereof-

Yeas--60

MR. HABEN IN THE CHAIR

-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19,
referred to the Engrossing Clerk.

Fechtel
Morgan
Hutto
Allen
Neal
Forbes
Bell
James
On motion by Mr. Moffitt, further consideration of HB 1804, Blackburn
Nuckolls
Fortune
Jones
CS for SB 476 and related House bills on medical malpractice Boyd
O'Malley
Foster
Kershaw
was postponed to a day certain, May 9 at l':80 p.m. The vote Brown
Patchett
Lehman
Fox
was:
Fulford
Patterson
Mann
Burrall
Ready
Martin
Gallagher
Cassens
Redman
Maxwell
Conway
Gordon
'Yeas-69
Richmond
Craig
Grizzle
McCall
Rish
Culbreath
McDonald
Hagler
Pajcic
Adams
Easley
Kirkwood
Dixon
Robinson
Hattaway
McPherson
Patchett
Allen
Eckhart
Kiser
Steinberg
Hawkins
Dyer
Melvin
Poindexter
Andrews
Evans
Langle
Thompson
Easley
Hill
Mica
Ready
Barrett
Lewis,). W.
Foster
Eckhart
Hodges
Ward
Mixson
Batchelor
Redman
Frank
Mann
Hollingsworth Moore,R.
Young
Ewing
Richard
Becker
Margolis
Gersten
Sadowski
Bell
McCall
Gordon
Sample
Nays-49
Blackburn
Mica
Grosse
Sheldon
Moffitt
Gustafson
Burrall
Poindexter
The Chair
Davis
Kiser
Steinberg
Carlton
Hawkins
Moore,R.
Evans
Adams
Poole
Kutun
Taylor
Healey
Moore, T.
Considine
Fontana
Sadowski
Langley
Andrews
Thompson
Cox
Hector
Neal
Barrett
Lewis,J. W.
Sample
Frank
Warner
Crenshaw
Hieber
Nelson
Becker
Sheldon
Gersten
Lockward
Young
Davis
Nuckolls
Jennings
Black
Smith
Malloy
Grosse
Dyer
Ogden
Jones
Bloom
Taylor
Margolis
Gustafson
Hazelton
Warner
McKnight
Carlton
Williams
Hazouri
Moffitt
Nays-62
Cherry
Moore, T.
Woodruff
Healey
Considine
Cox
Nelson
Ewing
The Chair
Hazouri
Hector
McKnight
•Hieber
Black
Crawford
Ogden
. Fechtel
Hill
McPherson
Kirkwood
Pajcic
Bloom
Danson
Fontana
Hodges
Melvin
Boyd
Forbes
Mixson
Hutto
Votes after roll call:
Burnsed
Fortune
James
Morgan
Fox
Cassens
O'Malley
Kershaw
Nays-Richard
Cherry
Fulford
Kutun
Patterson
Conway
Gallagher
Poole
Lehman
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Craig
Girardeau
Lewis,T.
Richmond
.Clerk.
Crawford
Grizzle
Rish
Lockward
Culbreath
Hagler
Robinson
Malloy
Danson
Hattaway
Martin
Ward
HB 606-A bill to be entitled An act relating to stolen prop
Dixon
Hazelton
McDonald
Woodruff
erty; adding subsection (7) to s. 812.031, Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, providing that stolen property retains its character
Votes after roll call:
as stolen property for purposes of the unlawful receipt of
stolen property until certain conditions are met; providing an
Yeas,-Hollingsworth
effective date.

Continuation of Consideration of the Special and Con
tinuing Order
On motion by Mr. Craig, consideration of HB 2096 was
temporarily deferred.

HB 850-A bill to be entitled An act relating to evidence;
repealing chapter 76-237, Laws of Florida, to abolish the Flor
ida Evidence Code which was enacted to replace the present
:provisions of law relating to evidence; providing an effective
date.
-was read the second time by title.

CS for BB 88-A bill to be entitled An act relatini to juve
niles; creating s. 89.125, Florida Statutes, authorizmg news
disseminating agencies to publish the names of juveniles and
their parents or guardians in connection with violations of
law alle�d to have been committed by such juveniles; amending
s. 89.08(6)(a), Florida Statutes; permitting the fingerprinting
and photographing of 16 or 17 year old children under certain
circumstances; providing an effective date.

Representatives Becker, Sheldon, and Kiser offered the fol
lowing amendment:

-was taken up on second reading, pending on motion by
Mr. Fechtel to adopt Amendment 5. Without objection, the
amendment was withdrawn.

Mr. T. Moore offered a substitute amendment striking the
enacting clause. The Chair ruled the amendment out of order.

Representative Richard offered the following amendment:
Amendment 6-On page 1, lines 22 & 23, strike "violation
of law" and insert: felony

Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 10 & 11, strike "is hereby
repealed" and insert: shall take effect on July 1, 1978.
Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment.

The question recurred on Amendment 1, which was adopted.
The vote was:
Yeas-66

Adams
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Black
Mr. Woodruff moved that the House reconsider the vote by Bloom
which Amendment 2 was laid on the table yesterday. Mr. Black ·Burrall
burn moved that the motion to reconsider be laid on the table, Carlton
Considine
which was:agreed to. The vote was:
Mr. Richard moved the adoption of the amendment. Without
objection,the amendment was withdrawn.

Cox
Crawford
Dyer
Eckhart
Evans
Fontana
Frank
Gallagher
Grizzle

Gustafson
Hawkins
Hazouri
Healey
Hieber
James
Jennings
Jones
Kirkwood

Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
McKnight
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Appropriations Amendments
Mr. Kutun moved that Rule 11.13, requiring a decrease in
an appropriations line item equivalent to or greater than an
increase required by an amendment to the bfll, be waived during
debate on the General Appropriations Bill tomorrow, which
was not agreed to by the required two-thirds vote. The vote
was:
Yeas-77
Adams
Allen
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Black
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burrall
Cherry
Considine.
Conway
Cox
Crawford
Crenshaw
Davis
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Nays-41
The Chair
Andrews
Bell
Blackburn
Burnsed
Cassens
Craig
Culbreath
Danson
Dixon
Ewing

Evans
Fechtel
• Fontana
Fox
Frank
Gallagher
Gersten
. Girardeau
Gordon
Grizzle
Gustafson
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodes
James
Jennings
Forbes
Fortune
Foster
Fulford
Grosse
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hill
Hodges
Hollingsworth

Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
McCall
McDonald
McKnight
McPherson
Mica
Moffitt
Moore, R.
Moore, T.
Nelson

Nuckolls
O'Malley
Pajcic
Fapy
Patchett
Poindexter
Poole
Richard
Richmond
Sadowski
-Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg.
Warner
Woodruff
Young

Hutto
,Jones
Lewis, T.
Martin
Maxwell
Melvin
Mixson
Morgan
Neal
Ogden
Patterson

Ready
Redman
Rish
Robinson
Taylor
Thompson
Ward
Williams

Matters on Reconsideration
HB 226 was taken up, pending on motion by Mr. Pajcic to
reconsider the vote by which the bill passed as amended on May
6. Mr. Pajcic withdrew the motion to reconsider and the bill
was certified to the Senate after engrossment.

Consideration of the Special and Continuing Order

':1

Consideration of CS for SB 475

477

for the communication of a committee offer of settlement to
an injured patient; providing that if a patient accepts compensa
tion the patient must file any subsequent claim within 24
months from the time . compensation is offered within the
statutory requirements of s. 95.11(4), Florida Statutes; providing
for certain tort restrictions if a patient accepts compensation;
providin!f that the risk manager and medical incident committee
shall be immune from liability for their actions in investigating
medical incidents if they act in good faith and without. negli
gence; providing that medical incident committee reports and
the actions of the committee shall not be admissible in evidence; ·
amending ss. 768.53(1), (2) and (3), Florida ·Statutes (1976
Supplement), relating to the insurance risk apportionment plan
as to health care providers; repealing s. 768.63(4), (6), (6), (7),
(8) and (9), Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to
the insurance risk apportionment plan as to health care pro
viders; providing for the insurance risk apportionment plan as
to health care providers; repealing s, 768.64, Florida Statutes
(1976 Supplement), relating to limitation of liability and pa
tient's compensation fund; providing for limitation of liability
and the patient's compensation fund; repealing s. 768.62(1),
Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to group health
care provider self-insurance; providing for group health care
provider self-insurance; repealing s. 768.50, ·Florida Statutes
(1976 Supplement), relating to collateral sources of indemnity;
providing for collateral sources of indemnity in medical mal
practice actions, providing for reduction of awards under certain.
circumstances, and making provision relating to fees for legal
services and subrogation; repealing s. 768.46, Florida Statutes
(1976 Supplement), relating to- medical negligence, standards
of recovery; providing for the standard of care and breach of a
standard of care ·by health care providers; repealing s. 768.48,
Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to itemized ver
dicts; providing for itemized verdicts; repealing s. 768.61,
Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to alternative
methods of payment of damage awards; providing for alterna-.
tive methods of payment of damage awards; repealing s. 768.49,
Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement), relating to remittitur and
additur; providing for remittitur and additur; providing sever
ability; providing an effective date.
Pursuant to Mr. Moffitt's motion on May 6, the hour of 1:30
p.m. having arrived, without objection the House resumed
consideration of CS for SB 476 on second reading, with the
following pending amendment by Mr. Forbes:
Amendment I-Strike everything after the enacting clause
and insert:
Sectipn 1. Section 768.41, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supple·
ment, is reenacted and amended to read:
768.41 Internal risk management program.(!) Every hospital licensed pursuant to ch. 395, ambulatory
surgical center as defined in paragraph (d), health mainte
nance organization certificated under part II of chapter 641,
or other facility providing in-house patient care, including, but
not limited to, nursing homes licensed under chap.ter 400 and
other similar facilities, shall, as a part of its administrative
functions, . establish an internal risk management program
which shall include the following components:

CS for SB 475-A bill to be entitled An act relating to medi
cal malpractice and medical malpractice liability insurance, and
related matters; repealing s. 768.41, Florida Statutes (1976
Supplement), relating to internal risk management; requiring
that hospitals and health care facilities establish internal risk
(a) The investigation and analysis of the frequency and
management programs; requiring the Department of Insurance causes of general categories and specific types of adverse
to promulgate rules to implement the requirements of this act; incidents causing injury to patients;
providing for the composition of medical incident committees;
providing a duty upon health care professionals to report medi
(b) The development of appropriate measures to minimize
cal injuries; providing for the investigation of reported medical the risk of injuries and adverse ·incidents to patients through
injuries; providing for medical incident committees to convene the cooperative efforts of all personnel;
for purposes of determining whether an offer of compensation
i11 to be _given to an. injured patient; providing guidelines . for
(c) The analysis of patient grievances which relate to
committee determinations of amount of compen1:1a:tion . to be patient care and the quality of medical services;
offered; providing for notice to persons involved in a medical.
incident; providing for a committee determination of the extent
(d) The development and implementation of an incident
to which mjury was caused by a breach of the _standard of care. reporting system .based·. upon the affirmative duty of all health
of a physician and recommendation of payment by the physician care providers and all agents and employees of the health
or physician's. insurer; providing for the reporting of medical care facility to report injuries and adverse incidents to the
incident committee determinations of a phrsician's breach of a hospital risk manager.t &Mi
standard of care; providing that the findmgs of a committee
are not binding; providing that no offer of compensation shall
� !l!fie ee>rele,me11t; &Re im,1eme11t11tie11 e:I? tt flP8gl'&HI
be made by a committee without the approval of all persons eeeig91.ee 4;e � 88Hlfl8RB!lti8R 4;e � � Wft& Me
involved in such incident; providing for the securing of releases eete!.'HliRee t;& M¥e eualiei11ee tt e8H1'13eRBIIBle � }!U'Pl!UIIM
of !�ability from pati�nts injured in health care facilitiesi !e t;e tfte JIP8¥ieieRB ff &, � � i'i'&gMHl6 PeEfUiPee � =&ft¼&.
pealmg ·s. 768.43, Florida Statutes (1976 Supplement); providmg BQBBeeinBR � 90 eBH!ffleReee Ht �i4;1He 'ltp&ft tfte eUeeti¥e
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(a) Rules for the classification of risks and rates which
reflect past and prospective loss and expense experience in dif
ferent areas of practice and in diff�ent _geographical areas.

As used in this section, "ambulatory surgical center" means
a facility the primary purpose of which is to provide elective
surgical care, and in which the patient is admitted to and
discharged from said facility within the same working day,
and which is not part of the hospital. However, a facility
existing for the primary purpose of performing terminations
of pregnancy, or an office maintained by a physician or dentist
for the practice of medicine, shall not be construed to be an
ambulatory surgical center.

(b) A rating plan which reasonably ·fecognizes the prior
claims experience of insureds.

(2) The risk management program shall be the responsi
bility of the governing board of the health care facility. When
practical, two or more health care facilities may combine their
risk management activities. Regardless of the method sele<!ted
to carry out the program, one or more individuals shall be
designated "risk manager" for the purposes of this part.

(d) Protection in an amount to be determined by the In
surance Commissioner. For those hospitals licensed under chap
ter 395 whose policies have been canceled since April 1, 1975,
that have not been able otherwise to secure coverage in the
standard market the plan shall provide continuous coverage at
the limits available in the plan from the above date.

(3) In addition to the programs mandated by this act, other
innovative approaches intended to reduce the frequency and
severity of medical malpractice and patient injury claims
shall be encouraged and their implementation and operation
facilitated. Such additional approaches may include -extending
risk management programs to health care providers' offices
and the assuminJ of provider liability by a health care facility
for acts or omissions occurring within the facility.

(e) Rules to implement the orderly dissolution of the plan
at its termination.

(4) The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
shall, after consulting with the Department of Insurance,
promulgate rules governing the establishment of suck internal
risk management programs to meet the needs of individual
establishments. The Department of Insurance shall assist the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services in preparing
such rules. Each internal risk management program shall
include the use of incident reports to be filed with an individual
of responsibility who is competent in risk management tech,..
niques in the employ of each establishment, such as an
insurance coordinator, or who is retained by said establish
ment as a consultant. Said individual shall have free access
to all establishment medical records, and the rules promulgated
by the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall
so provide. The incident reports shall be considered to be a
part of the work pape-rs of the attorney defending the estab
lishment in litigation relating thereto and shall be subject
to discovery, but not admissible as evidence in court, nor
shall any person filing an incident report be subject to civil
suit for libel by virtue of suck incident •report. As a part of
each internal risk management program, the incident reports
shall be utilized to develop categories of incidents which identify
problem areas. Once identified, procedures shall be adjusted
to correct said problem <treas. Any suck hospital, ambulatory
surgical center, health maintenance organization, nursing home,
or other similar facility may join with like entities for a
combined risk management program,

Section 2. Sections 768.42 and 768.43, Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, created by sections 3 and 4 of chapter 76-260, Laws
of Florida, are hereby repealed.
Section 3. The reenactment by this act of section 768.41,
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, shall not effect the operation
of section 3 of chapter 76-168, Laws of Florida, which is to take
effect July 1, 1982.
Section 4. Subsections (5), (6), (8), and (9) of section
768.53, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, are reenacted, sub
section ( 4) of said section is reenacted and amended, and sub
section (10) is added to said section to read:
768.53 Insurance risk apportionment plan as to health care
providers.( 4) The temporary joint underwriting plan shall function
for a period not exceeding 3 years from the date of its
adoption by the Department of Insurance, and if still in
existence at the end of such 3-year period, it shall automatically
terminate. The plan shall provide coverage for claims arising
out of the rendering of, or failure to render, medical care or
services and, in the case of health care facilities, coverage for
bodily injury or property damage to the person or property of
any patient arising out of the insured's activities, in appro
priate et.e.11de.!'li policy forms for all health care providers as
defined in subsection (9). The plan shall include, but not be
limited to:

(c) Provisions as to rates for:
1. Insureds who are retired or semiretired.
2. The estates of deceased insureds.
3. Part-time professionals.

The Insurance -Commissioner may, in his discretion, require
that insurers participating in the Joint Underwriting Associa
tion offer excess coverage.
(5)' In the event an underwriting deficit exists at the end
of any year the plan is in effect, each policyholder shall pay
to the association a premium contingency assessment not to
exceed one-third of the premium payment paid by such policy
holder to the association for that year. The association shall
pay no further claims on any policy for which the policy
holder fails to pay the premium contingency assessment.
(a) Any deficit sustained under the plan shall first be
recovered through the premium contingency assessment. Con
currently, the rates for insureds shall be adjusted for the
next year so as to be actuarially sound.
(b) If there is any remaining deficit under the plan after
maximum collection of the premium contingency assessment,
such deficit shall be recovered from the companies partici
pating in the plan in the proportion that the net direct premi
ums of each such member written during the preceding calendar
year bears to the aggregate net direct premiums written in
this state by all members of the association. "Premiums" as
used herein shall mean premiums for the lines of insurance de
fined in paragraphs 624.605(1)(b), (j), and (p), including
premiums for such coverage issued under package policies.
(6) The plan shall provide for one or more insurers able
and willing to provide policy service through licensed resident
agents and claims service on behalf of all other insurers par
ticipating in the plan. In the event no insurer is able and
willing to provide such services, the Joint Underwriting As
sociation is authorized to perform any and all such serv
ices in an identical manner as though it were an authorized
insurer.
(8) All books, records, documents, or audits relating to
the Joint Underwriting Association or its operation shall be
open to public inspection, except that a claim file in the pos
session of the Joint Underwriting Association shall not be
available for review during the processing of that claim.
(9) As used in this section:
(a) "Health care provider" means hospitals licensed under
chapter 395; physicians licensed under chapter 458; osteopaths
licensed under chapter 459; podiatrists licensed under chapter
461; dentists licensed under chapter 466; chiropractors licensed
under chapter 460; naturopaths licensed under chapter 462;
nurses licensed under chapter 464; nursing homes licensed
under chapter 400; clinical laboratories registered under chapter
483; physicians' assistants certified under chapter 458; phy
sical therapists and physical therapist assistants licensed under
chapter 486; health maintenance organizations certificated under
part II of chapter 641; ambulatory surgical centers as defined
in paragraph (b); blood banks, plasma centers, industrial clin
ics, and renal dialysis facilities; or professional associations,
partnerships, corporations, joint ventures, or other associations
for professional activity by health care providers.
(b) "Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility the
primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care
or diagnostic or medical care or treatment and in which the

,
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patient is admitted to and discharged from said facility with
in the same working day, and which is not part of a hospital.
However, a facility existing for the primary purpose of per
forming terminations of pregnancy or an office maintained
by a physician or dentist for the practice of medicine shall
not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical center.
(c) "Health care facility" means any hospital licensed
under chapter 395, health maintenance organization certificated
' under part II of chapter 641, or ambulatory surgical center
as defined in paragraph (b).
(10) The manager of the plan or his assistant is the agent
for service of process for the plan.

Section 5. Subsection (1) of section 768.54, Florida Stat
utes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted and subsections (2) and
(3) of said section are reenacted and amended to read:
768.54 Limitation of liability and patient's compensation
fund.(1) DEFINITIONS.-The following definitions apply in
the interpretation and enforcement of this section:
(a)

"Fund" means the Florida Patient's Compensation Fund.

(b)

"Health care provider" means any:

1.

Hospital licensed under ch!!.pter 395.

2. Physican licensed, or physician's assistant certified, under
chapter 458.
3.

Osteopath licensed under chapter 459.

4.

Podiatrist licensed under chapter 461.

5. Health maintenance organization certificated under part
II of chapter 641.
6.
(c).

Ambulatory surgical center, as defined in paragraph

7. Professional association, partnership, corporation, joint
venture, or other association by the individuals set forth in
subparagraphs 2., 3., and 4. for professional activity.
(c) "Ambulatory surgical center" means a facility the
primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care
or diagnostic or medical care or treatment, in which the pa
tient is admitted to and discharged from said facility within
the same working day, and which is not part of a hospital.
However, a facility existing for the primary purpose of per
forming terminations of pregnancy, or an office maintained
by a physician or dentist for the practice of medicine, shall not
be construed to be an ambulatory surgical center.
(d) "Hospital" means a hospital licensed under chapter 395.
(e) "Health maintenance organization" means any health
maintenance organization certificated under part II of chapter
641.
(2) ·. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.(a) All hospitals shall, unless exempted under paragraph
(c), and all health care providers other than hospitals may,

prior to practicing or operating during any fiscal year of the
fund, pay the yearly fee and assessment or, in cases in which

such hospital or health care provider joined the fund after the
fiscal year had begun, a prorated assessment into the fund
pursuant to subsection (3) ilfl9i' t& �eH!g � �

�-

(b) Each health care provider shall not be liable for an
amount in excess of $100,000 per claim for claims covered under
subsection (3) in this state if, at the time the incident giving
rise to the cause of the claim occurred, the health care provider
1. Had:
a.

Posted bond in the amount of $100,000 per claim;

b. Proved financial responsibility in the amount of $100,000
per claim to the satisfaction of the board of governors of the
fund through the establishment of an appropriate escrow
account;
c. Obtained medical malpractice insurance in the amount of
$100,000 or more per claim from private insurers or the Joint
Underwriting Association established under s. 768.53; or
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d. Obtained self-insurance as provided in s. 768.52, providing
coverage in an amount of $100,000 or more per claim, and
2. Had paid, for the year in which the incident occurred for
which the claim was filed, the fee required pursuant to subsec
tion (3).
(c) Any hospital that can meet one of the following pro
visions demonstrating financial responsibility to pay
meel;'
claims and costs ancillary thereto arising out of the rendering
of medical care or services in this state shall not be required
to participate in the fund:
1. Post bond in an amount equivalent to $10,000 per claim
for each hospital bed in said hospital, not to exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate;
2. Prove financial responsibility in an amount equivalent
to $10,000 per claim for each hospital bed in said hospital, not
to exceed a $2,500,000 annual aggregate, to the satisfaction of
the board of governors of the fund through the establishment
of an appropriate escrow account;
3. Obtain professional liability coverage in an amount equiva
lent to $10,000 or more per claim for each bed in said hospital
from a private insurer, from the Joint Underwriting Associa
tion established under s. 768.53, or through a plan of self
insurance as provided in s. 768.52; however, no hospital shall
be required to obtain such coverage in an amount exceeding
a $2,500,000 annual aggregate.
(d)l. Any health care provider who does not participate in
the fund, or participates and does not meet the provisions of
paragraph (b), shall be subject to liability under law without
regard to the provisions of this section.
2. Annually, the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services shall require certification by each hospital that said
hospital is in compliance, and shall remain in compliance, with
the provisions of this section. The license of any hospital not
in compliance, or failing to remain in compliance, with the pro
visions of this section, or of any hospital failing to provide such
certification, shall be revoked or suspended by said department.
(e) The limitation of liability and coverage afforded by the
fund for a participating hospital or ambulatory surgical center
shall apply to the officers, trustees, volunteer workers, and
employees of the hospital or ambulatory surgical center, other
than employed physicians licensed under chapter 458 who are
not in a resident training program, physician's assistants li
censed under chapter 458, osteopaths licensed under chapter
459, dentists licensed under chapter 466, and podiatrists licensed
under chapter 461.
(3)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND.-

(a) The fund.-There is created a "Florida Patient's Com
pensation Fund," hereinafter referred to as the "fund," for
the purpose of paying that portion of any medical malpractice
claim for health care providers, or for bodily in;ury or property

damage to the person or property of any patient arising out
of the insureds' activities �BM �y el,aim for those health

care providers set forth· in subparagraphs (1) (b)l., 5., and 6.,
which is in excess of the limits as set forth in paragraph (2) (b).
The fund shall be liable only for payment of claims against
health care providers [who are] in compliance with the pro
visions of paragraph (2) (b), reasonable and necessary expenses
incurred in the payment of claims, and fund administrative
expenses.
(b) Fund administration and operation.-Management of
the fund shall be vested with the Joint Underwriting Association
authorized by s. 768.53, hereinafter referred to as the "JUA.''
The JUA shall operate subject to the supervision and approval
of a board of governors consisting of representati,es of five
of the insurers participating in the JUA, an attorney to be
named by the Florida Bar, a physician to be named by the
Florida Medical Association, a hospital representative to be
named by the Florida Hospital Association, and the Insurance
Commissioner or his designated representative employed by
the Department of Insurance. The Insurance Commissioner or
his representative shall be the chairman of the board. In the
event of termination or dissolution of said JUA with respect
to providing professional liability, malpractice, or �
�j" insurance for bodily in;ury or property damage to the
person or property of any patient arising out of the insureds'
activities, the JUA shall continue to operate for the purpose

of fund management as provided in this subsection.
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(c) Fees and assessments.-Annually, each health care
provider, as set forth in subsection (2), electing to comply
with paragraph (2) (b) shall pay the fees established under
this act, for deposit into the fund, which shall be remitted
for deposit in a manner prescribed by the Insurance Com
missioner. The coverage provided by the fund shall begin
July 1, 1975, and run thereafter on a fiscal year basis. For
the first year of participation, each participating health care
provider covered under the fund shall pay a fee for deposit
into the fund in the amount of $1,000 for any individual or
$300 per bed for any hospital. Those entering the fund after
the fiscal year has begun shall pay a prorated share of the
yearly fees for a prorated membership. The fee charged after
the first year of partic�ation shall consist of a base fee of $500
for any individual or ,300 per bed for any hospital. The fees
or assessments to be paid by those health care providers de
fined in subparagraphs (1) (b)5., 6., and 7. shall be established
by the fund on an actuarially sound basis. In addition, after the
first year of operation, additional fees shall be assessed, appro
priately prorated for the portion of the year for which the
health care provider participated in the fund, based on the
following considerations:
1. Past and prospective loss and expense experience in dif
ferent types of practice and in different geographical areas
within the state;
2. The prior claims experience of the members :llffll8fl6 9i'
� covered under the fund; and

.

3. Risk factors for persons who are retired, semiretired, or
part-time professionals.
Said base fees may be adjusted downward for any fiscal year
in which a lesser amount would be adequate and in which the
additional fee would not be necessary to maintain the solvency
of the fund. Said additional fee shall be based on not more
than two geographical areas with three categories of practice
and with categories which contemplate individual risk ratings
for hospitals, for health maintenance organizations, and for
ambulatory surgical facilities. Each fiscal year of the fund
shall operate independently of preceding fiscal years. Par
ticipants shall only be liable for assessments for claims from
years during which they were members of the fund; in cases
in which a participant is a member of the fund for less than
the total fiscal year, he shall be subject to assessments for that
year on a prorata basis determined by the percentage of the
year he participated. The fund shall be maintained at not more
than $25,000,000 per fiscal year. Fees and refunds shall be
set by the Insurance Commissioner after consultation with the
JUA. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as imposing
liability for payment of any part of a fund deficit on the JUA
or its member insurers. If the fund determines that the amount
of money in an account for a given fiscal year is not sufficient
to satisfy the c laims made against the account, the fund shall
certify the amount of the projected insufficiency to the In
surance Commissioner and request the Insurance Commissioner
to levy a deficit assessment against all participants in the
fund for that fiscal year, prorated, based on the number of
days of participation during the year in question. The Insurance
Commissioner shall order such refund to, or levy such deficit
assessment against, such participants in amounts that fairly
reflect the classifications prescribed above and are sufficient
to obtain the money necessary to meet all claims for said
fiscal year. In no case shall any deficit assessment for a par
ticular year against any health care provider other than a
hospital exceed an amount equal to the fees or assessments
originally paid by such health care provider for participation
in the fund for the year giving rise to such deficit assess
ment.
(d)

Fund accounting and audit.-

1. Moneys shall be withdrawn from the fund only upon
vouchers approved by the JUA as authorized by the board of
governors.
2. All books, records, and audits of the fund shall be open
for reasonable inspection to the general public, excel?t that a
claim file in possession of the fund shall not be available for
review during processing of that claim.
3. Persons authorized to receive deposits, issue vouchers, or
withdraw or otherwise disburse any fund moneys shall post a
blanket fidelity bond in an amount reasonably sufficient to
protect fund assets. The cost of such bond shall be paid from
the fund.
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4. Annually, the fund shall furnish, upon request, audited
financial reports to any fund participant and to the Department
of Insurance and the Joint Legislative Auditing Committee. The_
reports shall be prepared in accordance with accepted account
ing procedures and shall include income and such other in
formation as may be required by the Department of Insurance·
or the Joint Legislative Auditing Committee.
5. Moneys held in the fund shall be invested in interest.
bearing investments by the JUA as administrator. However, in
no case shall said moneys be invested for longer than 3 years
or in the stock of any insurer participating in the JUA or in
the parent company or company owning a controlling interest
of said insurer. All income derived from such investments shall
be credited to the fund.
6. Any health care provider participating in the fund may
withdraw from such participation only at th_e end of a fiscal
year; however, such health care provider shall remain subject
to any deficit assessment [or] any refund pertaining to any
year hi which such person or hospital participated in the fund.
(e) Claims procedures.!. Any person may file an action against a participating
health care provider for damages covered under the fund, except
that the person filing the claim shall not recover against the
fund for any portion of a judgment for damages arising out
of the rendering of, or failure to render, medical care or serv
ices against a health care provider for damages covered under
the fund, unless the fund was named as a defendant in the
suit. The fund is not required to actively defend a claim until
the provisions of s. 768.44 are completed or waived, suit insti
tuted and the fund is named therein. If, after the facts upon
which the claim is based are reviewed, it appears that the claim
will exceed $100,000 or, if greater, the amount of the health
care provider's basic coverage, the fund shall appear and ac
tively defend itself when named as a defendant in the suit.
In so defending, the fund shall retain counsel and pay out of
the account for the appropriate year attorneys' fees and ex
penses, including court costs incurred in defending the fund.
In any claim the !:!%e attorney or law firm retained to defend
the fund shall not be retained to defend ff �oyee � the
JUA t-e � kg&I � Hi' the Ah\.���
d4f'ee;i;t)' ee-Hfi-eete4 wi-th &he �1!.M. The fund is authorized to nego
tiate with any claimants having a judgment exceeding $100,000
cost to the fund to reach an agreement as to the manner in
which that portion of the judgment exceeding that $100,000 cost
is to be paid. Any judgment affecting the fund may be ap
pealed under the Florida Appellate Rules of Procedure, as
with any defendant.
2. It shall be the responsibility of the insurer or self-insurer
providing insurance or self-insurance for a health care provider
who is also covered by the fund to provide an adequate de
fense on any claim filed which potentially affects the fund,
with respect to such insurance contract or self-insurance con
tract. The insurer or self-insurer shall act in a fiduciary
relationship toward the fund with respect to any claim affecting
the fund. No settlement exceeding $100,000, or any other
amount which could require payment by the fund, shall be
agreed to unless approved by the fund.
3. A person who has recovered a final judgment or a
settlement approved by the fund against a health care provider
who is covered by the fund may file a claim with the fund to
recover that portion of such judgment or settlement which is
in excess of $100,000 or the amount of the health care provider's
basic coverage, if greater, as set forth in paragraph (2) (Ii).
In the event an account for a given year incurs liability exceed
ing $100,000 to all persons under a single occurrence, the per
sons recovering shall be paid from the account at a rate not
more than $100,000 per person per year until the claim has
been paid in full, except that court costs and reasonable at
torney's fees shall be paid in one lump sum within 90 days after
the settlement or judgment is rendered. Such fees shall not
reduce the amount of the annual award.
4. Settlements or judgments against the fund . shall be
paid in the order received within 90 days aiter the date of
settlement or judgment, unless appealed by the fund. If the
account for a given year does not have enough money to pay
all of the settlements or judgments, those claims received after
the funds are exhausted shall be immediately payable from the
assessments of participants for that year, in the order in which
they were received.
5. If a health care provider participating in the fund has
coverage in excess of $100,000 per claim, such health care pro
vider shall be liable for losses up to the amount of his coverage,
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and such health care provider shall receive an appropriate re
duction of the fees and assessments for participation in the
fund. Such reduction shall be granted only after that health care
provider has proved to the satisfaction of the fund that such
health care provider had such coverage during the period of
membership of the fiscal year.
6. The manager of the JUA or his assistant is the agent
for service of process for the plan.

Section 6. Subsection (1) of section 768.62, Florida Stat
utes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted to read:
768.62

Medical malpractice insurance; purchase.-

(!) A group or association of health care providers as
defined in s. 768.64(1)(b), composed of any number of members,
is authorized to self-insure against claims arising out of
the rendering of, or failure to render, medical care or serv
ices and coverage for bodily injury or property damage, in
cluding all patient injuries arising out of the insured's ac
tivities, upon obtaining approval from the Department of
Insurance �nd upon complying with the following conditions:
(a) Establishment of a Medical Malpractice Risk Manage
ment Trust Fund to provide coverage against professional medi
cal malpractice liability.
(b) Employment of professional consultants for loss pre
vention and claims management coordination under a risk
management program.
Any such group or association shall be subject to regulation
and investigation by the department. The group or association
shall be subject to such rules as the department adopts, and
shall also be subject to part VII of chapter 626, relating to
trade practices and frauds.
Section 7. The reenactment by this act of subsections (4)
(6), (6), (8), and (9) of section 768.63, section 768.64, and
subsection (1) of section 768.62, all Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, shall not effect the operation of section 3 of
chapter 76-168, Laws of Florida, which is to take effect July
1, 1982.
Section 8. Paragraph (a) of subsection (l') of section
768.44, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted, and
paragraph (h) is, added to subsection (2) of said section to
read:
768.44
ings.-

Medical liability mediation panels; membership; hear

(1) (a) Any person or his representative claiming damages
by reason of injury, death, or monetary loss on account of
alleged malpractice by any medical or osteopathic physician,
podiatrist, hospital, or health maintenance organization against
whom he believes there is a reasonable basis for a claim shall
submit such claim to an appropriate medical liability mediation
panel before that claim may be filed in any court of this state.
(2) The chief judge of each judicial circuit shall prepare
a list of persons [available] to serve on medical liability
mediation panels whose purpose shall be to hear, and facilitate
the disposition of, all medical malpractice actions arising with
in the jurisdiction of the circuit. The number of persons on the
list shall be determined by the chief judge, but [they] shall
be in sufficient numbers to efficiently carry out the intent
of this section. Each hearing, as hereinafter provided for, shall
be before a three-member panel, hereinafter referred to as the
"panel," "mediation panel," or "hearing panel," composed as
follows: a judicial referee, who shall be the presiding member
of the hearing panel; a licensed physician; and an attorney. The
judicial referee shall be a circuit judge. Such appointments [of
judicial referees] shall be made by a "blind" system. The
other panel membera shall be selected in accordance with the
following procedure:
(h) After selection of the panelists, the judicial referee
and either party may question the physician and attorney to
determine if either of them has a state of mind regarding the
subject matter at issue, the case at hand, or any parties directly
or indirectly involved in said case that wiU prevenb him from
acting with impartiality. Upon a determination by the judicial
referee that either panelist cannot act with complete im
partiality, the judicial referee shall remove said panelist.

Section 9. Section 768.60, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supple
ment, is reenacted and amended io read:

768.60
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Collateral sources of indemnity.-

(!) In any action for damages for personal injury or wrong
ful death, whether in tort or in contract, arising out of the
rendition of professional services by a health care provider
ee � ffi e. l:t68.&8,f9h in which liability is admitted or
is determined by the trier of fact and damages are awarded ..
to compensate the claimant for losses sustained, the court shall
reduce the amount of such award by the total of all amounts
paid, or to be paid, to the claimant from all collateral sources
which are available to him; however, there shall be no reduction
for collateral sources for which a subrogation right exists.
Upon a finding of liability and an awarding of damages by the
trier of fact, the court shall receive evidence from the claimant
and other appropriate persons concerning the total amounts
of collateral sources which have been paidT 6f' 'l'l'Hl- M �
for the benefit of the claimant or are otherwise available to him.
The court shall also take testimony of any amount which has
been paid, contributed, or forfeited by, or on behalf of, the
claimant or members of his immediate family to secure his
right to any collateral source benefit which he is receiving as
a result of his injury, and shall offset any· restriction in the
award by such amounts.
(2)

For purposes of this section:T

(a)

"Collateral sources" means any payments mad8J eP w
claimant, or on his behalf, by or pursuant to:

ee � to the

1.f&t- The United States Social Security Act; any federal,
state, or local income disability act; or any other public pro
grams providing medical expenses, disability payments, or other
similar benefits.
£.fet · Any health, sickness, or income disability insurance;
automobile accident insurance that provides health benefits or
income disability coverage; and any other similar insurance
benefits except life insurance benefits available to the claim
ant, whether purchased by him or provided by others.
8.-fet- Any contract or agreement of any group, organiza
tion, partnership, or corporation to provide, pay for, or re
imburse the costs of hospital, medical, dental, or other health
care services.
4.44t Any contractual or voluntary wage continuation plan
provided by employers or any other system intended to pro
vide wages during a period of disability.
(b) "Health care provider" means hospitals licensed un
der chapter 395; physicians licensed under chapter 458; osteo
paths licensed under chapter 459; podiatrists licensed under
chapter 461; dentists licensed under chapter 466; chiropractors
licensed under chapter 460; naturopaths licensed under chap
ter 462; nurses licensed under chapter 464; nursing homes
licensed under chapter 400; clinical laboratories registered
under chapter 488; p_hysicians' assistants certified under chap
ter 458; physical therapists and physical therapist assistants
licensed under chapter 486; health maintenance organizations
certificated under part II of chapter 641; ambulatory surgical
centers as defined in paragraph (c); blood banks, plasma cen
t:-ers, induatrial clinics, and renal dialysis facilities; or pro
fessional associations, partnerships, corporations, joint ven
tures, or other associations for professional activity by health
care providers.
(c) "Ambulatory surg-ical center'' means a facility the
primary purpose of which is to provide elective surgical care
or diagnostic or medical care or treatment and in which the
patient is admitted to and discharged from said facility with
in the same working day, and which is not part of a h_os
pital. However, a facility existing for the primary purpose
of performing terminations of pregnancy or an office main
tained by a physician or dentist for the practice of medicine
shall not be construed to be an ambulatory surgical center.

(3) In the event that the fees for legal services provided
to the claimant are based on a percentage of the amount of
money awarded to the claimant, such percentage shall be based
on the net amount of the award as reduced by the amounts of
collateral sources and as increased by insurance premiums paid.
(4) Unless otherwise expressly provided by law, no in
surer or any other party providing collateral source benefits
as defined in subsection (2) shall be entitled to recover the
amounts of any such benefits from the defendant or any
other person or entity, and no right of subrogation or assign
ment of rights of recovery shall exist. All policies of insur-
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ance providing benefits described in this section shall be
construed in accordance with this section after the effective date
of this act.
Section 10. Section 768.45, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supple
ment, is reenacted and amended to read:
768.45 Medical negligence; standards of recovery, etc.
(1) In any action for recovery of damages based on the
death or personal injury of any person, in which it is alleged
that such death or injury resulted from the negligence of a
health care provider, as defined in.s. 768.50(2)(b) &. '788,03(9),
the claimant shall have the burden of proving by the greater
weight of evidence that the alleged actions of the health care
provider represented a breach of the accepted standard of care
for that health care provider. The accepted standard of care for
a given health care provider shall be that level of care, skill,
and treatment which is recognized by a reasonably prudent
similar health care provider as being acceptable under similar
conditions and circumstances.
(2) (a) If the health care provider whose negligence is
claimed to have created the cause of action is not certified by
the appropriate American board as being a specialist, is not
trained and experienced in a medical specialty, or does
not hold himself out as a specialist, a "similar health care
provider" is one who:
1. Is licensed by the appropriate regulatory agency of this
state;
2. Is trained and experienced in the same discipline or
school of practice; and
3. Practices in the same or similar medical community.
(b) If the health care provider whose negligence is claimed
to have created the cause of action is certified by the appro
priate American board as a specialist, is trained and experi
enced in a medical specialty, or holds himself out as a specialist,
a "similar health care provider" is one who:
1. Is trained and experienced in the same specialty; and
2. Is certified by the appropriate American board in the
same specialty.
(c) The purpose of this subsection is to establish a rela
tive standard of care for various categories and classifica
tions of health care providers. Any health care provider may
testify as an expert in any action if he:
1. Is a "similar health care provider" pursuant to para
graph (a) or (b); or,

.

2. Is not a similar health care provider pursuant to para
graph (a) or (b) but feio]- ��.to the satisfaction of the
court, possesses sufficient training, experience, and knowledge
to provide such expert testimony as to the acceptable stand
ard of care in a given cause.
(3) (a) If the injury is claimed to have resulted from the
negligent affirmative medical intervention of the health care
provider, the claimant must, in order to prove a breach of an
accepted standard of care, show that the injury was not within
the necessary or reasonably foreseeable results of the surgical,
medicinal, or diagnostic procedure constituting the medical
intervention, if the intervention from which the injury is al
leged to have resulted was carried out in accordance with an
acceptable standard of care by a reasonably prudent similar
health care provider.
(b) The provisions of this subsection shall apply only when
the medical intervention was undertaken with the informed
consent of the patient in compliance with the provisions of
s. 768.46.
(4) The existence of a medical injury shall not create any
inference or teP1' presumption of negligence against a health
care provider, and the claimant must maintain the burden of
proving that an injury was proximately caused by a breach of
the accepted standard of care by the health care provider.
However, the discovery of the presence of a foreign body, such
as a sponge, clamp, forceps, surgical needle, or other para
phernalia commonly used in surgical, examination, or diagnostic
procedures shall be prima facie evidence of negligence on the
part of the health care provider.
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Section 11. Section 768.48, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supple
ment, is reenacted and amended to read:
768.48 Itemized verdict.(!) In any action by a patient against a health care
provider, as defined in s. 768.50(2)(b), in a tort or contract
claim for malpractice in which the trier of fact determines
that liability exists on the part of the defendant, the trier of
fact shall, as a part of the verdict, itemize the amounts to
be awarded to the claimant into the following categories of
damages:
(a) Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for reas
onable expenses which have been incurred, or which will be
incurred, for necessary medical, surgical, x-ray, dental, or teP1'
rehabilitative services, including prosthetic devices; necessary
ambulance, hospital, and nursing services; drugs; and therapy;
(b) Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for lost
wages or loss of earning capacity and other economic losses
and for the inconvenience of the claimant, which have been in
curred or will be incurred; and
(c) Amounts intended to compensate the claimant for pain
and suffering, loss of companionship, embarrassment, and other
items of general damages which have been incurred or will be
incurred in the future.
(2) Each category of damages shall be further itemized
into amounts intended to compensate for losses· which have
been incurred prior to the verdict and amounts intended to
compensate for losses to be incurred in the future. Future
damages itemized under paragraphs (1) (a) and (1) (b) shall be
computed before and after reduction to present value. Future
damages itemized under paragraph (1) (c) shall not be reduced
to present value. In itemizing amounts intended to compensate
for future losses, the trier of fact shall set forth the period of
years over which such amounts are intended to provide compen
sation.
Section 12. Section 768.51, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supple
ment, is reenacted and amended to read:
768.51 Alternative methods of payment of damage awards.
(!) In any action by a patient against a health care pro
vider, as defined in s. 768.50(2)(b), in a tort or contract
claim for malpractice in which the trier of fact determines
that the amount necessary to compensate the claimant for
future losses exceeds $200,000, payment of amounts intended
to compensate the claimant for losses to be incurred in the
future shall be made by one of the following means:
(a) The defendant may make a lump sum payment for all
damages so assessed, with future economic losses and expenses
reduced to present value; or
(b) The court may, at the request of either party, enter
a judgment ordering the damages for future losses to be
paid in whole or in part by periodic payments rather than by a
lump sum payment.
1. In entering a judgment ordering the payment of future
damages by periodic payments, the court shall make a specific
finding as to the dollar amount of periodic payments which will
compensate the judgment creditor for such future damages.
The total of such periodic payments shall be equal to the amount
of all future damages before any reduction to present value.
The period of time over which such periodic payments shall be
made shall be the period of years determined by the trier of
fact in arriving at its itemized verdict. The court may order
that the amounts of the payments be equal or vary in amount
depending upon the probable need of the claimant. The judg
ment shall provide that all economic losses and expenses in
curred during any given period be paid by the defendant even
though they exceed the specified payment. However, there
shall be no requirement to pay more than the original lump
sum judgment before any reduction to present value, and if
any periodic payments exceed the amount specified by the'
judgment, successive payments shall be reduced accordingly
until the entire judgment is paid.
2. As a condition to authorizing periodic payments of future
damages, the court shall require the judgment debtor to post
security adequate to assure full payment of such damages
awarded by the judgment. If the judgment debtor is unable to
post the required security, the court shall order that all dam-
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ages, both past and future, be paid to claimant in a lump sum,
and periodic payments shall not be authorized in such a case.
Upon termination of periodic payments of future damages, the
court shall order the return of such security, or so much as
remains, to the judgment debtor.
8. In the event that the court finds that the judgment
debtor has exhibited a continuing pattern of failing to make the
required periodic payments, the court shall find the judgment
debtor in contempt and, in addition to the required periodic
payments, shall order the judgment debtor to pay the claimant
all damages caused by the failure to make such periodic pay
ments, including court costs and attorney's fees. If insolvency
of the judgment debtor is proven to the court to be probable,
the court may order that the balance of payments due be placed
in trust for the benefit of the claimant.
4. The judgment ordering the payment of future damages
by periodic payments shall specify the recipient or recipients
of the payments, the dollar amounts of the payments, the in
terval between payments, and the number of payments or the
period of time over which payments shall be made. Such pay
ments shall only be subject to modification as specified in this
section.
5. If the claimant has been awarded damages to be dis
char�ed by periodic payments and the claimant dies prior to the
termination of the period of years during which such payments
are to be made, the liability of the defendant for amounts set
forth in paragraph 768.48(1) (a) and (c) shall cease and
the estate of the claimant shall have no claim for such amounts.
In such event, the remaining balance of all amounts to be paid
pursuant to paragraph 768.48(1) (b) shall be paid into the
estate of the claimant in a lump sum.
6. Claimant's attorney's fee, if payable from the judgment,
shall be based upon the total judgment, adding all amounts
awarded for past and future damages. The attorney's fee shall
be aid from past and future damages in the same proportion,
an/ the periodic payments shall be reduced by the amount of
attorney's fees paid from future damages payable. The at
torney's fee may be paid in a lump sum upon entry of judg
ment or, at the attorney's option1 .periodically in conjunction
with the claimant's payment. If ,paid periodically, the attorney's
fee shall be paid as long as payments are made to the claimant,
with the remaining balance due paid in a lump sum, if the
claimant dies prior to all payments having been made.
(2) Nothing in this section shall preclude any other method
of payment of awards, if such method is consented to by the
parties.
Section 18. Section 768.49, Florida Statutes, 19,76 Supple
ment, is reenacted to read:
768.49

Remittitur and additur.-

(1) In any action for the recovery of damages based on
personal injury or wrongful death arising out of medical mal
practice, whether in tort or in contract, wherein the trier of
fact determines that liability exists on the part of the de
fendant and a verdict is rendered which awards money dam
ages to the plaintiff, it shall be the responsibility of the court,
upon proper motion, to review the amount of such award to
determine if such amount is clearly excessive or inadequate in
light of the facts and circumstances which were presented to
the trier of fact. If the court finds that the amount awarded
is clearly excessive or inadequate, it shall order a remittitur or
additur as the case may be. If the party adversely affected
by such remittitur or additur does not agree, the court shall
order a new trial in the cause on the issue of damages only.
(2) In determining whether an award is clearly excessive or
inadequate in light of the facts and circumstances presented
to the trier of fact and in determining the amount, if any, that
such award exceeds a reasonable range of damages [or is in
adequate], the court shall consider the following criteria:
(a) Whether the amount awarded is indicative of prejudice,
passion, or corruption on the part of the trier of fact;
(b) Whether it clearly appears that the trier of fact ignored
the evidence in reaching a verdict or misconceived the merits of
the case relating to the amounts of damages recoverable;
(c) Whether the trier of fact took improper elements of
damages into account or arrived at the amount of damages by
speculation and conjecture;
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(d) Whether the amount awarded bears a reasonable rela•
tion to the amount of damages proved and the injury suffered;
and
(e) Whether the amount awarded is supported by the evi
dence and is such that it could be adduced in a logical manner
by reasonable persons.
(8) It is the intent of the Legislature to vest the trial
courts of this state with the discretionary authority to review
the amounts of damages awarded by a trier of fact in light
of a standard of excessiveness or inadequacy. The Legislature
recognizes that the reasonable actions of a jury are a funda
mental precept of American jurisprudence and that such actions
should be disturbed or modified with caution and discretion.
However, it is further recognized that a review by the courts
in accordance with the standards set forth in this section pro
vides an additional element of soundness and logic to our judicial
system and is in the best interests of the citizens of Florida.
Section 14. If any provision of this act or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, it
is the legislative intent that the invalidity shall not affect
other provisions or applications of the act which can be given
effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this
end the provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 15. This act shall take effect on July 1, 1977 and
shall apply to all actions filed thereafter.
The question recurred on Amendment 1, which was adopted.
Representative Forbes offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2--On page 8, strike lines 81 & 82, and on page
4, strike lines l & 2 (Section 8) and renumber the following
section
Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Forbes offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 19, lines 16-21, strike Section 7 and
renumber following sections
Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Mr; T. Moore, pursuant to Rule 10.14, moved to consider the
bill section by section, which was agreed to.
Mr Haben moved the previous question on the bill and all
amendments in possession of the Clerk, which was agreed to.
Representatives Bell and McDonald offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 1, lines 8 and 9, strike "including,
but not limited to, nursing homes licensed under chapter 400"
and insert:�&'! but Bet� ff; ftei'!IHl.t\' hemes tteeRaed
-lffl-ftel'�MW
Mr. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Woodruff offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-On page 21, line 27, strike ", or to be paid,"
Mr. Woodruff moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereof, without objection, further consideration of
the amendment was temp·orarily deferred. Subsequently, the
amendment was adopted.
Representatives Bell and McDonald offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 6-On page 7, lines 20 and 21, strike "nursing
homes licensed under chapter 400;" and insert: fHH'l!Hlg hemes
�-aei' � �
Mr. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
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Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 7-On page 8, line 6, after "However" strike:
a facility existing for the primary purpose of performing termi
nations of pregnancy or
Mr. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Subsequently, Mr. Bell moved to reconsider the vote by
which Amendment 7 was adopted, which was agreed to.
The question recurred on the 'amendment, and without ob
jection, the amendment was withdrawn.
Representative Moffitt offered the following amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 20, strike lines 3 through 26 and on
page 21, strike all of lines 1 through 16 and insert: Section 8.
Section 768.44, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapter 76-260,
Laws of Florida, is hereby repealed.
Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereof, without objection, the amendment was
withdrawn.
Representative Gustafson offered the following amendment:
Amendment 9-On page 20, strike all of lines 3-6 and insert:
Section 8. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 768.44,
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is reenacted, paragraph (h)
is added to subsection (2), and subsection (9) of said section
is amended to read:
Mr. Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereof, without objection, the amendment was
withdrawn.
Representatives Gustafson and Langley offered the •following
amendment:
Amendment 10-On page 21, line 13, after "impartiality."
insert: No panelist shall serve on any panel if he is a member
of any trust or fund which provides cbverage for any of the
defendants or has a financial interest directly or indirectly in
the final outcome of the claim.
Mr. Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representatives Gustafson and Langley offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 11-0n page 21, between lines 16 & 17, insert:
(9) No member of the hearing panel shall be liable in dam
ages for libel, slander, or defamation of character of any
party to the mediation proceedings for any action taken or
recommendation made by such member acting within his official
capacity as a member of the hearing panel. Nor shall any party

or his respective counsel be liable in any action for damages
arising out of the filing of any claim pursuant to the pro
visions of this section, or for the filing of any subsequent
action as provided herein, absent proof of actual malice.

Mr. Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representatives Batchelor, Poole, and Bell offered the follow
. ing amendment:
Amendment 12-On page 2, lines 10-12, after "However,"
strike: a facility existing for the primary purpose of perform
ing terminations of pregnancy, or"
Mr. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Davis offered the following amendment:
Amendment 13-On page 21, strike all of lines 4-6 and in
sert: physician; and a lay member &fl atiiePRey. The judicial
referee shall be an attorney a, eiPetiit :i-aGge, appointed by the

Florida Bar from a list of members who have submitted their
names. 8-SM �tmeft1ia ef � pefepeee SftM¼
m&tle

ee

� a, � � The other panel members shall be
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Ms. Davis moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption. The vote was:
Yeas-44
The Chair
Adams
Becker
Black
Burrall
Cherry
Considine
Cox
Davis
Dyer
Eckhart

Foster
Frank
Gersten
Gordon
Grizzle
Grosse
Haben
Hawkins
Hazouri
Hutto
Kirkwood

Kiser
Langley
Malloy
Margolis
Melvin
Moffitt
Moore,R.
Moore, T.
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley

Nays-64
Andrews
Easley
Hieber
Barrett
Evans
Hodes
Batchelor
Ewing
Hodges
Bell
Fechtel
Hollingsworth
Fontana
Jennings
Blackburn
Forbes
Boyd
Jones
Brown
Fox
Kershaw
Burnsed
Fulford
Kutun
Gallagher
Cassens
Lehman
Lewis, T.
Conway
Girardeau
Gustafson
Craig
Lockward
Mann
Hagler
Crawford
Hattaway
Crenshaw
Martin
Culbreath
Hazelton
Maxwell
McDonald
Healey
Danson
Dixon
Hector
McKnight
Votes after roll call:
Nays-J. W. Lewis, James, Fortune
Nays to YeaB-Hieber

Pajcic
Papy
Poindexter
Redman
Richmond
Rish
Sample
Sheldon
Thompson
Warner
Woodruff
Mica
Morgan
Neal

Nelson
Patchett
Patterson
Poole
Ready
Richard
Robinson
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Ward
Williams
Young

Representative Moffitt offered the following amendment:
Amendment 14-On page 21, line 16 after the period insert:
(i) Each of the panelists shall be paid $100 per day for
expenses for each day or portion of a day spent upon the hearing
panel. The court shall assess both parties equally for the
payment of such expenses to the panelists.
Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofRepresentative Pajcic offered the following substitute amend
ment:
Substitute Amendment 14-On page 20, line 3, strike all of
section 8 and insert: Section 8. Section 768.44, Florida Stat
utes, as amended by chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, is hereby
repealed.
Mr. Pajcic moved the adoption of the substitute amendment.
Pending consideration thereofMr. Crenshaw, by point of order, raised the question of
whether the admis·sion of the substitute amendment would not
nullify the purpose of the previously adopted motions under
Rule 10.14 to consider this bill section by section and the
previous question to limit consideration of amendments to those
then on the Clerk's desk. The Speaker pro tempore said the main
amendments on the Clerk's desk would be subject to perfection
by the usual amendatory process-by amendment to the amend
ment, by substitute amendment, and by amendment to the
substitute. However, he continued, perfecting amendments should
be confined strictly to the boundaries of the main amendment
and not be used as a device for reopening the bill to additional
amendments. In the case at hand, the Speaker pro tempore
continued, Mr. Pajcic's substitute was germane to the subject
of the main amendment and thus was in order. He said amend-,
ments offered under Rule 10.14 in the perfecting process must
be examined very carefully for germanity.
The question recurred on Substitute Amendment 14, which
failed -0f adoption.
The question recurred on Amendment 14. Pending considera
tion thereof-
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Representative Papy offered the following amendment to the
amendment:
Amendment 1 to Amendment 14-Strike $100 and insert: $260
Mr. Papy moved the adoption of the amendment to the amend
ment, which failed of adoption.
Representative Langley offered the following amendment to
, the amendment:
Amendment 2 to Amendment 14-After "Each of the" in
sert: non-judicial
Mr. Langley moved the adoption of the amendment to the
amendment, which was adopted.
The question recurred on Amendment 14, as amended, which
was adopted.
Representatives Bell, McDonald, and Sheldon offered the
following amendment:
Arnendll).ent 15-On page 23, lines 6 & 7, strike "Nursing
Homes Licensed Under Chapter 400;"
Mr. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Becker offered the following amendment:
or

Amendment 16-On page 26, line 6, strike "and" and insert:

Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption. The vote was:
Yeas-31
Adams
Batchelor
Becker
Black
Burrall
Considine
Cox
Davis

Eckhart
Fox
Gersten
Grizzle
Gustafson
Haben
Hazouri
Lockward

Malloy
McCall
Mixson
Moffitt
Moore,R.
Moore, T.
Nuckolls
Pajcic

Papy
Patterson
Poindexter
Sample
Sheldon
Thompson
Warner

Easley
Evans
Ewing
Fechtel
Fontana
Forbes
Fulford
Gallagher
Girardeau
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hodes

Hodges
Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Mann
Margolis
McDonald
McKnight
McPherson

Melvin
Mica
Morgan
Neal
O'Malley
Patchett
Poole
Ready
Redman
Richmond
Rish
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Ward
Williams
Woodruff

Nays-68
Allen
Barrett
Bell
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Cassens
Cherry
Conway
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Dixon
Dyer

Votes after roll call:
Yeas--Richard
Nays-Robinson, Frank, Nelson, Fortune
Yeas to Nays-Mixson
Representative Becker offered the following amendment:
Amendment 17-On page 26, strike all of lines 12-21
Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representative Richard offered the following amendment:
Amendment 18-On page 30, line 6, after the period, insert:
If the claimant lives longer than the period of time in which
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such payments are to be made, such payments shall continue
for the remainder of the claimant's life at the same rate as
the payments being made at the time they would otherwise
have terminated.
Mr. Richard moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted. The vote was:
Yeas-69
Adams
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Bloom
Burrall
Cherry
Considine
Cox
Crenshaw
Davis
Dyer
Eckhart
Fox

Gersten
Gordon
Grizzle
Gustafson
Haben
Hazouri
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hutto
Jennings
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Langley
Lockward

Malloy
Margolis
McKnight
Melvin
Moffitt
Moore,R.
Moore, T.
Nelson
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Pajcic
Papy
Patchett
Patterson
Richard

Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Ward
Warner
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Ewing
Fechtel
Fontana
Forbes
Gallagher
Girardeau
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton

Hodes
Hodges
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
McPherson

Mica
Mixson
Morgan
Neal
Poindexter
Poole
Ready
Redman

Nays-38
Andrews
Barrett
Blackburn
Boyd
Burnsed
Cassens
Crawford
Culbreath
Danson
Evans

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Dixon, Frank
Nays-Fortune, Hollingsworth
Representative Forbes offered the following title amendment:
Amendment 19-Strike the title and insert: A bill to be en
titled An act relating to medical malpractice; reenacting and
amending s. 768.41, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating
to internal risk management programs of hospitals and other
similar facilities; removing the requirement that such facilities
develop and implement a program to provide compensation to
persons who have sustained compensable injuries; providing
that the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall,
after consulting with the Department of Insurance, promulgate
rules governing the establishment of such internal risk man
agement programs; providing that the incident reports shall be
part of the work papers of the defense counsel; providing that
persons filing an incident report shall not be subject to civil
suit for libel by virtue of such incident report; repealing ss.
768.42 and 768.43, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating
to the implementation of such compensation programs throu�h
an insurance program and the use of medical incident commit
tees; reenacting s. 768.63 (6), (6), (8), and (9), Florida Stat
utes, 1976 Supplement, relating to health care providers and
the insurance risk apportionment plan reenacting and amend
ing subsection (4) thereof, and adding a subsection (10) thereto,
relating to service of process; reenacting subsection (1) of s.
768.64, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to limitation
of liability and the patient's compensation fund; reenacting and
amending subsections (2) and (3) of said section; reenacting
s. 768.62(1), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to self
insurance by health care providers, with respect to medical mal
practice liability; reenacting s. 768.44(1)(a), Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement, and adding paragraph (h) to subsection (2)
of said section; providing for the filing of claims against prac
titioners · providing for disqualification of certain panelists on
medical ! iability mediation panels; reenacting and amending s.
768.60, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to indemni
fication from collateral sources; reenacting and amending s.
768.46, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to medical
negligence of a health care provider and standards of recovery
therefor; reenacting and amending s. 768.48, Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement, which provides that verdicts in cases of med
ical malpractice shall be itemized in specified categories; re
enacting and amending s. 768.51, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supple-
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ment, relating to alternative methods of payment with respect
to claims against health care providersi reenacting s. 768.49,
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relatmg to procedures with
respect to recoveries for damages in cases where the award is
clearly excessive or inadequate; · providing an effective date;
providing a severability clause.
WHEREAS, chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating to
medical malpractice, medical liability insurance, and related
matters has been held to be constitutionally deficient at the
circuit court level, and
WHEREAS, the Legislature wishes to reenact provisions
contained in said chapter,NOW, THEREFORE,
Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
CS for SB 403--A bill to be entitled An act relating to local
ordinances; prohibiting the enactment of an ordinance or rule
imposing price controls upon a business activity which is not
franchised by, owned by, or under contract with the govern
mental agency; providing procedures and restrictions under
which the governi.ng body of a local governmental unit may
adopt or maintain in effect an ordinance or rule imposing
residential rent controls; authorizing enactment of public
service rates; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Regulated Industries & Licensing offered
the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 27, after "transportation,"
insert: taxicabs,
Mr. Culbreath moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Regulated Industries & Licensing offered
the following amendment:
Amendment 2-0n page 3, lines 17 and 18, strike "upon
becoming a law." and insert: July 1, 1977.
Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereof-

Hi!l
Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Kershaw
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.

Lewis, T.
Malloy
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
McKnight
Melvin
Mixson
Moffitt
Moore,R.

Nays-38
Evans
Adams
Forbes
Batchelor
Becker
Fox
Black
Frank
Bloom
Gersten
Boyd
Girardeau
Cherry
Gordon
Considine
Grosse
Dyer
Healey
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Blackburn, Richard
Nays-Sheldon
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Morgan
Neal
Nelson
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Pajcic
Papy
Patchett
Patterson
Poole

Redman
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Smith
Taylor
Thompson
Ward
Williams
Woodruff

Hector
Hieber
Kirkwood
Kiser
Lockward
Mann
Margolis
McPherson
Mica

Moore, T.
Poindexter
Sample
Steinberg
Warner
Young

Representative Haben offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 2, line 9, strike all of said line and
insert: Section 4. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this
act, no controls shall be imposed on rents for
Mr. Haben moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereof1 Mr. Hill moved the previous question on
the amendment, whicn was agreed to. The question recurred on
Amendment 4, which was adopted.
Representative Haben offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5--On page 8, line 8, strike "Section 4" and
insert: Section 5
Mr. Haben moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Mr. Fulford moved the previous question on the bill, which
was agreed to. The vote was:

Yeas-77
The Chair
Easley
Representative Richmond offered the following substitute Allen
Eckhart
amendment:
Andrews
Ewing
Fechtel
Substitute· Amendment 2-On page 8, lines 17-18, strike all Barrett
Fontana
of said lines and insert: Section 8. This act shall take effect Batchelor
Bell
Forbes
immediately upon becoming law.
Black
Fortune
Foster
Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the substitute amend Blackbum
Frank
ment. Mr. Culbreath moved the previous question on the substi Brown
Fulford
tute amendment, which was agreed to. The question recurred on Burnsed
Burrall
Girardeau
the substitute amendment, which was adopted.
Cassens
Grizzle
Conway
Grosse
MR. HODGES IN THE CHAIR
Craig
Haben
Crawford
Hagler
Crenshaw
Hattaway
Representative Steinberg offered the following amendment: Culbreath
Hawkins
Hazouri
Amendment 3--0n page 1, strike lines 17-27 and renumber Danson
Davis
Hieber
subsequent sections.
Dixon
Hill
Mr. Steinberg moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending Nays-31
consideration thereof, on motion by Mr. Hill, Amendment 3
Adams
Fox
was laid on the table. The vote was:
Becker
Gallagher
Bloom
Gersten
Yeas-72
Cherry
Gordon
Considine
Gustafson
Grizzle
Easley
·· The Chair
Conway
Cox
Healey
Gustafson
Eckhart
Cox
Allen
Dyer
Hector
Haben
Andrews
l<'echtel
Craig
Evans
Kirkwood
Hagler
Fontana
Barrett
Crawford
Hattaway
Brown
Fortune
Crenshaw
Votes after roll call:
Hawkins
Burnsed
Culbreath
Foster
Yeas-Sheldon
Hazelton
Fulford
Burrall
Davis
Nays to Yeas-Gallagher
Dixon
Hazouri
Cassens
Gallagher

Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Kershaw
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Lockward
Malloy
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
Melvin
Mixson
Moffitt
Moore,R.
Morgan
Neal
Nelson

Pajcic
Papy
Patterson
Poole
Ready
Richard
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Smith
Taylor
Thompson
Ward
Williams
Woodruff

Langley
Mann
Margolis
McKnight
McPherson
Mica
Moore,T.
Ogden

Patchett
Poindexter
Redman
Sample
Steinberg
Warner
Young

Nuckolls

O'Malley
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for violations of act or of rules or orders adopted or issued
pursuant to the act; amending s. 652.23, Florida Statutes; pro
viding for injunctive relief; amending s. 562.241, Florida
Statutes; providing exemptions from licensing requirements;
amending s. 552.26, Florida Statutes; requiring the depositing
of all license and permit fees in the Insurance Commissioner's
Regulatory Trust Fund; amending s. 562.27, Florida Statutes;
conforming language; repealing ss. 552.141 and 552.191, Florida
Statutes, relating to the conduct of hearings, and procedures
regarding witnesses and evidence at such hearings; providing
an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on Appropriations.
The Honorable Donald L. Tucker, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed-HB 1747
Joe Brown, Secretary

The bill was ordered enrolled.
Appointment of Conference Committee on CS for SB 563
The Chair announced the appointment of Representatives
Bell, Hattaway, Langley, Hieber, and Kershaw as Conferees,
with Representative Richard as alternate, on the part of the
House to resolve the differences on CS for SB 563. The action
of the House was certified to the Senate.

Consideration of Bills and Joint Resolutions on Third

Reading

\I calCSmalpractice;
for SB 475-A bill to be entitled An act relating to medi
reenacting and amending s. 768.41, Florida

Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to internal risk manage
ment programs of hospitals and other similar facilities; re
moving the requirement that such facilities develop and imple
ment a program to provide compensation to persons who have
sustained compensable injuries; providing that the Depart
ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall, after con
sulting with the Department of Insurance, promulgate rules
governing the establishment of such internal risk management
programs; providing that the incident reports shall be part of
the work :papers of the defense counsel; providing that persons
filing an incident report shall not be subject to civil suit for
libel by virtue of such incident report; repealing ss. 768.42 and
768.43, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to the im
plementation of such compensation programs through an in
surance program and the use of medical incident committees;
reenacting s. 768.53 (6), (6), (8), and (9), Florida Statutes,
1976 Supplement, relating to health care providers and the in
surance risk apportionment plan reenacting and amending sub
section (4) thereof, and adding a subsection (10) thereto, re
lating to service of process; reenacting subsection (1) of s.
768.64, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to limita
tion of liability and the patient's compensation fund; reenact
ing and amending subsections (2) and (3) of said section; re
enacting s. 768.52(1), Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, re
lating to self insurance by health care providers, with respect
. to medical malpractice liability; reenacting s. 768.44(1)(a),
Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, and adding paragraph (h)
to subsection (2) of said section; providing for the filing of
claims against practitioners; providing for disqualification of
certain panelists on medical liability mediation panels; reenact
ing and amending s. 768.50, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
relating to indemnification from collateral sources; reenacting
and amending s. 768.45, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement,
relating to medical negligence of a health care provider and
standards of recovery therefor; reenacting and amending s.
768.48, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, which provides that
verdicts in cases of medical malpractice shall be itemized in
specified categories; reenacting and amending s. 768.51, Florida
•·· Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to alternative methods of
payment with respect to claims against health care providers;
reenacting s. 768.49, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, re
lating to procedures with respect to recoveries for damages in
cases where the award is clearly excessive or inadequate; pro
viding severability; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
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The Committee on Rules & Calendar offered the following
title amendment:
Amendment 20-On page 1, line 9, after "injuries;" insert
"removing exclusion of facilities for performing terminations
of pregnancy from the definition of ambulatory surgical cen
ter;"; on page 2, line 14, after "panels;" insert "providing for
expenses of panelists;" and on page 3·, line 1, after "inadequate;"
insert "removing applicability to nursing homes licensed under
chapter 400;"
Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Bell offered the following amendment:
Amendment 21-On page 3, lines 23 & 24, strike "nursing
home,"
Mr. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted by two-thirds vote.
The question recurred on the passage of CS for SB 476.
The vote was:
Yeas-100
The Chair
Allen
Andrews
Barrett
Batchelor
Bell
Black
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Considine
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Dixon
Eckhart

Evans
Ewing
F'echtel
Fontana
Forbes
Fortune
Foster
Fox
Frank
Fulford
Gallagher
Girardeau
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill

Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Martin
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
McKnight
McPherson
Melvin
Mica
Mixson

Nays-13
Adams
Gersten
Moore, T.
Becker
Sadowski
Gordon
Davis
Sheldon
Kiser
Dyer
Moffitt
Warner
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Margolis, Smith, Richard

Moore, R.
Morgan
Neal
Nelson
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Papy
Patchett
Patterson
Poindexter
Poole
Ready
Redman
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Sample
Steinberg
Taylor
Thompson
Ward
Williams
Woodruff
Young

So the bill passed, as efurther amended, and was certified to
the Senate after engrossment.
CS for SB 403-A bill to be entitled An act relating to local
ordinances; prohibiting the enactment of an ordinance or rule
imposing price controls upon a business activity which is not
franchised by, owned by, or under contract with the govern
mental agency; :providing procedures and restrictions under
which the governing body of a local governmental unit may
adopt or maintain in effect an ordinance or rule imposing resi
dential rent controls; authorizing enactment of public service
rates; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
Representatives Adams, Becker, and Moore offered the follow
ing amendment:
Amendment 6-0n page 3, after· line 16, insert a new Section
8 and renumber following section: Section 8. Municipalities,
charter counties and non-charter counties in this state shall
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Senator Barron and MacKay

CS/SB 475

REFERENCJiiS:
I.

Amend. or

Subject:

Bill No. and Sponsor:

&rnmeree

-----2. -----

�E ACTION: 1.

�;

3. _____

cs Attached__

Medical Malfractice

BILL SUMMARY:
Changes the makeup and procedure of the medical incident com
mittee (MIC) of a health care facility. Provides for notice
to all parties. Provides that the findings of the MIC are
not binding unless agreed to by health care providers and their
insurers. Provides for nonadmissibility of MIC findings in
a later civil action. Eliminates provision for binding arbi
tration between MIC's and physicians of health care providers.
Restricts negotiations with patient for release from liability.
Amends certain provisions of the j_atient's Compensation Fund
(Fund) retaining defense of suits. Amends Joint Underwriter Asso
ciation (JUA) to provide for restriction of attorney represen�-
tation, allow for service of process and remove the 3 year
limitation on investments by the JUA.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

'

Present Situation:

In February, 1977, Chapter 76-260, Laws of Florida, relating
to medical malpractice, was declared unconstitutional by the
Circuit Court for Leon County on the grounds that it was enacted
in violation of Art. III, s.6 of the Florida Constitution (one
subject violation). In addition, ss.768.42 and.43, Florida
Statutes, 1976 Supplement, relating to the operation of the
MIC, were specifically declared unconstitutional on the grounds
of denial of access to the courts, trial by jury, equal protection,
procedural and substantive due process, and article V, Section
1 of the Florida Constitution (Judicial power). Health care
facilities which were members of the defendant class were
enjoined from exercising the authority given under ss; 768�42 and
43, F.S., 1976 Supplement.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill addresses the constitutional problems raised by the
circuit court.
The makeup of the MIC would be changed to include cwo doctors
chosen by the medical staff. They would not be members of
the gov,erning board. A tie-breaking 5th member would no longer
be chosen. Members of MIC would serve for two year terms. The
findings of the MIC would be advisory rather than mandatory.
Physicians would no longer be required to enter into an agree
ment binding them to the findings of the MIC. No offer of com
pensation would be made by the MIC unless agreed to by _all health
care providers and their insurers. Absent special circumstances,
the findings of the MIC would not be admissible in a later civil
suit •.
Insurers would be notified of the convening of the MIC. There
would be no requi�ement of binding arbitration should the
physician or health care provider disagree with the findings of
the MIC. After the MIC has either notified the patient of an
offer of compensation or decided that an offer would not be
made, the physician or health care provider would be able to
attempt to negotiate a release from liability.

1rjt?

0

The MIC would no longer be required to allocate damages among
the parties in a later civil action. Since a physician would
only be bound by the MIC determination if he agreed, it would
be unnecessary for the health care provider's insurer to be
responsible for a physician who refuses to pay a MIC asses
ment.
''The fund would be precluded from defending a claim until the
mediation panel has had an opportunity fo functiQll. An attor
ney would not be allowed to defend both the fund and JUA. The
3-year limitation on investments is removed. Provisions are
made for receiving service of process.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

X

NO

Economic Imeact on the Public:

The actions of the MIC, even though no longer binding on the
physician and health care providers should operate to reduce
the occurrence of adverse medical incidents. This could result
in lower liability insurance rates and better, less expensive
health care service. The amount of financial impact is not
quantifiable at this time.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

Minimal.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.

STATEMENT -rx-- SUBSTANTIAL· CHANGES CONT'iiiNED lH
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 475

10/430

Nine sections not addressed in SB 475 are repealed and reenacted
by the committee substitute, They include ss. 768.41, ,45,
.48, ,50, .51, .52, ,53, .54. They relate to risk management
programs, the Patient Compensation Fund, and the Joint Under
writing Association (JUA). In those reenacted sections there
are four major changes from existing law
There would be a new provision for service of process. The three
year limitation on investment in certain stocks by the Fund
would be removed. The Fund would not be required to actively
defend a claim until the medical mediation panel had had an
opportunity to function. An attorney would not be allowed to
def°end both the Fund and JUA.
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2
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3
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4
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5
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15
16

WHEREUPON:

17

CHAIR ( SENATOR W. D. CHILDERS, SEN. MACKAY, VICE-CHAIR) :

18

Gentlemen, the next bill will be Tab 2 by Senator Barron,

19

Senate Bill 837.
SENATOR BARRON:

20
21

bill.

22

would

23

There's someone here to speak on the

I'm sure I'm put in by request, Mr. Chairman, if you
CHAIR:

We have three persons to speak on the bill:

24

Art Harris of the Florida Nursing Home Association.

25

Harris waives his time.

26

MR. MALLORY HORNE:

Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Mallory Horne?
Mr. Chairman,
1

I'm Mallory Horne

I'11 speak

1

representing the Florida Medical Association.

2

briefly in behalf of this bill.

3

Committee that last session the constituency of Florida was

4

facing a rather chaotic moment in its history, particularly

5

with respect to the premiums for medical malpractice insur

6

ance.

7

1, 0 0 0 % and that wasn't the extraordinary exception to the

8

rule.

9

exact bill that you have before you now by 31 to 1.

I want to remind the

You heard testimony last year of increases exceeding
And this Senate met that challenge by passing the
Based on

10

the passage of that bill, the insurers gave credit in the

11

form of premiums to the medical fraternity of Florida--a

12

substantial diminution in premiums.

13

problem, very candidly, but it went remarkably far in doing

14

that.

15

care in this state.

16

reenactment of that precise bill is that in the judgment of

17

the Legislature this proposal, one other, and another were

18

linked together in conference committee and the fact of that

19

joinder and some other constitutional questions prompted some

20

litigation.

21

primarily of disassociated subject matter, violative there

22

fore of the constitutional mandate against it, invalidated

23

that act.

24

Court of the State of Florida.

25

has said there was no immediate urgency and because the

26

Legislature had the prospect of reenactment, the Court is not

It did not solve the

It settled the situation in the delivery of health
Now the reason we are back for the

And a circuit court, because of the joinder

The invalidation is now on appeal to the Supreme

2

Because the Attorney General

Now, I represent to you that this

1

expediting that matter.

2

bill is precisely what you passed last year 31 to 1.

3

to add one word as to the necessity for this reenactment.

4

mid-stream this year, if this bill is not reenacted, the

5

medical fraternity of this state will be revisited with high

6

premiums because they had calculated the effect of this bill

7

in the premium structure for this year

8

happens, the bill for medical care, medical delivery, will go

9

up correspondingly.

[?] .

I want
At

When that

And we sincerely and genuinely hope that

10

you will revisit the challenge that you did last time, fast

11

track this bill and permit the medical fraternity of this

12

state to maintain their fees where they are now and to pay

13

the premiums based on that structure.

14

answer any questions, otherwise I genuinely urge you to pass

15

this bill.

16
17

CHAIR:

I'd be delighted to

Are there any questions? All right, Mr. Russell

Troutman of The Florida Bar.

18

MR. TROUTMAN:

Senator MacKay and Senators, as Senator

19

Horne pointed out last year legislation was introduced and

20

considered by this Legislature, by the Florida Legislature,

21

in an emergency atmosphere.

22

was to the public welfare, The Florida Bar opposed each plank

23

of the legislative program of the Florida Medical Associa

24

tion.

25

Florida Medical Association, I would like to say this by way

26

of an unconditional accolade from--to the representatives of

However,

Last year, based on what we felt

in this spirit of cooperation with the

3

1

the FMA--John French and Mallory Horne, others--that indeed

2

they have,

3

carefully, verbatimed last year's bill.

4

far as we can tell,

5

that's the definition of medical care provider.

6

year they did go for a lot more than they actually got.

7

we appreciate that fact.

8

on our readings, particularly featured in the Wall Street

9

Journal, that the crisis that germinated this legislation

as far as I can tell and I've read it very
Nothing is added as

with perhaps one small addition and
Whereas last
So

But nevertheless, we contend, based

10

last year has abated.

11

you that their legislative package is responsible for that

12

abatement, there's been no statistics, no evidence to that

13

effect.

14

Florida have got a handle on this problem now is because of

15

their successful organization of an FMA trust--of a form of

16

transfer of financing responsibility to an insurance vehicle.

17

And indeed, according to the Wall Street Journal, the problem

18

has abated all over the country so that we now take the

19

position that these various advantages that the medical

20

profession enjoy are no longer necessary, and for that reason

21

our official position is opposition to reenactment of this

22

bill.

23

like to say this:

24

encouragement of Senator Barron and Senator MacKay and others

25

of trying to work out a bill in a gentlemanly fashion, we did

26

work out a bill and in that bill was the medical incident

And even though Senator Horne tells

Rather, we think that the reason why the doctors on

But further, and perhaps even more importantly, we'd
that last year, as we gathered with the

4

1

committee concept which would put some incentives, some

2

motivation, on the part of the medical care providers to

3

investigate untoward incidents that occur in hospitals--an

4

effort to ferret out and to stem unfortunate and preventable

5

occurrences in the hospital.

6

There is a story that came out of the United Press Inter

7

national dispatch that was printed in the Sentinel Star on

8

Monday, April 25, 1977, that the American College of Surgeons

9

reported to a subcommittee of the House of Representatives in

10

Congress that 78% of preventable complications or deaths

11

resulting from operations in the hospital were due to the

12

fault of the surgeons.

13

you:

14

million

15

resulting in 11,900 deaths."

16

finding of the subcommittee of the House in Congress, 2.4

17

million unnecessary operations which in turn resulted in

18

11,900 deaths, at a $4 billion cost to the public. And so we

19

think that the medical profession needs to have this medical

20

incident committee concept, and the entire idea of stemming

21

the cause of malpractice as a method of reducing rates. And,

22

so we would support that along with Senator Barron's bill.

23

That

24

assuming that it passes, support the idea that it certainly

25

not pass without combining it with the other bills--435 and

26

475 and 476, sponsored by both Senators MacKay and Senator

I think that this is needed.

And if I may read just a paragraph to

"A subcommittee study released last year found 2. 4

we

unnecessary

operations

support--we oppose

5

were

performed

in

1974

So we've got, according to this

Senator Barron's

bill,

but

1

Barron.

Thank you, sir.

2

CHAIR:

Thank you, Mr. Troutman.

3

SENATOR BARRON:

Mr. Chairman.

Senator Childers has

4

asked me to come up and meet with him.

5

say to the Committee that we've had a meeting--Senator

6

MacKay, Senator Childers, Senator Ware, and the President-

7

and we, it's our hope that you will vote for the this bill,

8

which is the pure form of the bill without the incidence

9

committee referred to, and then Senator MacKay has another

I'd merely like to

10

bill that ties them together.

11

need to pass out this bill and Senator MacKay's bill which

12

will follow right behind this one.

13

And in the interest of time we
So I move the bill.

Mr. Chairman, I have a question.

On

14

page 2, subparagraph 3, it defines health care provider, and

15

it includes nursing homes licensed under chapter 400,

16

noticed the representative of the nursing homes waived his

17

time.

18

that they were not having any problems with medical mal

19

practice suits or any increased premiums as a result of their

20

operations,

21

medical malpractice package and asked that they be amended

22

out.

23
24

25
26

and I

I had a call from a nursing home operator who said

and they didn't want to be included in the

Is this incorrect, or what's the status?
[INAUDIBLE]

________ [MR. ART HARRIS?]:

Mr.

Chairman, we did want to talk on Senate Bill 475 and 476.
CHAIR:

All right,

I understand.

They want to be

amended out of the section that would bring about the medical
6

1

incident committee, but they would like to have the advan

2

tages of the other section.
Well it would like that you ought to be

3
4

consistent.
CHAIR:

5
6

They would like to have the tort limitations,

but not the responsibilities.
[MR. HARRIS?]

7

Well, I really think we really have to be

8
9
10

No sir, that's not correct.

consistent with it one way or the other.

You know, either

you're in all the way or you're out all the way, you can't-

11

MR. HARRIS:

12

CHAIR:

13

MR. HARRIS:

May I?

Yes, sir.
The reason I didn't come up on that one,

14

we had thought that we would ask to be omitted from the whole

15

medical malpractice bill and perhaps it could be done with

16

one amendment and to speak on these other two bills that are

17

in.

18

Let me just ask for clarification, Senator

19

MacKay, I would assume that the way that they get into the

20

other bills is because of the definition used in this bill.

21

SENATOR MACKAY:

That's correct.

22

--and it would seem like if they were going to

23

be amended out of the responsibility in the other bills it

24

has to be done here where the definition includes them.

25
26

SENATOR MACKAY:

That's right.

That was the only reason I raised it at this
7

1

point.

2

MR. HARRIS:

I beg your pardon and I thank you because

3

that's my error, because I'm not that familiar with the whole

4

package.

5

SENATOR MACKAY:

The two--Let me just say one other

6

thing which might clarify it.

7

recall that last year we had some what you might call some

8

domestic relations aspect to this legislation in which some

9

of us wanted a marriage and others wanted to go on separate

The Committee will probably

10

courses.

11

This bill would have the FMA end of the bill go its separate

12

way.

13

substitute to Senate Bill 475 would tie the two together

14

again,

15

problems from last year.

16

to stay in if this bill could pass but not wanted to stay in

17

if the other one passed.

18

of both of them.

19

These two bills are inconsistent in that regard.

The one that I'm going to propose as a committee
having

corrected

MR. HARRIS:

the

medical

incident

committee

So, this gentleman may have wanted
I don't know.

Or he may want out

Well, Senator, the main problem I think

20

with including nursing homes in any medical malpractice bill

21

points out to people something that's not there.

22

past seven years I've been a leader in this association and

23

I don't remember a single malpractice suit in that length of

24

time.

25

front page publicity on anything in a nursing home, and I

26

think if there had been any, we'd have got the front page on

We, for the

Now there could have been one, but we normally get

8

1

that.

2

Orlando--we don't have surgery,

3

rooms, we don't have any of the things that really generate

4

most of the malpractice suits in hospitals.

5

that we have is a very real problem with us--we have a

6

regulation by the federal government and the state government

7

that says we have to have a doctor visit our patients once a

8

month.

9

of our patients now, and if we were included in this bill,

10

and with all the ramifications of it, I'm afraid we would

11

lose many of the doctors that we have now.

12

our patients and to our private patients and to the state

13

Medicaid program would be quite large.

14

having the need there, and any proven need at any time, it

15

just to me like that we shouldn't be in the bill.

16

glad to answer any questions.

17

the bill is an organized medical staff,

18

organized medical staffs.

19

tions you might have.

20

I'm administrator of a 420 bed nursing home in
we don't have emergency
Another problem

We have a hard time getting physicians to take care

CHAIR:

The added cost to

And I think without
I'd be

One other problem they have in
we don't have

I'd be glad to answer any ques

All right, Senator Gallen offers an amendment.

21

On page 3, lines 4-5, strike "nursing homes licensed under

22

Chapter 400."

23

further testimony? Is there any objection to that amendment?

24

All right, show that amendment adopted. There will also need

25

to be a title amendment, which would be also shown without

26

objection.

It should be page 4, lines 4 and 5.

Is there

All right, is there further--any further testi9

1

mony on Senate Bill 837.

2

SENATOR WARE:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, just a comment.

I can

3

see that this is the same bill that was passed last year

4

except for the minor change that Senator Gallen's talking

5

about.

6

security benefits is proper.

7

for damages for a malpractice in which liability is admitted

8

or determined,

9

losses sustained, the court shall reduce the amount of the

But no one has convinced me that the offset of social
This bill says that any action

any award to compensate the claimant for

10

award by the total amounts paid.

11

line 14,

12

requested a little research on whether or not the national

13

policy providing,

14

benefits under the Social Security Act should be offset by an

15

admitted negligent claim in a malpractice case.

16

intend to bring it up at this time, but I hope perhaps some

17

of those that are very interested in this legislation will

18

take a look at it.

19

benefits against award of damages to the physician for

20

malpractice?

21

strikes me that it might be apt subject for someone to take

22

into federal court where the policy of--the public policy of

23

having a social security act might be balanced against the

24

necessary of reducing premiums for malpractice insurance.

25

And I personally suspect that it would come up on the side of

26

the public policy of having the social security benefits paid

And that means as said in

the United States Social Security Act.
for example,

I've

for a widow and children
I don't

Is it right to offset social security

It strikes me that it is not.

10

And it also

1
2
3

to widows and children.
CHAIR:

All right.

Thank you,

Senator Ware.

The

secretary will call the roll on Senate Bill 837.
Senator Barron?

4

SECRETARY:

5

SEN. BARRON:

6

SECRETARY:

7

SEN. GALLEN:

8

SECRETARY:

9

SEN. HENDERSON:

Aye.
Senator Gallen?
Aye.
Senator Henderson?
Aye.

10

SECRETARY:

11

SEN. THOMAS:

12

SECRETARY:

Senator Ware?

13

SEN. WARE:

Aye.

14

SECRETARY:

Senator Winn?

15

SEN. WINN:

Aye.

16

SECRETARY:

Senator Childers?

17

SEN. MACKAY:

18

CHAIR:

Senator Plante?

Senator Thomas?

Aye.

Senator MacKay?

Aye.

The next bill is at Tab 8, it's Senate Bill 475.

19

There is in your folder a Committee Substitute--a proposed

20

committee substitute-I move the committee substitute, Mr. Chairman.

21
22

CHAIR:

--proposed committee substitute.

Let me just

23

say briefly, this makes the medical incident committee an

24

advisory committee only.

25

sections which caused the court challenge last year.

26

only teeth in this so far as the doctor is concerned is that

It deletes a major portion of the

11

The

1

every report of the medical incident committee will be

2

forwarded to the licensing board, and after two such--after

3

two reports finding fault on the part of the doctor in a

4

given year, he will be evaluated by the licensing board.

5

that's--it's essentially a repealer and reenactment of last

6

year's legislation, and I am told that this would meet the

7

test of rendering the current Court decision moot.

8

MR. HORNE:

9

CHAIR:

10

Now

Mr. Chairman, may I -

Mr. Horne.

MALLORY

HORNE:

Mr.

Chairman

and

members

of

the

11

Committee.

12

at the outset let me clearly say that the Florida Medical

13

Association has never taken a position in opposition to the

14

medical incidence reporting aspect of Senator MacKay's bill.

15

And we totally understand the pressures upon him of joinder.

16

I want to re-state, because our objection is not to the

17

subject matter of his proposal at all.

18

either way in that regard.

19

president of The Florida Bar concerning some question as to

20

whether or not the passage of this bill that we just asked

21

you to report favorably on had any effect on the diminution

22

of premiums in this state, I find that alarmingly funny.

23

company that we have accurate data on reported a $24 million

24

loss above premiums collected over a 13 year period.

25

that same company is proposing a decrease in premiums because

26

of last year's bill, the lawsuit to the contrary notwith-

We don't want to appear to be obstreperous, and

We take no position

But to the remarks of the future

12

One
And

If this

1

standing.

Now, my fear is simply this, Senators.

2

joinder for the purpose of expediency is to carry us again

3

into another court fight, because in all candor, and I do

4

believe that Senator MacKay has remedied some of the consti

5

tutional questions raised by the Court's order, he may not

6

have addressed all of them, and to tie us inextricably to

7

this experiment, no matter how moot . . .

8

another legal quagmire,

9

Florida the relief that they're crying for in this bill.

and immerse us in

is to deny the constituency of
So

10

at some juncture, if the Committee is determined to join us

11

at all,

12

Legislature so that the missile can escape the anchor at some

13

proper time, and I just simply want to say for the record

14

that the Florida Medical Association cannot agree but for

15

that reason to this joinder, and though in doing that we do

16

not express disagreement with Senator MacKay's bill.

17

we ask you to watch the ultimate product of the

SENATOR MACKAY:

I think we understand each other's

18

position on it.

19

medical incidents committee would probably be unconsti

20

tutional because it takes away rights and doesn't give

21

anything in exchange.

22

well discussed.

My position being that your bill without the

23

SENATOR BARRON:

24

CHAIR:

25

would

26

substitute.

So I think those two issues, we pretty
Move it.

Are there any further comments?

be--Senator

Barron

Yes, sir?
13

moves

the

If not--This

proposed

committee

1

I think your substitute still has nursing

MR. HARRIS:

2

homes, doesn't it?

3

CHAIR:

4

MR. HARRIS:

Yes, it does.
I'd like to use the same reasoning that we

5

used before to ask you to omit the nursing homes from this

6

bill.

7

SENATOR GALLEN:

8

CHAIR:

9

10

Yeah.

Senator Gallen moves the sense of amendment to

take the nursing homes out.
SENATOR MACKAY:

Mr. Chairman, I'll leave that up the

11

Committee's vote.

12

It seems to me that the public has the same interest in

13

having the safety procedures that are inherent in the risk

14

management medical incident committee in nursing homes as it

15

has in all the rest of the health care facilities, so I would

16

oppose it.

17

CHAIR:

It's not an absolutely live or die issue.

Call the roll, please.

This is the roll call

18

on the sense of an amendment to take nursing homes out of the

19

proposed committee substitute.
Senator Barron?

20

SECRETARY:

21

SEN. BARRON:

22

SECRETARY:

23

SEN. GALLEN:

24

SECRETARY:

25

SEN. HENDERSON:

26

SECRETARY:

Aye.
Senator Gallen?
Aye.
Senator Henderson?
Aye.

Senator Plante?
14

Senator Thomas?

1

SEN. THOMAS:

2

SECRETARY:

Senator Ware?

3

SEN. WARE:

Aye.

4

SECRETARY:

Senator Winn?

5

SEN. WINN:

No.

6

SECRETARY:

Senator Childers?

7

SEN. MACKAY:

8

CHAIR:

9

SENATOR MACKAY:

10
11

CHAIR:
is moved.

Aye.

Senator MacKay?

No.

All right.
Move the bill, Mr. Chairman.

So the proposed committee substitute as amended

The secretary will call the roll.
Senator Barron?

12

SECRETARY:

13

SEN. BARRON:

14

SECRETARY:

15

SEN. GALLEN:

16

SECRETARY:

17

SEN. HENDERSON:

18

SECRETARY:

19

SEN. THOMAS:

20

SECRETARY:

Senator Ware?

21

SEN. WARE:

Aye.

22

SECRETARY:

Senator Winn?

23

SEN. WINN:

Aye.

24

SECRETARY:

Senator Childers?

25

SEN. MACKAY:

26

CHAIR:

Aye.
Senator Gallen?
Yes.
Senator Henderson?
Yes.

Senator Plante?

Senator Thomas?

Aye.

Senator MacKay?

Aye.

So the bill passes this committee.
15

1
2

II

All right, the next bill is Senate Bill 1082, which is
workmen's compensation

.

. . .

3

WHEREUPON, the Committee meeting regarding Senate Bill

4

837 and Committee Substitute for Senate Bill 475 was con-

5

eluded.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
16
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